THE REUNION OF ROMANIA
The reunification of Romania was possible in 1990, 1991. It was a coordinate
major of the Romanian Revolution. Who opposed it? Who didn't get involved,
though did you have to The President of Romania was Mr. Ion Iliescu, and the
Prime Minister, Mr. Petre Roman. Traitors live among us. Knowing what
happened, we will be more united in thought and feeling. The territorial
reunification of Romania is inevitable! The Ribbentrop-Molotov Pact, through
which a good part of Romania is incorporated in Ukraine, falls into the category
of the worst crimes against humanity. The 1996 Treaty between Romania and
Ukraine, it is deeply inhuman, its perpetrators being complicit in the murder of
humanity, with all those guilty of initiating, drafting, initialing, applying and
maintaining the consequences of this pact, themselves becoming co-authors of
maintaining these consequences. It is about Mr. Emil Constantinescu, on then
the President of Romania, by Mr. Adrian Severin, then Minister of external, by
Mrs. Zoe Petre, then the head of the presidential advisers s. a. Did you know
that in 1990, the Russian Federation agreed to institutionalize Romanian
language
education, throughout the Russian Federation, for the descendants deportees
and for the other Romanians, who, forced by circumstances, live away from
birthplaces? In Romania, minorities are protected, they have education in their
language, our Romanians, from abroad, do not. Then the president of Romania
was Mr. Ion Iliescu, and the prime minister, Mr. Petre Romanian. The
unification of the Romanians in a single state was done by themselves, the
empires being put on the accomplished fact. The KGB hats in Romania don't
even have one dared such a thing towards the Moscow imperialists, both in
their conversations with the representatives of the USSR Embassy in Romania,
as well as in Chisinau and Moscow. On the contrary, they infiltrated, annexed
and hijacked the Flower Bridge from a new Alba-Iulia, given that Romanians
from all parts of Romania they had been notified and had voluntarily come
from all over the country with a rush unstoppable, in Bessarabia. A real
Plebiscite: Alba-Iulia 1990. The reunification of Romania is inevitable!
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December 22, 1989
On December 22, I was heading to Television, when, in nearby, I was met by
Liviu Petrina and Aurel Dragoş Munteanu. I answer that I will enter the
building. They asked me if I could take them too to them. I was in a lot of young
people. In front of us a few groups of military. There were some difficulties in
entering the building. Yes, here you go. I got it open a road, a corridor.
Surprised by the way I entered, Liviu Petrina and today he still asks me why I
was made a place in the crowd, and at the entrance, too as. After we entered,
we broke up. I went up to one of the floors and I entered a situation analysis
room on the ground in the capital. And by command. That's how I perceived it.
In the hallway, by the door, Stark- guard room, a bit restrictive, but he took a
step back, gesturing to me that he wasn't oppose. I entered. Several people
were leaning on some maps, civilians and military ... Also on this day I wrote, at
the proposal of Liviu Petrina, an article for the Renaissance.
The night of December 22 to 23
On the night of December 22, Liviu Petrina, Laura Sigarteu, Iftene Pop,
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Ioan ALexandru, Ulvine Alexandru and Victor Negară, at the initiative of Liviu
Petrina, they founded the National Peasant Christian Party and wrote
The proclamation of this party. It would be time for this group to make
confessions. Its members showed courage and political sense.On the night of
December 22-23, I was with Liviu Petrina, at the invitation to him, at a printing
house, where the newspaper Renaşterea, Jurnalul was printed. The National
Organizing Committee of the National Peasant Christian Party. Liviu Petrina had
already taken the materials for publication. In the first no. Are included the
article Resurrection, by M. Eminescu and the poetry of the Plowman, by
Octavian Goga and materials signed by Ioan Alexandru, Liviu Petrina, Iftene
Pop, priest prof. dr. Constantin Galeriu, Gelu Bejenaru and Gheorghe Gavrilă
Copil. The Romanian Revolution was a huge deployment of political forces. A
set up a party and publish a political newspaper, without using big words,
it means political maturity. The Opposition gathered around this party,
known fact, which no one denied, easy to prove, to remember. In the
prmul no. it is written “The National Peasant Christian Party was born in the
fire sacrifices for justice on December 22nd. He is a Christian Democratic Party.
"The PNT politicians, the survivors of the communist prisons, came, after a few
days, at PCNŢ, which was already active. In no. 2 of the Renaissance (Justice
had not yet reappeared, so that the Renaissance became the organ of press of
the PNT) is specified, in a communiqué „In the joint meeting extraordinary
meeting which took place on 26 December 1989 in Bucharest, ascertaining the
identity of doctrine and program between the Christian Party National Peasant,
the governing bodies decided as the name the party to be the "National
Peasant-Christian Democratic Party". That's how it ended PNT, party of the
Romanian Revolution, or in other words, participant in the Revolution
Romanian ...
December 23
General Ştefan Guşe reacted publicly, opposing the intervention
Soviet army in Romania. Regardless of the controversial personality of
general, in connection with the development of the Romanian Revolution in
Timişoara, with the tragedies that happened there, history will record the truth
that the general intervention of the general had a great weight for Romania.
We still wonder today why "sound" names from then, from time
During the revolution, they did not immediately form a joint body with General
Ştefan Guşe. All I was left with only one answer, because the request for
military support from the Moscow part was made by the "chief", that is, by Mr.
Ion Iliescu. At the USSR Embassy (!), In a telephone conversation with Moscow.
Those who I know, out of fear, I'm still silent today. The televised intervention
of General Ştefan Guşe a was received accurately, as a counter to this request
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and as a warning given to Moscow. To the public reaction of gender. Stefan
Guşe, Moscow was silent. This silence it made me feel December 23rd as an
extremely hard day for the Romanian Revolution. On December 23, I addressed
Moscow, in view of the worst threat looming over Romania- foreign military
invasion. Message on behalf of the National Action Committee BucharestChisinau Free Pass. On transmission relays, in conditions on which I will evoke,
CNABCTR was confused with the National Committee of PCNŢ.
24December
Moscow's response to our message was that it would not send troops
military in Romania. But first, about conveying the message. In conditions
dramatic. It's time to talk about a heroine of the Revolution. The transmission
The message took place intermittently over several hours. After another
attempt, failed. Around the building (PTTR), to take control of it, he was firing.
Bullets also entered the building, but in this regard, confessions are to others.
He is silent. With all the fear and despair through which the young woman I
was in contact with, alone in the building, was passing, she understood exactly
the importance of our message, succeeding, from fragmentary transmissions,
non-building, to connect me with Chisinau, with the Popular Front from
Moldova (God is great!), With interruptions and replays, but FPM had
succeeded receiving the message, which he immediately forwarded to
Congress People's Deputies of the USSR, Mr. Mikhail Gorbachev. Transmitter
ours was exposed. He was walking in a narrow path, between life and death.
Did not abdicated from duty, to take refuge in places in the larger building
safety. He returned several times to the place of maximum exposure, only by
here he had a chance to succeed. He had to succeed before he could
damage to the facilities, or occupation of the post office. In this young woman,
the spirit sacrifice of the Romanian Revolution was alive! Those who tried and
contributed when the Romanian Revolution was annexed, unfortunately they
did not realize what a pity great they committed. The message got to where it
needed to be. Mikhail Gorbachev, in a Congress break (At which the MolotovRibbentrop Pact was annulled), to him the Romanian Bessarabian deputies and
informs them that he has arrived a message from Bucharest. He had it, half
bent on the back of his palm, halfin the palm of your hand. He showed them
half of his palm The arrival of the USSR army in Romania it is inopportune ...
-I inform you that we will not send troops to Romania.
The joy of the Romanian deputies was enormous. The threat of intervention
the Soviet military had pressed them all. Our brave brothers from Bessarabia
they had acted. The Democratic Movement (which has been around since May
1989 FPM) informed us of the warning given to Moscow, and namely that the
Romanians from the Republic of Moldova will live alive in the way of the tanks
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Soviets, if they go to Romania. If the Romanian Revolution has need help, if
Romania needs help, if Bucharest, the capital of all Romanians will call them,
then they, the Bessarabian Romanians, wiljump to the aid of the Motherland!
By no means the Soviet army! The young people who fell during the Romanian
Revolution, the heroine who transmitted the message, the brothers from
Bessarabia ...It is time to highlight another aspect of Mr. Michael's conversation
Gorbachev with the Romanian Bessarabian deputies. Mikhail Gorbachev, the
module consciously, through cunning, he has grieved the Romanian people to
this day. He contorted and complicated relations between Romania, on the
one hand, and on the other being, today, the western Soviet empire (Ukraine)
and Russia. The part of the page in his palm had shown it. The bent one, on the
back of the palm, no. Exactly in the palm of your hand he had kept the
fragment with our opposition to military intervention"... This Revolution is
being made by us. We can take her alone to the end! The arrival of Moscow's
troops would be all and sundry inopportune ... "On the back of the palm" "....
The people of the German R. D. and R. F. German travels in both directions,
absolutely free, without a passport, without visas, no customs duties ...
Moscow can really offer democracy our most precious but ... Romania and
Moldovan RSS ... free movement of citizens of the two states. The effect on the
whole people Romanian would be extraordinary. The heart of the European
house would beat here, on the Tisza to the eastern bank of the Dniester. God
help us! ”Good God had also prepared the framework for the smooth
Reunification of Romania. Right there that congress annuls the MolotovRibbentrop Pact. And the deputies of Ukraine, all voted to annul the treaty, to
declare it null and void initiation. Ukraine, like the Republic of Moldova, was
not yet an independent state.They were part of the USSR. Ukraine was looking
for allies to achieve its ideal supreme, of freedom, of independence. The
reunification of Germany was in full swing deployment. In Chisinau, Romanian
deputies saw the entire text. Have stated that if Mikhail Gorbachev had not
hidden the other side of themmessage, given the enormous prestige of the
Romanian Revolution, still in its infancy full development and that the Congress
annulled a Pact that had affected territorial and Romania, would have had the
opportunity to bring, in front of all deputies and guests, and the issue of the
Reunification of Romania. What did the comrades do? Who had risen to the
forefront of the Romanian Revolution? Poor people ... What a heavy burden
they have left on the shoulders of the Romanian people! In the confrontation
with Mikhail Gorbachev we had managed to earn a point. The invasion of
Romania no longer took place. Mikhail Gorbachev was waiting for the second
move, determined not to give up. We, determined to win! Today, those who
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deny the chances of Romania's Reunification, since 1989 and continuing into
the 1990s and 1991s, they have beenabsent from duty.
Mihail Gorbachev - Mr. Petru Lucinschi,
who is Gheorghe Gavrilă Copil?
It turns out that the message had a special effect on Mikhail Gorbachev
and from the fact that although the head of a state with branched secret
services throughout world and with a participation even during the Romanian
Revolution, for planting in power, in Bucharest, of the Romanian KGB
members, he did not know what forces were behind it this message. The scale
of the Revolution had exceeded all calculation. Petru Lucinschi
-I do not know.
The Romanian State Security Officers, after taking power, in
Romania was martyred by the people of the communist empire.
He pierced her tongue and lifted her up like a gallows. And the officers from
the Romanian army, from the special services, crucified. I saw one of them
the traces of the nails ... and today I see the Romanian people crucified, like a
cross, on a riverbed Prut! From the spirit of these martyrs we derive our
capacity to act in the issue of the Reunification of Romania. To act
uninterrupted, until the fulfillment of our holy ideals, regardless of difficulties
and some adverse circumstances. Moscow, unaware of our forces - such
forces can never be defeated, they cannot be fully identified – a reacted wisely.
Mikhail Gorbachev understood that it was about force a people who were
ready to act for freedom and forThe reunification of the country. Let no one
deceive himself, no empire! Romanians will reunite territorial country!
A delegation from Bessarabia
A few days after receiving the message from Mikhail Gorbachev, immediately
after the publication of the entire text in the Chisinau press, they arrived in
Bucharest, at the PNTC headquarters, Leonida Lari, Grigore Vieru and Nicolae
Dabija, in especially, as they confessed, to know the person who managed to
causes Mikhail Gorbachev to declare that he will not send troops to Romania,
and at the same time opened the way for the Reunification of Romania, in full
development of the Romanian Revolution, but it was clear that they had come
to a party from who hoped for the fulfillment of holy national ideals. For them,
Romania, then, was represented by PNTCD, proof that they arrived at
PNTCD.Then, at the first meeting, with deep political connotations, among the
Romanians on on both banks of the Prut, I asked the three Bessarabian
Romanians in publicly, if they want to run for the Romanian Parliament.
Surprised to their depths wounded by the Soviet occupier, they shuddered,
illuminating in the face, in an unspoken answer, but received as positive, being
applauded of those present.
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With Alexandru Paleologu
One day before Christmas, I met him in the crowd he surrounded the
Television, Mr. Alexandru Paleologu, with whom we met removed at a leisurely
pace, at his request, as the crowd himbother (to use a gentle word), confession
that upset me and sad. I knew him before the Revolution. Paleologu is a good
man. He has a warm heart, he intuits people well, he trusts them. Cultivate
elegant relationships, offering the first of the nobility that should characterize
any person. It was a pleasure to meet him again and I preferred to remember,
now, in writing those minutes, with all their annoyance.
Ion Iliescu
On December 26, we addressed, in an open letter, To National Salvation Front:
“People from R. F. Germany and R. D. Germany circulates in both directions,
absolutely free, without a passport, without visas, without customs duties ...
The SNSF Council came in contact with the RSS GovernmentMoldovans, in
order to get such a law to be legislated, in time? ” He never answered us. In the
issue of the Reunification of Romania we do not knowno answer, except the
one against Reunification, given in a year, Mr. Mikhail Gorbachev, when he will
sign the Treaty with the USSR, acknowledging the borders of the USSR.
We, determined to win!
Mr. Mikhail Gorbachev, Congress of People's Deputies of USSR - open letter of
December 30, 1989. For edification, a quote "A solution has been found to
Europe's worst humanitarian problem Hello ... the Germans are moving in both
directions, absolutely free, without visas, without taxes. Romania has a German
R. D. of its own. It's about RSS Moldovan ... It is known that Romanians in
northern Bucovina and throughout Bessarabia suffered the most terrible
misfortunes that can befall it deportation, imprisonment, prohibition of
cultivation in one's own language, settlement of settlers on its land, etc ... What
is valid for Germans, in no case can be denied to another people. Even without
the case Germany, the Romanian people have the right to this moral reparation
... Now,
when the land of Romania is abundantly watered by the blood of the martyrs
To the revolution ... we discovered, to our amazement, another dictatorship, a
the old Stalinist regime in the Soviet Union, a dictatorship that may it acts
painfully on the Romanian people. We are no longer able to we live under the
chains of no dictatorship. The proverbial patience of the Romanians took the
end. Hundreds of thousands of Romanians are ready to go to the Prut, with
flowers, in greeting our brothers east of the Prut. No internal force, no voice
and no foreign force can stop us ... no one is allowed to it still torments this
people. It is known that our revolt began in Chisinau, a continued in Timişoara,
a real blood turntable, from where acovered the whole country, bursting,
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unstoppable, like a volcano ... We think the governments of Romania and the
Moldovan SSR can honor this request of of the Romanian people until May
9,the day of the proclamation of Independence state of Romania. " For the
second time, Moscow is responding positively to our requests Moscow sends
Mr. Eduard Sevardnadze to Romania, the Minister of Foreign Affairs of the
USSR, who arrives in Bucharest on January 6,1990, where he says the answer
from the leadership, USSR "We discussed this aspect and at the highest level
will begin a series of conversations in connection with the border regime, so
that the people of Romania and RSSMoldovan woman to be able to have
contacts without difficulties. ”OnlyRomanian state officials ignored the historic
train of Reunification.
Following Moscow's response, demonstrations were suspended
Mr. Petru Lucinschi, First Secretary of the CC of the PC from RSS
Moldova - open letter from January 14, 1990 „Afte the reply received from
Moscow by Mr Eduard Sevardnadze, we gave up demonstrations in support of
free passage over the Prut. No more it is necessary to emphasize that such
demonstrations, once started, can no longer be stopped ... Moldovans between
the Prut and the Carpathians are one step away from taking to the streets.
The Transylvanians as well. The national march with flowers, to meet our
brothers from across the Prut, we will not be able to stop it. And we don't even
want to. " companions dependents of Moscow will be relieved. Any postponed
activity is it may not be possible.
Better dead than a traitor!
The KGB Securitates from the Securitate, from the Communist Government,
from the PCR, from cultural institutions, from Radio and Television, etc.,
rubbed their hands a satisfaction. Well, if the USSR isn't bothered, they have a
chance stabilize in power and still under the insurance of Moscow! That such
forcesoccult acts then it is known, but still silent today. But shut up and the
detainees policies with many years in prison. Only a few have made true
confessions and only they no longer have their souls behind bars today!
Comrades in civilian clothes from May the old investigation and torture teams,
or those from the years before Revolution, surveillance and warning, that in
this country no one move, everything is under control, they left deeper traces
than is thought. And the signatory of these lines had such an officer, who,
according to those twenty years before the Revolution, it came his way. And
not to I think it's a simple meaningless incident, it was posted right in the lobby
of the block in which I live 4-5 years after the revolution! God what madness,
some Romanians followed other Romanians until the Revolution, instead of
them supervise the KGB members and their descendants, and after the
Revolution some, in indicative reprofiling, from sadea communists, draped in
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democrats. Did not longed to tear his clothes and put ashes on his head, to be
believed. Only they are from the great group of exes who acted against
Opposition, with a brutality indistinguishable from the times when the flower
of intellectuality Romanian was closed and destroyed. The opposition was
made up of a few survivors. So far, the opposition has been shouting that the
comrades are thinning the files I'm extracting documents that would prove the
oppressors. Now that they have come to power, would they be thinned by the
statements of the oppressed ?! it he knows that former political prisoners,
under physical and mental terror, have been coerced to give all kinds of
statements, with serious consequences for other people.Some they became
informants. Not confessing the truth, they are still imprisoned today. That is
why they oppose the files becoming a simple public library. What the pathetic!
But I know that there were good Romanians before the Revolution and in the
structures of the authoritarian state. I know them, I know some good
Romanians from the ranks of former political prisoners. The repressive force,
since its establishment communism in Romania, until the Revolution, left deep
traces in some and in others. We do not absolutize, we do not generalize. We
have sad data in connection with the inability to hire, after the Revolution, for
Reunification. The country, among both categories, in favorable situations,
ready created. Fearof the USSR functioned compared to those in the former
communist state structures, with KGB networks in these structures, and for
former political detainees, in following the beatings they received, behind bars,
from the old KGB networks, by to the parents of those in the new networks.
The issue of files is a problem which, if not resolved by full access to them, will
leave a shadow stain in the soul of this wonderful people. Only writers, by
grace given by the Good Lord, they will plunge into the unseen depths and will
restituted in light what yesterday's Opposition, now the Power, is trying to
cover up! After they stopped accessing files, they now limit it. Why did I write
these lines? Because in this context we had to act. In the these conditions we
had to resume the mass activity in the problem The reunification of Romania
and to carry out our activity in the ten years, from revolution to this day. Better
dead than a traitor. Betrayal means and not engaging in such activities.
The Prut River, of our tears, to cover it with flowers
Bucharest-Chisinau National Action Committee, on the 21stJanuary 1990 is
transformed into the Bucharest-Chisinau Cultural Society, which obtains the
status of legal person on February 14. Noting it is known that the officials from
Bucharest are absent from the Reunification process Romania, with the
encouragement of Heaven, good and ancestors, descended to organizing one
of the most prestigious national, reunifying actions of the country, the Prut of
our tears to cover it with flowers, thus keeping, at day, the chances of
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reunification. Contacts have been established with trusted people from all over
the territoryof Romania. To the east of the Prut, by the organization of the
Prut action of tears.The People's Front of Moldova took care of us. FPM was
also part of Opposition. The first call, The Prut of Our Tears ..., appeared on the
15th February. And now, just a few confessions from the preparations for the
transition to thrombus of over a million Romanians across the Prut border. Of
the most little known, or not at all.
The Romanian army had noticed the great historical chance of the
Reunification of Romania
I must admit that the Romanian army officers reacted with dignity, without
hesitation, to the Prut march of our tears to him cover with flowers. There is no
doubt that at the top, the FSN is not controlled in the entire Romanian army.
The battle to remove the KGB general fro the head of the army, led by the
democratic forces within the army (CADA),he had achieved his goal. It has been
removed. Together with your border officers of the Romanian army, we
established all the points for crossing the border, where, the Romanian border
guards took all the necessary measures! If from the height of Romania's
political leadership, it was shaking and shaking they watched with horror the
preparations and the inevitable crossing of this frontier, drawn by the Soviets
inside Romania, the Romanian border army was placed immediately, with
brotherhood and professionalism, at the disposal of the national will. And
the border army is part of a unitary whole, the Romanian Army. I had meetings
with senior officers of the Romanian Army, in border towns,meetings at
military units, then in public, for the good organization of action along the
entire border, where the USSR army was also deployed. To the public meeting
in Iasi, on behalf of the Popular Front of Moldova, have Mr. Iurie Roşca and Mr.
Sergiu Burcă participated. Approval was also obtained Metropolitan Church of
Moldavia and Suceava, for officiating the divine service on the banks of the
Prut. So the Romanian Orthodox Church also responded positively, sacrificial, at
our request. There is no doubt that the Metropolitan Church of Moldova and
Suceava had notified the Patriarchate of our requests. The Secretariat of the
Patriarchate, through the priests who were with us, he had become aware of
these requests, bringing them to the attention of the Patriarch.
The Soviet army will react against those
which will violate the border of the USSR
There were also extremely critical moments. Meeting the semantics
these lines with commanders of the USSR Army, meeting agreed between
parties, took place on acceptable terms, but the harsh reaction of the
gentleman Mikhail Gorbachev cannot be overlooked. The head of the USSR,
through the agencies The press reports to the world that the USSR Army will
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not allow anyone to violate themborder. We were not impressed. We are not
crossing the border of a state foreigner, but I was crossing a bank of a river
inside Romania, on the other shore! The passage of a million Romanians across
the Prut was a storm inevitable.
Open letters addressed to the heads of state bordering the Prut
We addressed Mr. Petru Lucinschi, Mr. Vladimir Ivaşco (Ukraine) and
Mr. Ion Iliescu, informing them that we are crossing the Prut. We quote from
the letter open addressed to Mr. Petru Lucinschi „On May 6 ... about one
million Romanians will walk with flowers the wound caused by the border
imposed in 1940, when ... was finally annexed by the USSR, Bessarabia, then in
same year and in the same context, northern Bucovina ... Sons of the Romanian
people of a on either side of the border, have not seen each other for decades,
or do not know each other not at all...".
Did we also address the USSR?
Not now. We leave the comments to political scientists. Not to be
create any doubts, we specify that all the documents to which we
we refer to these notes were published in the press at the time
respectively (see end of this book).
German Democratic Republic of Romania
The call of the Prut of our tears to cover him with flowers, had appeared in
many of the newspapers on the two banks of the Prut, sometimes by
resumption,including, up to date, in the last no. of the publication of the
Popular Front of Moldova before crossing the Prut. We quote from this call,
signed by Gheorghe Gavril Copil, president of the Bucharest-Chisinau Cultural
Society "RepublicMoldovan Socialist Soviet Union, northern Bukovina and
southern counties Bessarabia is the German Democratic Republic of Romania. "
Mikhail Gorbachev had given up the Soviet Army's reaction. Opinion
The public had not found out. We didn't know either. Who knew?
The Romanians, the Romanian Revolution, had won for the third time in front
of MoscowThe whole country spirit of Alba Iulia hovered over the waters.
We leave the answer to the question in this subtitle to identify it
readers.
It's now. The "organizer" of the Flower Bridge appears
One of these days, Mr. Victor Crăciun, the first the vice-president of the
Cultural League for the Unity of Romanians Everywhere, as if by chance, on the
street. He worked at Radiotelevision in Bucharest.His Majesty expresses his
desire to join the Prut of Tears action to cover it with flowers. Our action was
open to all Romanians. He expressed his desire to send delegates from the
League to the centers for organizing the crossing of the Prut. I accepted. Thus,
in Iasi, prof. Mihai Avădanei, president of the Iaşi Branch of the Bucharest
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Cultural Society-Chisinau, the person in charge of this organizing center,
received him even the son of Mr. Victor Crăciun. It was reduced to one man,
the participation of the League in the Organization of the Flower Bridge! Of
course, readers are he asks how I was misled by this man. Simple. Not really I
had seen it for many years. He had been my lecturer, or assistant at Al. I.Cuza,
from Iasi. Activate at group level. He abused the sacred relationship between
teachers and students. How do I know what was in his soul??
Gheorghe Gavrilă Copil is a dangerous man
Prof. Victor Crăciun asked me where I will be on May 6, the day of the crossing
Prutului. I replied that somewhere there would be the highest share of risk, at
Ungheni. Trains full of brave Romanians were to arrive in Iasi from
various parts of the country. Then, from Iaşi, to Ungheni. It was my sea
error. It was known where I would be. Now I think so. On May 6, in Iasi,
I am warned, in a confidential manner, that it was from Bucharest, from above
transmitted information to the servants of the KGB Power in Iasi, who
now they were activated up to the level of ordinary informants Gheorghe
Gavrilă Copil is an extremely dangerous man. But about something like that,
another time ...
Ion Pogorilovschi
Prof. Victor Crăciun expressed his desire to be among the delegates from
Albita. I didn't mind. He asked me who was on the side Bucharest-Chisinau
Cultural Society. I replied that he was a good man sense, a distinguished man,
an exceptional researcher, a man whom the Soviets had destroyed the family,
the father remaining on the shore annexed by the USSR, and he, the mother
and the sisters on the other side and that she couldn't see her father and
sister,because he tried, he went to jail ... Who? Ion . Victor Crăciun has turned
red like a cancer and we can no longer bear his tensioninside dropped a no,
then, softening, he said, stammering, that it would be goodto be someone else.
Then I had to break up with this man. Press time. He asked me if he could go to
Chisinau ... Of course.
Popular Front of Moldova
In Chisinau we had to appear in a special edition of the FPM newspaper, with a
text in a joint drafting, to which FPM had every right, according to its
contribution to this activity, for half a year, from the very time of the
Revolution Romanian. And with the latest technical data, in establishing which
FPM worked with at the very beginning, among which, the localities of crossing
the Prut, etc. (taken over in the Call "worked" by Victor Crăciun). This last
appeal was reportedly signed in order, by FPM, by the Bucharest-Chisinau
Cultural Society, by the associations affiliated to the Front and, lastly, the
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Cultural League for the Unity of Romanians of Everywhere, which, frankly,
contributed nothing to this activity. And yet its first vice president, Victor
Crăciun, deployed a activity, in Chisinau, with a professionalism that shakes us
to this day, o fraudulent activity. This last call led by FPM we would be
also reproduced in the Bucharest press (where appeared the one "worked" by
Victor Crăciun). The reunification of Romania is a political act. It cannot
beachieved without a political party, and then the FPM was the only unionist
political party in Republic of Moldova and Romania. He still did not have a
parliamentary majority, but it was the strongest opposition party in Chisinau.
All the more obvious and even more serious is the anti-Romanian work set up
and completed by KGB forces in Bucharest, led by their Kremlin leaders.
Victor Crăciun — Ion Iliescu
In great haste, Mr. Victor Crăciun is heading to Cotroceni, to Mr. Ion
Iliescu to tell him. What to tell him? That he managed to infiltrate
the activity of the Bucharest-Chisinau Cultural Society. Mr Victor Crăciun acted
in accordance with the instructions received from Mr. Ion Iliescu?
Mr Victor Crăciun acted in accordance with the instructions received from
USSR Embassy? Mr. Victor Crăciun acted according to the instructions of some
officers with who worked together? Or at everyone's directions? Sure is any
officer the Soviet KGB secret service would have acted and spoken as if
to him. Professionally, according to the orders of his bosses in Moscow.
Abusing the good faith of the brothers in Chisinau.
Before going to Chisinau, Mr. Victor Crăciun went to Mr. Ion Iliescu. Before
going to Mr. Ion Iliescu finding out that I was going to introduce myself to
Father Patriarch Teoctist, reacted quickly— To the Father Patriarch, I'm going!
And he also went to the Patriarch! Arriving in Chisinau, he abused the good
faith of the brothers there, becoming a delegate from Bucharest, on behalf of
Mr. Gheorghe Gavrilă Copil, personally. Delegate, delegate, but what kind of
delegate? Just don't had ordered G. G. Copil to commit the fraud to which he
was fit! For that something had delegated him, someone else had mandated
him. Brothers, Victor Crăciun began to speak, we must not upset the Soviets.
Listen to me. I know what I'm saying. Don't forget, I represent Mr. Gheorghe
Gavrilă Copil. I have to we make the new call. Here, we have before us all the
documents of the National Committee of Action Bucharest-Chisinau Free Pass,
as well as of the Cultural Society Bucharest-Chisinau. Let's keep their spirit. At
work brothers. Is no more time lost. Not a minute. And the brothers from
Chisinau worked with feverishness, to a call that respects only in appearance
the text and the spirit our documents. The skilful Victor Crăciun embellished
them all.
Myrrh! Panimaieş ?!
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A few changes or omissions slip into the new call, all of which
corroborated, they prove to us that it was not accidental.
1) Instead of the Prut of our tears ..., the Flower Bridge.
2) The paragraph from the original, mobilizing and successful call in the report
between the Romanian Revolution and Moscow, that RSS Moldovenească,
Bucovina de north and the counties of southern Bessarabia are the German R.
D. of Romania, is completely removed.
3) The phrase Prut of our tears, so mobilizing, with
reference to Octavian Goga and the need for Union, is eliminated, but Mr.
Victor Crăciun, feeling a little uncovered, introduces himself inside the new one
I call the expression "The dust of our patience."
4) Victor Crăciun scandalously abuses the good faith of the brothers of
over the Prut, so that in the new call the phrase (Black on white!) is inserted 
„It will not be give no speech, no slogans will be displayed, no call will be made.
"Comrade Victor Crăciun! Moscow did not expect such a thing either
result of your mission! Meet at the Prut, with your fist in your mouth!
Myrrh!
5) And to make everything seem natural, the new call reads “This is it
which came to the attention of Mr. Mihail Gorbachev ... by Gheorghe Gavrilă
Child, in which the objective of our action today has been suggested. ”Whose?
Just The "organizers" from now on were others. The organizer, the man in
front, was different!
Iurie Roşca
Victor Crăciun, well-versed, decides to solve an extraordinary situation
by telephone. Victor Crăciun - Mr. Iurie Roşca, the call is ready. Worked
to him the whole elite. I'm here next to me. Listen. And read a few paragraphs.
Iurie Roşca has an escape. An observation. Victor Crăciun- It is accepted.
A few more courtesies on the phone, then Victor Crăciun, suddenly
interrupt the call. Victor Crăciun, to the brothers from Chisinau, nearby "Have
you seen the brothers?" And Iurie Roşca agrees! Mr. Victor Crăciun, what did
he agree with? With the way the observation was inserted in the text to him.
Did you ask? Is that okay now? Yes, Iurie Roşca answered, in the sense that his
observation is expressed exactly. That he agrees with us forms. But after you
put the receiver down, you extended Iurie's consent Redhead for the whole call
and for signing it. Ready brothers, soon published! We don't waste time
anymore! Ready! And it was ready! I'm leaving at once who needs it!
Victor Crăciun-Petru Lucinsch
In a hurry, Victor Crăciun is heading to the Party headquarters Communist from
the Moldovan SSR, to Mr. Petru Lucinschi, First PC CC secretary, to tell him.
What to tell him?
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Checkmate
The appearance of the new call was a real checkmate for the Popular Front
from Moldova and for the Bucharest-Chisinau Cultural Society. No more
he could do nothing. The organizer of the Flower Bridge - the Cultural League ...
Mr. Victor Christmas in person. From the pen, in a way, the situation had gone
under control of Moscow and some of our earthlings with a Kremlin soul. He
had silenced the Moldovan People's Front, the only political force unionist
permanently participating in the organization of this activity. That was
Moscow's goal. Which he touched through the Trojan horse Victor Christmas.
We were perplexed, outraged, but there was nothing we could do. I but
warned Victor Crăciun that the hour of truth would come. With thanks to the
mission accomplished on the way, he returns to Bucharest, where ...
In Bucharest, Victor Crăciun is making another great one
It announces in writing all the embassies in Bucharest that the Cultural League
for the Union of Romanians Everywhere is the organizer of the Bridge of
flowers. Not a word about the Front or Bucharest-Chisinau. Only a man who
listened to some commanders could do everything he could made to him.
Otherwise it would be something sickly, the urge to be in front ... Madness in
the whole law. The image of the country was seriously attacked. The embassies
knew of all our activity, public activity. Not just embassies, but the entire
Romanian spirit and the international public opinion. He didn't think
Mr. Victor Crăciun that he is Romanian? That the prestige of a country depends
on the character of his sons? In a few weeks, all the Romanian people will be
he struck another blow Mining. The image of the country has suffered
enormously, and her face is still sifted today.
Telegrams from Ungheni, on the evening of May 6
At the end of May 6, we felt compelled to communicate our thoughts our
heads of state. Telegrams were sent to Mr. Mircea Snegur, Mikhail Gorbachev,
Petru Lucinschi, Vladimir Ivascenco (Ukraine) and Mr. Ion Hadârcă, President of
the Council of the Popular Front of Moldova.The telegrams were drafted
together with the delegates of the Popular Front from Moldova from this
border crossing point, but for the reasons mentioned so far, they have not
been able to sign them, as they are only transmitted in the name BucharestChisunau Cultural Society. Of course, it would be too much to remember in the
context of these pages all, but we will select from a few that readers to be
informed and to have the elements of evaluation. Because we will reproduces
the statements made by Mr. Victor Crăciun, also made on the spot, from the
border, in Albita, also on May 6.
Mr. Mircea Snegur, President of the Supreme Soviet of
Of the Republic of Moldova
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"After decades of hardship, a people separated by a border
abusive acquired the opportunity, for several hours, to see each other again
embrace. These hours must become years, centuries, eternity. the Romanians
Bukovinians and Bessarabians and those west of the Prut, we are one body
alive, the Romanian people. The wound opened by the 1939 Hitler-Stalin
Treaty, according to which Bessarabia was annexed, in 1940, extended
annexation overNorthern Bukovina is an offense to the entire civilized world ...
the border of on the Prut, a real wall of Berlin ... ”
Mr. Mikhail Gorbachev, President of the USSR
It is undeniable that in meeting the needs of the sons of the people
"Romanian ... to spend together even if only hours ... Moscow today
Recognizes the serious damage done to the Romanian people by the Hitler
Stalin, since 1939 according to which Bessarabia was annexed in 1940,
annexation extended to northern Bukovina ... "
Mr. Vladimir Ivashenko
"... It is known that Ukraine is not to blame for the fact that Bessarabia was
annexed, in 1940, according to the Hitler-Stalin Treaty, of 1939, annexation
extended to northern Bukovina. Moscow seeking to expand rule to the
Danube, could not include this territory of Russia, because between Romania
and Russia is Ukraine. He did the same with Northern Bukovina, to extend its
dominance to the border with Czechoslovakia, in the heart of Europe. The new
times of truth bring the people Romanian and Ukrainian, in front of the most
stable relations of friendship and good neighborhood". Readers may find that
these telegrams complied with the text and spirit documents of the BucharestChisinau Cultural Society. The wording “annexation extended to northern
Bukovina "belongs to the FPM delegates ...
What Victor Crăciun, the "organizer" said
Mr. Victor Crăciun and the representatives of the government from Chisinau
have had access to television. Naturally, you will say. But, the Flower Bridge
had fallen on other hands ... And the television in Bucharest and Chisinau was
under control Muscovites.
1) Victor Crăciun on TV channels (Then and after) - The union will take place
over a number of years. Notice the difference between the Reunifying Spirit of
so far, Victor Crăciun's move of the ideal of activity in the future. Moscow,
breathlessly relieved.
2) Victor Crăciun to the attention of the TASS Agency, referring to the action
The flower bridge ”“ Victor Crăciun ... showed that she is not pursuing any goal
political. Now that renewal processes are taking place in Romania and the
USSR, many of the obstacles to communication between the inhabitants
disappear border areas in the two countries. ”That's what a KGB officer would
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have said. Soviet. The reunification of the Country is a political act! And, for his
name's sake God, the Romanian Revolution did not act to remove the obstacles
of at the border between Romania and the USSR! Not to mention a small
barter, a small trade is also practiced across the borders of other countries. This
is about a border inside Romania. In this news, of the TASS Agency, it is possible
he noticed, however, a certain caution, writing about Victor Crăciun, as if
one of the organizers.
Clean KGB fiddler
Romania's then foreign minister told FRANCE PRESS that the Flower Bridge "is a
private initiative." I mean, it's Gheorghe Gavrilă Copil's problem and that's it.
Shocking opinion, from part of a member of the government! Associated Press:
"The leaders of FSN and PNL, opposition party, underlined that it seeks only to
expand cultural relations with those beyond border. But the vigor of reborn
nationalism was tangible on Sunday, when the bridge at Ungheni was opened,
to allow the Romanians to cross to the other side ”. Didn't they tell the truth for
fear of Gorbachev not to lose their seats? What were they, leaders over chairs,
or a country? As for the PNL, what kind of "opposition" party was, all
Romanians know. ROMPRES-Telex from Bucharest-A new Romanian
publication asks annexation of Soviet Moldova (Article signed by Toth Erzsebet
in the Hungarian newspaperMAGYAR NEMZET): “The article The Mystery of
Eastern Europe, from the magazine Millennium III, considers that after the
unification of the two German states is the unification of Soviet Moldova with
Romania is inevitable. Action Committee Bucharest-Chisinau, even before
Sevardnadze's visit, at the beginning of the year, openly demanded this union,
given that Romania is also divided in two, also having its "GDR": "Soviet
Moldova". Last news, as can be seen, is not part of the taraf. About what kind
of "private initiative" it was, the Agency explainsReuter: about a million
Romanians went to the Soviet Union on Sunday, reuniting, after 45 years, with
the Moldovans on the other bank of the Prut. This news is not part of the story
either.
Kremlin approval
The Kremlin has approved the participation of Chisinau officials in the bridge
of flowers. The official delegate from Chisinau, who came with the approval
from Moscow, was the Minister of Culture, Mr. Ion Ungureanu. About her
found out, as many as they found out, only on May 7th. We knew nothing of
this approval. You, dear readers, who do you think knew? Who expressed
himself the desire to be in Albita? Why in Albita? Because they will be present
here as well Chisinau officials ...
The flower bridge
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Those who suspect that the new title of the Flower Bridge belongs to Victor
Crăciun, he's wrong. He often appears in the documents of the Cultural Society
Bucharest-Chisinau. So in the open letter to Mr. Peter Lucinschi „On May 6 ...
about a million Romanians ... will walk with flowers the wound caused by the
imposed border ... “
Also in the open letter addressed to Mr. Vladimir Ivasco, prim secretary of the
CC of the PC from RSS Ukraine „Romanians in Romania will walk with flowers
the waters of the Prut ... The same flower bridge, from the Prut, will advance
towards the Danube “. The name of the Flower Bridge seems to have been
uttered by a brother from Chisinau, during the last call. And Victor Crăciun,
with his cunning which he proved, insisted that this expression be the new
name of this activity. Or maybe he said it himself, but unfortunately he didn't
managed to contribute honorably, with nothing, for the Prut event. What a pity
that Mr. Victor Crăciun did not stay at the activities conducted by the Cultural
League for the Unity of Romanians Everywhere, at meetings with writers from
the Republic of Moldova and northern Bukovina and at the settlement busts of
Mihai Eminescu east of the Prut. Doing just that something, it created
suspicions about other aspects of his walksamong the Romanians east of the
Prut. Opposition from the Republic of Moldova. Both the FPM and we, the
SCBC, were also from the Opposition.
Photos from Ungheni
(Made by Petter Gheorghe, reporter at the newspaper Dreptatea)
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1)Crossing the Prut

2) The delegation from the Popular Front of Moldova - on the right,
Father Buburuz, on the left, behind the flag, on the sleepers, Mihai
Ghimpu-advancing to the middle of the bridge over the Prut. Who
will you meet?
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3) The parliamentarian Petre Solcanu, the trusted man of FSN and of
Mr. Ion Iliescu. Very well! Only he appeared in this activity just now and in
sight. And it would have been great again! Gheorghe Gavrilă Copil,
considered, at the top, from the sphere of the presidency and the governors of
FSN in Bucharest, "Extremely dangerous," he was prevented from arriving here
in time. And it would be again was still very good! But the FSN parliamentarian,
we sincerely regret, showed up as a simple private person, representing
himself. Exit in front of him and other officials, of FSN, from Iasi, were
scripted from Bucharest and by the FSN bodies from Iaşi. In front, why? No
more to embrace their brethren from Soviet captivity? Just for that? The others
representatives of FPM, noting that Gheorghe Gavrilă Copil is not in
the meeting group, returned, together with the other Bessarabian Romanians,
withcoils of beautiful wheat, prescure from Christ, with three candles, in the
name
Of the Holy Trinity, who watches over our holy and erased ideals
and Romanian flags, waiting for him with confidence. They weren't wrong.
Gheorghe Gavrilă Copil had arrived, however, near the bridge, but even when
the meeting between the brothers
It was over and the Bessarabian brothers had set out for the Bessarabian shore
the crowd began to flock to the bridge after them.
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4) Delegation from FPM
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5) In the name of the Holy Trinity
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6)Gheorghe Gavrilă Copil
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7) Mihai Ghimpu pointing to the area where the crowd was waiting for us
FPM members and supporters.
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8) Crossing through the crowd of people waiting for us, sealing
thus the joy of completing the activity Prut of our tears to cover it with
flowers, organized by the Bucharest-Chisinau Cultural Society and the Front
Popular in Moldova.
The Bucharest-Chisinau Cultural Society was brought to the fore activity, on the
day of the completion of the Flower Bridge. In Albita, Victor Crăciun. To
Ungheni, Petre Solcanu. And others. Other people, other attitudes. Behind
there were many heads subordinated to foreign interests.
Chisinau's governors have asked Moscow's approval to participate
at the event-the Republic of Moldova was then still a Soviet republic.
The governors of Bucharest advanced some representatives in front of them,
but as private individuals and not of high political rank. Note that those from
Chisinau, however, did not shy away from appearing as officials. Of course
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Moscow's approval also mattered. Bucharest officials had Do they also need
Moscow's approval? No, only Romania was not a republic Soviet! Did Bucharest
also ask, or did it not ask for Moscow's approval? It's sure that the officials from
Bucharest received the instructions from Moscow, thea little through the USSR
Embassy in Bucharest, and the comrades in Bucharest have played accordingly,
avoiding behaving in accordance with national intereste of Romanians, thus
playing the game of foreign interests. Of course we have in and the telephone
calls between Mr Ion Iliescu and Mr Mihail Gorbachev, Mircea Snegur and
Petru Lucinschi. The Popular Front of Moldova had Members of Parliament and
members of the Government in Chisinau, so it was not tried to remove it on the
face and total, but as I mentioned, in other representatives appeared to greet
his representatives. And in Albita, Chisinau officials were represented by top
political figures, but who were not part of the FPM and openly opposed this
party political. With Moscow's approval, they came forward casually, ignoring
FPM. It is necessary to emphasize again that neither the Popular Front of
Moldova nor did the Bucharest-Chitinau Cultural Society request the
agreement Moscow. They acted boldly in the interest of the Romanian people.
Evolution events confirmed that they were on the right track. The responsibility
of others to history and to God will not be left expected. Moscow has managed
to act on the presidency and governors in Bucharest through the KGB chain,
thus avoiding opposition and inevitably provoke appropriate public reactions,
and Michael Gorbachev thus managed to avoid making public statements - a
lost once, after announcing that the Soviet border army would not allows no
one to violate Soviet territory (Which Soviet? On the one hand and by
another of the Prut being inside Romania!). There is still some doubt about it
KGB networks in Romania, subordinated to Moscow?
The first thousand students from across the Prut at schools in Romania
During a working visit, in Bucharest, of Prof. Mihai Avădanei,
the president of the Bucharest-Chisinau Cultural Society-Iasi branch, shows me
a address from Costache Negruzzi High School, where he was and is a teacher.
Apply for scholarships from the Ministry of Education for a few students from
The Republic of Moldova, which he wanted to bring to his high school.
"What do you say, Brother Gavrilă?"
- The idea is great, but like a drop of water. How to do that
these drops to become a rain in the whole of Romania? And as soon as
possible!
- In the whole of Romania? Brother Gavrilă, if I snatch these few scholarships
for Negruzzi high school, it's a great thing! That's it!
- Mihai, that's how we were raised, to make bibliographic references
right, let's not take anything that isn't ours. And an idea to a
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we mention from whom we have it. When the time comes, I will remember.
- It's hard, brother. Do you see them lurking? With the Flower Bridge as it was,
with last minute annexation and hijacking! But now?! The few children in
I still take Bessarabia to my high school, with or without scholarships.
We said goodbye. A voice from the depths of my being told me that in
problems that do good to the whole nation, there is no impossible. There is
only action, work, dedication. Without asking for anything in return. And if you
have the soul of Romanian, means you don't miss anything. No finances, no
conditions favorable. I started getting in touch with trusted people in the
country. What the great is when the Romanian Nation is alive in our souls! I
was thinking about fel. So at work. On June 12, the day before the miners came
to Bucharest - a state of civil war caused by the Power - we started a public
activity for the free schooling of the sons of the brothers from the eastern part
of Romania, under the occupation of the USSR, in free Romania, from the west
to the Prut. The call cain Viitorul from June 12, Gazeta de Botoşani from June
14, Adevărul from 19 June, Free Romania from June 20 and in other
publications. Remember what it was in June. The Romanians hunted
Romanians, trampled on them, destroyed the headquarters Opposition,
University laboratories, martyring students. They had the addresses of some of
us. If I write these confessions, it means I have trust in the young people of this
country, to whom, par excellence, they are addressed. I repeat, there are no
unfavorable or adverse conditions that cannot be overcome for the love of the
nation. The KGB power in Romania acted as a force repressive against the
establishment of democracy, acted in accordance with the new politics of the
USSR, of communism with a human face. But in Bucharest, the KGB members
here had long surpassed the KGB members in Moscow. To this state of civil war
in Bucharest, a typo was added to the Appeal printed in the newspaper
Adevărul. Wrong number from phone number and the phone calls hit a man
who turned out to be catastrophic for our activity. He screamed, verbally
assaulting everyone. I tried to quiet. I didn't succeed, on the contrary. The next
day the Truth made the correction of rigor, in a sentence lost among other
sentences, so that the ordeal a lasted a long time. Another material, Adevărul,
has never been published before. He worked day and night. It's time to say a
word of appreciation to Maria, my wife, who has been doing the secretarial
work for years anonymity and full modesty. I addressed the young people.
Never have I been pay for our work. I made a living as a schoolteacher
general. We also paid the phone and office fees. Naturally, you would say, only
the headquarters is in your apartment. Not youcontradict. We never touched
the money in the account Maybe we're alone association or party in the
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country that we did not use, that we did not touch either a lion in the account.
Absolutely all of them were automatically destined for the brothers of
over the Prut. Badea Cârţan, a Transylvanian shepherd, also acted for Unirea
Transylvania with the Motherland, before many of its contemporaries,
begging for books in Bucharest, filling his sacks and taking them on foot with
the risks of crossing the border of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, to its
Romanians from Transylvania. A good state of mind depends on us, regardless
of the conditions in we live. A good Christian is also a good Romanian. Not
being like that, we are weak and divided. Phones across the country were out
of control. From everywhere, from the side state institutions, from private
individuals, from villages and cities, we were told how many students they
receive. I'm not exaggerating. The country was ready to continue to educate,
free of charge, all the children of the Romanian people, so also of the brothers
across the Prut. I ask for financial guarantees for every Romanian from
Bessarabia, northern Bukovina and Herta County, for four or five years.
Our high schools last for four or five years. The world is upset, outraged,
offended. Guarantees, when they are ready to give their lives for their brothers
from Bessarabia, as they gave it in 1941, when they crossed the Prut with a gun
in hand, forcing the Russian occupiers to leave Romania! Refusal receiving
children in families. If I accepted for some families, I had to we accept for all.
Careful non - supervision of a single child from Bessarabia would have hurt us
all. One divided family would be cast a shadow over all. But in families that had
boys and girls, how to integrate the boy or the girl from Bessarabia? But even a
single familywith reprehensible behavior? I've been on the right track for a
while. Students will be received only at high schools with boarding schools, and
only through financial guarantees for the entire duration high school, for every
Romanian puppy from the east of the Prut. Directors of high schools,
inspectorates, teachers, hospitals, research institutes, enterprises,
private individuals from towns and villages, theological seminaries, trade
unions, have began to mail the documents guaranteeing the resources
financial. We have an intelligent, receptive and disciplined people. road
delegates from the outskirts of the country to meet the time limit
and to make sure we send them children. Finally, there were financial
guarantees thorough for a thousand students. I repeat, only people with a
desolate soul can speak ill of this people! But also the trust and longing of the
brothers the Bessarabians were tumultuous. They were able to send all their
children to study in Romania. The USSR pressed them with all its might on the
empire, but they were and ar diamond. I submitted a file to the Popular Front
of Moldova and one to government, staff of Mr. N. Mătcaş, Minister of
Education. A large joy passed through the other ministerial cabinets. The file
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has been verified scholarship by scholarship. The offer is accepted. Without the
approval of Moscow, the Ministry Education organizes the selection of children
who will come to Romania, on the scale of the entire Republic. At each
commission, consisting of inspectors and specialized teachers, there was also a
representative of the Front. I was and we are and will always be the same
people. In all of us the same heart beats Romanian. Only in the Republic of
Moldova began the troubles that could it compromises everything. And the
Front was going to be hit hard. Appeared the representatives of some cultural
associations and leagues from Romania, very people good intention, but they
started to make lists for pupils and students who want to come to study in
Romania. The front had a large grip among the Bessarabian Romanians. The
front was the party responsible for the selection children. Some students and
future students did not go to the commissions, the parents being happy that
they managed to put their sons on one of these lists. The representatives of
these associations in Romania have gone so far as to give understandably that
they also work on behalf of the Front. Ask the Front on financial guarantees,
indicated some high schools and universities in the country, arguing loud and
clear that it is precisely these educational institutions that guarantee the
activity their. White night at the Front. At dawn a decision was made. The front,
without knowing it no one sent a delegate through the country to Timisoara to
check and warranties for these lists. No high school or university knew
nothing, not even the people who had made the lists had contacted him
these educational institutions. The delegate was Iurie Roşca. It was hard for
him The front to clarify the parents, that without the legal, official
commissions, of selection, their children have no chance to study in Romania.
The representatives of the associations in their enthusiasm did not take into
account either the fact that the Bucharest-Chisinau Cultural Society had only
collected scholarships for high schools in Romania, not for students. They also
made lists for universities. They did wrong. Rumor has it that some young
people don't want to Romania is going, because ... A state was weaving around
the Front worrying. Now, Prof. Mihai Avădanei appears from Iaşi. He
understood from a fire the situation. He also patiently listened to Mr. Iuie
Roşca, about his way to Romania, about which he did not speak to anyone,
because from the misunderstanding of the situation should not lead to some
anti-Romanian opinions. " I'll handle this situation ," Miahi Avadana said in a
low voice. Mr. Iurie Roşca, if I bring an address from the University of Iaşi,
signed by the rector and accounting, which shows that it is guaranteed
the maintenance of a few dozen students at the University, okay?
Mihai Avădanei returned from Iaşi with solid guarantees from him
Rectorate of the University. Only for these places were selected and
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students. List builders, understanding the gravity of the situation they have
they had grown, they had disappeared. In Bucharest, they started knocking on
the door of the first one minister to get them out of the impasse. The activity
was of the Cultural Society Bucharest-Chisinau, of the Front and of the
Government of the Republic of Moldova from the moment of involvement of
the Ministry of Education and the Front, the Society Bucharest-Chisinau
Cultural Center had ceased its activity. They remained face to face
The Government of Romania, the Government of Chisinau and the Front. That's
how I understood it it will also happen at the Flower Bridge. We'll do something
like this in two days on Monday, bringing face to face the Government of
Romania and the Russian Federation. But not we anticipate. What did Mr.
Petre Roman, the Prime Minister of Romania, do? Approved a one thousand
scholarships for students and one thousand scholarships for students. A
thousand students has a general school among a group of blocks, then another
school. That's about it pupils and students came from the Republic of Moldova,
southern Bessarabia, northern Bucovina and Herţa county, throughout
Romania. The government of a country with a well-developed network of
schools, a country then with a financial situation good (Compared to the
surrounding countries), with boundless enthusiasm for brothers across the Prut
and theirs to us, to receive a number of students, how much do you have in a
general school? The country's government to offer fewer scholarships
than the Bucharest-Chisinau Cultural Society, an association, managed to
gather non-governmental ?! And what's worse is that nothing was actually
obtained. The thousand financial guarantees already existed and the children
had been selected for them. The Government of Bucharest announces the
Government of Chisinau thatreceives in Romania a number of children equal to
the number of scholarships offered by the Romanian state. Only Mr. Petre
Roman did not throw a activity of a non-governmental association, but a
chance of Reunification Romania! Of course, Mr. Petre Roman can say that he
talked on the phone, his offer, with those from Chisinau and they received it
with joy. But they could to express his revolt? During the development of this
obtaining activity of financial guarantees, at the level of the whole of Romania,
I had always advanced the idea that Romania can receive ten thousand young
offspring of the brothers from across the Prut. "Today we would have had
10,000 sons of Romanians from across the Prut. Officials from Bucharest thus
blocked the idea of the Union, giving respite to the anti-union forces from
USSR, to maneuver against the natural course of history ... Under our eyes
reunified Germany, but Bucharest, although it had a free way, at least on the
line education, it hurt us all. We are not allowed to leave our brothers
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across the Prut, prey to uneasiness and bitterness difficult to understand and
bear " (Bessarabians cannot take their children to school in the Motherland.
See publication Civic Alliance, no. 78, of 17 Oct. 1991). Mr. Petre Roman had
not yet made the famous government decision to block the Reunification of the
Country, through the draconian limitation of the number of children of across
the Prut, to come to study in Romania, when I informed FPM the fact that I am
going to Moscow and Siberia for a long activity prepared, with very serious
documentation, since before 1970, but also in recent months, especially in
Chisinau. It's the first and last time FPM had reservations, even if it did not
testify directly, on the one hand considering that the objectives I had in front of
me are too big for my humble person and also in this sense, the real difficulty
of being received, for talks, by the Government of the Russian Federation,
knowing that the manner in which I was to approach the proposed objectives
was in the light of historical data objectives, but also because the FPM brothers
were worried about the possibility to lose track of me forever in the USSR ...
That's why they were gathered the days when the opposition to our decision,
kept me in place. These days were perhaps among the hardest to bear in the
wholemy life. The distrust, after the days of blocking the departure, I noticed
from some writers, so from a respected editor-in-chief, from a
important publication, which, only after a few sentences, I have
said, he gave up the idea of a pre-departure interview. It was now
it is about something else, another reason for distrust, apparently, motivated.
A huge, soulful force, in itself, was for departure. The fact that those
they had stopped me, brought me into a state of great mental tension.
The soul had set out for Moscow and Siberia, but my body was still there. In the
those circumstances I communicated to FPM that my decision is unwavering.
A series of consultations with FPM and premium management factors followed
size of the Government of Chisinau, including with Prime Minister Mircea
Druc. Also now, Iurie Roşca urgently called from Chernivtsi, Mr.Constantin
Covalciuc, who accompanied me as a translator, to Moscow and beyond four
days in Siberia, after which he returned to northern Bukovina to immediately
involved in the opening of Romanian language schools. I have I continued to
cross huge Siberian stretches alone, looking for brothers Romanians there. The
reunification of Romania was one of the major coordinates of the Romanian
Revolution. The chances of Reunification were kept up to date during 1990. The
Reunifying Spirit of the country was active, on a large scale national and in
1991. Those interested for the years 1990 and 1991 (and in continued) have at
their disposal the list of documents of the Cultural Society Bucharest-Chisinau.
Prose volumes have found their place in this list thanks to the same Reuniting
Spirit of the Country, which pulsates from their pages. The novel La apus de
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soare, a novel of the Romanian resistance, after 1950, from Romania and the
inextinguishable candle of the Reunification of Romania, was written in 1978,
and How is God on the Cross ?, a novel of deportees Romanians from Siberia,
1977-78 (A copy, in manuscript, reached Chisinau, in September 1989). What
has happened in Moscow? The government of in Moscow accepted, in
principle, the opening of Romanian language schools, for Romanians in the
Russian Federation. An agreement was reached in principle. To we remember.
The USSR existed, led by Mikhail Gorbachev. In the within the USSR, at the
head of RSFS Ruse, was Boris Yeltsin. I went to the Yeltsin Government in this
year of grace, 1990, in August. At the Romanian Embassy of in Moscow, panic.
Until after the talks, when I brought the ambassador Sandru a videotape with
all the conversations. After watching it exclaimed "No mistake!" Excellent! He
asked me what I could be with useful, but as a career diplomat, he suddenly
realized that I had paved the way for Prime Minister Petre Roman and for
President Ion Iliescu, for the signing of an agreement between the Russian
Federation and Romania, on the line of education. The talks took place
hierarchically. Accepted conclusions were reached on both sides. The
possibility was created to receive the first vice-president of the Russian
Federation. Above the first vice president was Boris Yeltsin. I elegantly
retreated, arguing that at the meeting with the first vice-president and
president of the Russian Federation, the place belongs to the First Minister and
the President of Romania. The Russians knew how to appreciate abstention
my. I had won a great battle. I had paved the way for meetings at the top. I still
had the chances of the Romanian Reunification under control. And The Russian
Federation, then, needed good foreign relations. Refusal governors in
Bucharest to protect their Romanian minority from the whole of Russia amazes
me to this day. The Russian government was going to subsidize all schools with
teaching in Romanian. Just like he does The Government of Romania for our
minorities.
In Siberia, to the deported Romanians and their descendants
From Moscow I went to Siberia for the first meeting of a messenger
from Romania, after the Revolution, with the Romanian deportees and their
descendants.Today, like all Romanians in the Russian Federation, they would
have had language schools Romanian. He would have begun to build churches
in which to listen to the Holy Mass also in Romanian. And not only in Russia,
but also in Ukraine, Kazakhstan and in the other former republics of the Soviet
empire. Our officials were and this time absent. What about the Opposition?
Corneliu Coposu and the USSR Ambassador
In the autumn of 1990, when I returned from Siberia to the PNTCD,
coldness and aggression. Why, my God ?! The whole leadership knows why.
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Mr. Corneliu Coposu had been invited to the USSR Embassy. COMRADE
The ambassador told him that he did not understand why Justice, the PNTCD
newspaper, was Bucharest-Chisinau Cultural Society office. Given that in
The justice of August 28, 1990 is communicated to the Romanian public opinion
the entire leadership of the PNTCD-undersigned appearing in the body of
members deputies of the Steering Committee-deputies of the central
departments suspect that the meeting with the ambassador of the USSR took
place after this date. With all discretion, I was pushed out of the PNTCD
leadership and from Justice. The governors in Bucharest got scared and
reproached me for being at Boris Yeltsin (Russian Federation), in conflict with
Mikhail Gorbachev (USSR). I answer that I can repeat the visit, this time to Mr.
Mikhail Gorbachev. After what I explained to them and they were convinced
that they could be received by Mikhail Grobachev, they have silent. For fear of
the USSR, Corneliu Coposu did not escape either! Although he had a way free
to the Yeltsin Government, did not respond as expected. He would have been
in the interest of Romania and of the Reunification of Romania. Then Boris
Yeltsin had need allies. Corneliu Coposu, not even after the fall of Mikhail
Gorbachev, no managed to mobilize for such a visit. History had given him a
chance exit, in the interest of Romania, on the forefront of international life.
When it was asked and advised to meet Boris Yeltsin, stood up, refreshed,
but after a few seconds he sat down again, dejected. Asking someone why
this restraint, hesitation, helplessness, he answered me, because of the fear he
had accumulated it after the beatings received in prison, from the KGB
members. I add, The KGB supervised him even after his release from prison
and, no doubt, after the Revolution. In other words, neither the Government
nor the Opposition have committed themselves for the Reunification of the
Country. It is well known that members PNTCD, advised by the PNTCD
leadership, slowed down the Company's rallies Cultural Center BucharestChisinau in support of the brothers from across the Prut and al Reunification of
the Country, causing people to stop coming to rallies, arguing that this is not
the time for such activities. Let's wait until the FSN will be overthrown from
power until the PNTCD comes to power. A arrived, but it disappointed us all.
But let's go back to the Discourse in 1990. Mr. Corneliu Coposu, President of
PNTCD (Justice, December 4 1990), spoken in Alba Iulia. It includes only one
reference to the Romanian territories from across the Prut, through the words
Chisinau and Chernivtsi, here is the fragment “Let we pay tribute to the
country, to the great builders of Romania King Ferdinand, Ionel Brăteanu, Take
Ioneascu, Nicolae Filipescu, Nicolae Iorga, those who they were at the head of
the community in Chisinau and Chernivtsi". But in the Speech by Mr. Corneliu
Coposu on December 1, 1991 (Justice December 5/6 1991)? Absolutely
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nothing, nothing, nothing. There is still room for doubt as to why spent at the
top, in the leadership of PNTCD? Attempt to restore communism, known as the
Moscow Coup in August 1991, confused PNTCD, proof that the first reaction of
a PNTCD leader, to Television, was considered unfortunate. Corneliu Coposu's
speech since December 1, 1991, it is true that the PNTCD had not been
released the Kremlin's terror syndrome. Corneliu Coposu, just in time The coup,
being asked to react, did not pronounce, in any way, except thus: "What if the
Russians come?" We understand this state of mind. We do not judge no one.
We only record data, facts, attitudes, etc., as they were.Through these
confessions I did not deny the hot desire of Corneliu Coposu for the
Reunification of the Country. He loved his country and suffered in the face of
great injustices made to the Romanian people by Moscow. He went to the Lord
in 1995 with one year before the PNTCD came to power. He left us, though
speech, as a testament to the Reunification of Romania, but too late. It is
therefore necessary to delay a few lines on the Declaration on Bessarabiadrafting Pop Iftene-text broadcast to participants in the Congress PNTCD from
January 1996. The declaration, after discussions, was to be voted and to it
becomes a document of this Congress, a party document. Only it was
something happened that would have dishonored any party. While the author
of the Declaration he was reading it, on stage, at the microphone, next to the
whole presidium, a peasant from hall, hurried to the stage and shouted at
Iftene Pop, why didn't he get up the problem of Bessarabia when he worked at
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in his timeCeausescu, and towards the
presidium, let's leave Bessarabia more slowly, with this one territory, because
we have no reason to consider it Romanian. Presidium The PNTCD Congress
softened, complied and only in three or four minutes a removed from the
agenda the Declaration, Mr. Ion Diaconescu saying, in the plenary Congress,
that after the Congress they will direct it to the youth sections of branches in
the country ... And the Declaration for Bessarabia was buried. Pntcd he had not
yet come to power. Was it also the fear of the KGB? But behold,The 1996
Democratic Convention won the election. The most important party, PNTCD.
The representative of the Convention, prof. Univ. Emil Constantinescu arrives
President of Romania. A few months after the investiture, it surprises us all
yielding to Ukraine, southern Bessarabia, northern Bessarabia, Heraklion,
northern Bukovina (And as can be seen on Snake Island), without mention the
Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact. It's about the Treaty with Ukraine, through which
the current borders are recognized ... so, as if the remaining territories in
Ukraine it would have nothing to do with Romania. Also after the takeover of
power by PNTCD, Corneliu's successor Coposu at the leadership of PNTCD, Mr.
Ion Diaconescu, one year after taking over government, was in Moscow.
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Although the Government of the Russian Federation had given up the
agreement in principle since 1990, for Romanian language schools in its
entirety Russian Federation, agreement on which PNTCD was informed in
detail, Mr. Ion Diaconescu did not raise the issue of protecting Romanian
minorities. Anything comment and prisoner. To read, for edification, the
transcript of conversations of Moscow.
Union for the Territorial Reunification of Romania
Let's go back to 1991. Then, after the intense public activities in
1990 we had managed to bundle almost all the unionist associations with
headquarters in Bucharest and some parties in the Union for Reunification
Territorial of Romania. The governing bodies were elected. A simple one
followed formality. The election was attended by the press. He had announced
the establishment of the Union. It appeared an article in almost half a page of a
newspaper (February 1991). Mister Manu Valentin, scientific researcher at the
Institute of Atomic Physics, among for two or three months, was proposed and
voted as a member of the board (au one president, one vice-president and
three members were voted). Mr. Manu Valentin only before submitting the
minutes of the constitution to the court, he objected, threatening to protest in
the courtroom if he testified the minutes. Why didn't he say anything before?
Question that did not never answered. It would have been easy to propose and
choose someone else. Those proposed, When asked if they wanted to be part
of the leadership, some said no the proposals were not put to the vote. He
agreed to be elected. That's right there came to be no political force capable of
opposing Mr. Emil Constantinescu and company, so as not to issue the
Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact from the history of Romania. Union for the Territorial
Reunification of Romania a was well received in the political world, signing with
the National Party Christian Democrats, National Liberal Party, Social
Democratic Party, Declaration of Romanian parties, organizations, associations
and the signatories of this declaration in connection with the intention of the
URSS to organize a referendum in the Republic of Moldova on March 17, 1991.
The initiative and the working text belong to the Bucharest-Chisinau Cultural
Society. On behalf of PNTCD, he was delegated to this working meeting (At the
Museum municipal history), the deputy Ion Lup, who also signed the
declaration. The meeting ended with the signing of the Declaration by the
twenty-two five representatives of parties, associations and trade unions. See
Dreptatea (Justic) in 13-03-1991).
Romanians across the Prut in the Romanian Parliament
Unfortunately PNTCD was not receptive to our proposal to
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passes on the lists of candidates for the Parliament of Romania and on the
Romanians of east of the Prut. I was considering the Democratic Convention
lists. Or requested fourteen seats. So very few. In order for there not to be any
concern that some CD members would lose the opportunity to join
parliament, the Bessarabians decided to be put on the lists for
constituencies in Moldova, to be supported by thousands of
Bessarabians, who would have clarified their relatives and acquaintances from
the west Prutului votes for the Bessarabian Romanians. It was well known that
Moldovans will vote for the people of Mr. Ion Iliescu. The hasty response of
PNTCD was that PNTCD will win in the general elections and in Moldova ...
This was the formula for refusal. PNTCD has not committed itself in this way
either, on the way to the Reunification of Romania. At one point Corneliu
Coposu left his heart to speak and said that a list of fourteen Romanians was
accepted Bessarabians, but to be o Superb minute, but that's right
the next few days, he was completely forgotten. We don't know why and how
something like that happened. He was also forgotten when a delegation from
Chisinau, from at the FPM and discussed for several hours, but not about the
common electoral lists, which PNTCD did not consider! In the face of this
situation I asked Iurie Roşca, this elite unionist of the Romanian Nation, leader
of FPM, political formation with a constant Reunification of Country belief, to
determine it Leonida Lari, to appear at PNTCD and to propose her candidacy.
Romanians across the Prut had and still have this historical right. I bet on
the ease and personality of the poet. Loenida Lari then enjoys a
real sympathy from all Romanians, which was to their advantage
PNTCD, during the election campaign. Between Iurie Roşca and Leonida Lari
relations had cooled, Iurie Roşca having to go beyond his beliefs, out of the
need to break the non-receptivity of those in Bucharest. It had to be created
even a single precedent. The right to the country had to be awarded. Leonida
Lari, after leaving PNTCD, he became a controversial figure. But
we must emphasize the shock he suffered as a PNTCD deputy, when a
found that she, an undisputed unionist, found herself in a party without a
such concern. Without being understood and supported. Then why did he
come to Bucharest? He confused the activity of the Bucharest-Chisinau Cultural
Society for the Reunification of Romania, with the activity of PNTCD? Very few
Bessarabians knew the truth ... But if the Romanians from the territories
annexed by the USSR
would have had a parliamentary group in the Romanian Parliament, as
had I foreseen in this proposal to the PNTCD leadership? In 1992 it would be
candidate for the Parliament of Romania and Romanians from the south and
north Bessarabia, Herta County and Northern Bukovina. But some don't
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benefited from their historical right even in 1996. And it is known, there is an
absolute way to access the Romanian Parliament! How hard it would have been
for Iurie Roşca, a representative of a unionist party, to come in the years after
the Revolution to PNTCD, out of solidarity with PNTCD in the fight against
communism, although he knew that PNTCD was absent from the national debt
for the Reunification of Romania! Many Reunification of Country chances were
wasted in the years after the Revolution Romanian! The sky was attentive and
generous with us (Romanians wanted common lists for elections. The press in
Bucharest and Chisinau was receptive – see articles Romanians across the Prut
must participate in the general elections from Romania Chisinau MPs, majority
in Bucharest. Attention,in Moscow, Romanian politicians!).
Is PNTCD also a KGB party?
Of course, PNTCD also had very good moments. Thus, the statement of
party There is no right to self-determination for Bessarabia and
Bucovina (Drepatea 25/26 Nov. 1991). By this he respects the title of
national party. If he hadn't deviated from her, or if he hadn't ignored her,
even if such an involvement was after the great chances of Reunification of
Romania, we would still have had a political party, so necessary, not to
reaches the dedication of an important Romanian territory, Ukraine, without
any kind of reference to the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact. Today a situation has
been reached extremely embarrassing. In Free Romania since August 23, 1999,
Pop Iftene signs a page entitled the Ribbentrop-Molotov Pact. In order to
contrasts the attitude of PNTCD, from April 1991, to a draft treaty with
former USSR, signed by President Ion Iliescu, referring to that treaty,
Mr. Pop Iftene writes in black and white, in which nothing was mentioned of
the effects deeply harmful to Romania and illegal, of the Ribbentrop-Molotov
Pact ", and refers to" a statement "by the PNTCD (Justice 3 May
1991), about which the same Pop Iftene writes, also in black and white, that
PNTCD "Expressly or in subtext shows that the USSR had to recognize in the
future treaty Romanian-Soviet nullity ab initio of the Pact also regarding
Romania “. Subtext has the same meaning as between the lines. Only in some
statements of PCR was read between the lines, but in a democracy, in a vital
issue for Romania, it is unacceptable. Why Pop Iftene avoided the statement
from November 25/26? Because PNTCD asked the FSN Government since then
“Let make a public statement when Ukraine will become
independent (in all probability on December 1 a. c.) in which to
shows that northern Bucovina, Herţa County, the former Hotin counties, the
White Fortress and Ismail, as well as the Island of Snakes, were seized by the
USSR by force from Romania and illegally included in the Ukrainian state.
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They will have to come back Romania, following negotiations, peacefully ”(We
emphasize that this it is not "a declaration" but the Declaration of the National
Christian Peasant Party Democrat-uppercase). PNTCD had not yet come to
power. But, over a few years, in 1996, a few weeks before he took power?
We return to Iftene Pop's text "Negotiations for a treaty with the state
successor, Russia, were resumed and worn for several years, as in 1996 (also in
April) to arrive at a text that was to be initialed, for which E. Primakov, the then
Russian Foreign Minister, had come in a hurry, just from China, shortening his
visit to that country. Only because no this project made no reference to the
Ribbentrop-Molotov Pact, PNTCD and other members of the opposition, in the
Advisory Council attached to the MFA, rejected its initialing, E. Primkov leaving
Romania, by slamming doors and very irritated ... E. Primakov, while he was
foreign minister and then prime minister of Russia, therefore, in 1999, claimed
that it would not change any commas in the project of the Treaty not initialed
in 1996 and will never accept the conviction The Ribbentrop-Molotov Pact. " He
had this political attitude responsible for PNTCD, a good media coverage? Yes,
on merit. So, in The daily of April 25, 1996, under the title CDR accuses the
content of the Treaty with Russia, it is written "CDR proposed an urgent
meeting of all parties yesterday with President Ion Iliescu. The object of this
meeting is the discussion discussing the content of the Treaty with Russia,
which seems to be signed soon. The urgency of the proposal is determined by
the imminent meeting - at the end of this week - between Ion Iliescu and the
boss Kremlin diplomat, Evgheni Primakov. According to the latest data
hour, CDR staff is concerned about the possibility that the party
to have abandoned the attempt to include a provision in this treaty
condemning the Ribbentrop-Molotov Pact. CDR intends-in case
in which the meeting with Ion Iliescu will materialize to prevent evasion
from the treaty condemning the Ribbentrop-Molotov Pact. At the same time,
the main one Opposition alliance condemns the fact that Foreign Minister
Teodor Melescanu did not consider it appropriate to consult with political
forces before preparing the initialing of this treaty (L. G.) ”.
Primakov's position was one of desperation and irritation in his grandiosity
authoritarian, imperial, which he had not got rid of, although Russia had set out
on the path democracy. Through such reactions, he confessed that he had no
choice but to accepts the inclusion of the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact in the
Treaty with Romania. He was under psychic pressure, as in the time of the
USSR and so on, relying on weakness some Romanians sick of the terrorist
effect of the Kremlin. Just like proceeded in a few months Ukraine, which
managed in a few days to scare Democratic Convention, led by PNTCD-shouting
that Romania has pretensions It would be time to remember that both the
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USSR and Ukraine do not they could not even invoke the Paris Peace Treaty of
1947, because in this treaty of the USSR imposed the wording that the border
between the USSR and Romania was established according to the 1940
"agreement" between the USSR and Romania. Such a agreement did not exist.
Moscow tried to erase the word agreement ultimatum, to hide the fact that in
1940 he gave an ultimatum to Romania, imposing, by threat of force, on the
basis of the Molotov-Ribibentrop Pact, a new frontier (within Romania),
between the USSR and Romania. In other words, the annexation of Eastern
Romania, by the USSR, on the basis of the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact is
confirmed by the text itself Paris Peace Treaty, 1947. Pop Iftene, as best he can
notes the rejection of the draft treaty with Russia by PNTCD and other
members of the opposition, but keep quiet that only a few on Monday, CD, led
by PNTCD, initials just such a treaty with Ukraine, setting a dangerous
precedent for signing the treaty with Republic of Moldova and Russia. It is
known that the fault for signing such the treatise has, par excellence, the
president Emil Constantinescu, but also Mr. Adrian Severin, foreign minister,
member of the Democratic Party, who is part of the Government Coalition.
President Emil's zeal and haste Constantinescu and the determined
secondment of Mr. Adrian Severin opened in May deep wound in the being of
the Romanian people and they sifted our faces. Free The reunification of
Romania, the dynamics of the Romanian Nation is seriously disturbed.
They did the opposite, contrary to the history of the Romanians. That after this
initials, Primakov's subsequent vociferations had no support, no one
he cannot deny. We note a few more lines from Iftene Pop's text "The irritation
was transmitted, curiously, to the power of that time, expressed among others
in the press release of the Presidency, dated May 6, 1996, to which PNTCD
issued response also through a statement (May 10) and a more extensive
statement (May 16). Since the PNTCD statement contained a legal argument
and scientific, original and difficult to fight ... “Only this
somewhat more extensive statement is part of the Declaration to which
Congress PNTCD, in January 1996, resigned (or rather renounced) and which, in
May is used conjuncturally, and a few weeks after The Democratic Convention,
led by the PNTCD, takes power, ignores it again, making no reference to the
Molotov-Ribibroprop Pact in the Treaty with Ukraine. Through these
observations, we in no way deny that Iftene Pop is the undisputed specialist of
PNTCD in the issue of Eastern Romania annexed to the USSR and that he is the
author of an excellent book on Bessarabia. Is PNTCD also a KGB party? No, but
through the vacuum of Reunification Romania, due to the lack of a unionist
program until the takeover of the Power, in 1996, then by renouncing the
Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact, he served interests of Russia and Ukraine.
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But Mr. Iftene Pop missed, we sincerely regret, the Declaration as well
Of the Romanian Parliament regarding the referendum in Ukraine from
1December 1991. It should be noted that Gheorghe Gavrilă Copil had a
important contribution to the drafting of the PNTCD Declaration of 25/26 Nov.
1991, which explains why Parliament 's statement is similar in spirit and
text with the PNTCD Declaration. Of course, such a thing would not have been
possible without one working with an FSN deputy, in two nights, deputy
through which a few formulations of Gheorghe Gavrilă Copil were taken over
by the others parliamentarians of power, as if they came from them. To the
text of the Declaration Opposition MPs also rallied. She voted easily and
quickly, so that President Ion Iliescu found out about it after the vote. He
absolutely reacted unfortunate, irritated, saying that he knew nothing and that
a great deed had been committed error. Power MPs have never made such
mistakes. And not from part of the Presidency and the Government have not
been committed. But the Opposition also left forgetting this statement. At that
time, Ukraine was struggling to make ends meet independence. The Ukrainian
delegates had voted in favor of declaring the Covenant Molotov-Ribbentrop
null ab initio. The opposition was forced to question Power, including by simple
motion or censure, for this problem, not to abandon the holy cause of all
Romanians. It requires that we retain a few excerpts from this Declaration
(published in time press, from which we mention free Romania from December
29, 1991, and in Chisinau, Country, no. 50, December 1991) „Given that this
referendum would also take place in the Romanian territories-Bucovina
northern, Herţa, Hotin, preum and the counties of southern Bessarabia,
The Romanian Parliament solemnly declares that these territories have been
torn from the body of the country, and the Ribbentrop-Molotov pact was
declared null and void ab initio, by the USSR, on December 24, 1989, and by the
Romanian Parliament on 24 June 1991. Of course, it is Ukraine's right to hold a
referendum for its independence, but this referendum may not be valid in
regarding the Romanian territories abusively annexed by the former USSR,
territories that are not they never belonged to Ukraine and are by law of
Romania ... the Parliament Romania solemnly declares that the referendum
organized by the authorities from Kiev in the Romanian territories forcibly
incorporated into the former USSR respectively in northern Bukovina, Herta,
Hotin, and counties in southern Bessarabia-is null and void, as well as the
consequences his. The Romanian Parliament asks the parliamentarians and
governments of all states, which will recognize the independence of Ukraine,
expressly declare that this recognition does not extend to the Romanian
territories mentioned ... The Romanian Parliament requests the government of
the country to start with emergency negotiations with the Kiev authorities on
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the issue of territories Romanian forces annexed by the USSR ”. Romania had
taken a clear step through this Declaration, recognition independence of
Ukraine, but not on the Romanian territory annexed by Molotov-Ribbentrop
Pact, recognition in accordance with the declaration Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact
null ab initio, on 24 December 1989 and byto all deputies of Ukraine. Only this
Statement was in contradiction with the position of President Ion Iliescu, with
that of Prime Minister Petre Roman, through his foreign ministers, and with the
Romanian ambassador of in Moscow, Mr Sandru, to the Helsinki Final Act in
1990 (When all the elements for the Reunification of Romania were gathered,
inclusive enormous international sympathy for the unionist movement that is
manifested on the scale of the entire Romanian people), in 1991 and further,
position for which they did not apologize even today. They acted openly
against all the Romanian unionists, on both banks of the Prut and
otherwise, in sight, opposing them another opinion, of the officials, influencing
millions of Romanians, primarily through television, which they controlled in
entirely, but also through the press and radio. They repeated so many times
about our country's commitment to the Helsinki Final Act, stressing that
between the unanimously accepted principles of this Act are also those relating
to inviolability of borders. There was a kind of threat to the unionists and to
arouse against them some Romanians, as if the unionists were violating this
agreement and exposing Romania to some danger. But the former comrades all
knew all too well that the Act final in Helsinki provided for the possibility of
changing the borders by good it would not have existed, thus rendering
services to Moscow and Kiev and disservices Romania. The situation is obvious
and without reply. The same characters live and today, thank you very much,
marching in the high Romanian state bodies and at television and radio and in
the press. This manipulation of the Romanians! About as much they showed
respect and common sense towards those Romanians who believed in them,
not knowing all the provisions of the Helsinki Final Act ?!
Leaks
Undoubtedly, some Romanians were manipulated by the KGB, without being
KGB members. And some are still manipulated today. But how many of the
Romanians who have figuring out what it was about, they had the courage to
nominate the person KGB or isolate her, remove her from the group she
infiltrated? Of course, proof of KGB membership is difficult to do, but the work,
according to Moscow's interests, it is not difficult to identify, so it would be
simple to highlight it. At least to free some parties and associations from under
control or influence of KGB members. Of course the KGB members are skilled,
professionals. They have adapted to the freedom of opinion offered by
democracy. A right that must be respected. But, it is well known that it actually
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works for other interests. And yet he is silent. It is true that time works in favor
of Romanians who do not play the game of Moscow. Moscow's game is
different of some proximity to Moscow, for some Romanian interests. The
game Moscow is not to be confused with the Romanian game. But what some
Romanians they don't have much science and skill to do (it would be good to at
least become deaf, to ignore and bypass the KGB members), make time, you
KGB members being more and more elderly and with an influence, in
perspective, more and more weaker. But let's not be fooled, the more it acts
now, with efficiency and stubbornness (so some easier to identify), noticing
that it is possible to return to government in Romania. How many Romanians
know about some activities, party or association, that have been torpedoed,
deviated or canceled by the KGB elements and yet shut up! Certainly the
Romanian people it does not need such silenced. Through such silence I am a
protective curtain for the KGB. But if some Romanians were directed by some
huts, and cue of shame and fear?
To remember
We stop here with the confessions. They had only one goal, to mobilize them
on Romanians. God will bring the Reunification train back to the station
Romania. But it won't last long. Those who have made mistakes in the past,
willingly or unwillingly, suspected of rebuking his conscience, are asked to get
Involved and, but responsibly and honestly. It takes everyone for the big one
exam, of Reunification, which we Romanians must pass. Without this
exam we will never have an honorable image of ourselves either, nor on the
world map. And rightly so.
ILIE ILAŞCU, STRONG MILITANT FOR THE REUNIFICATION OF ROMANIA
Arrested on June 2, 1992, sentenced to death on December 9, 1993. From
Ilie Ilaşcu's final statement. He was squeezing the cage bars with his right hand
and On the left was a tricolor flag, which he himself sewed into the cell.
I was and remain a member of the Popular Front because of the struggle
our reunification of the country, the restoration of Greater Romania, which
the communist hordes destroyed it in 1940, it remains the order of the day.
The fight keep going. While reading the sentence, Ilie Ilaşcu shouted several
times: Long live! Long live! Long live! Moldova! Transylvania! and Wallachia!
Long live great Romania! Down the Prut border! Down with the Russian
occupiers! After pronouncing the sentence, he shouted: Hate! I'm dying for my
country! (Victor Bârsan, Ilaşcu Trial, Romanian Cultural Foundation Publishing
House, 1994, pp. 103, 105, 106). From the Statement of Ilie Ilaşcu, registered
after the pronouncement of the sentence, with a camera and broadcast several
times on the stations television: I want to thank everyone in Romania, the
brothers in Romania, international fora that have taken a firm stand for
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liberation and thank them for the moral and material help of the family. to
children addressed me to learn well and understand that their father was not a
fearful, he did all he could, well, someday more will be said.
Goodbye, I love you Romanian people!
THE MONUMENT OF NATIONAL BETRAYAL AND CRIME AGAINST
HUMANITY, THOSE WHO SIGNED, SUPPORTED, OR VOTED FOR
THE SUBMISSION OF THE MOLOTOV-RIBBENTROP PACT
The project of the monument. Arms fused in prayer, until the height of thirtythree meters, rising to thirty-three years Jesus Christ in His Eternity, to
Heavenly Father. This prayer is raised by Romania, which believes in the
cooperation of our Lord Jesus Christ and His Mother, with us Romanians, in
Truth and Justice. Of also in co-operation with all our saints and martyrs before
and after after Zalmolxe and Deceneu, with all our saints and martyrs, with our
ancestors ours, from all times before and after Christ. By working together
to those in this life, to those in heavenly life, we will reach, as always in the
history of mankind, to prove that empires are not loved by I also ask that God
himself is involved in their disappearance. The arms rise from geographical map
of Romania. Around the document, on the pedestal, will be written the names
of those who have signed, or voted the Treaty with Ukraine, without
mentioning the Covenant Molotov-Ribbentrop. Thanks to this Criminal Pact,
the USSR occupied a good part of the Romanian territory. Also the names of
those who pleaded for signing, ignoring the Covenant, or supporting the
aberration that the Covenant Molotov-Ribbentrop is no longer valid today, for
Romania. Only for Romania, while the Baltic countries took advantage of it,
freeing themselves from the Soviet empire, becoming independent. Although
for Romania the deletion consequences of this Pact was ongoing. Cultivating a
friendship authentic, by Ukraine, by restituting the Romanian territory,
Romania would have made Ukraine one of the most prosperous countries. Not
Romania is a danger to Ukraine, but Ukraine is its source
instabilities. The danger for her comes from Moscow and the fact that she did
not he knew how to make the European Union and Romania true friends. Of
in fact he blackmailed the European Union and the USA, in order to accept his
situation empire, through its duplicitous game, Ukraine being one of the
founders together with the Russian Federation, the Commonwealth of
Independent States. Romanian officials who accepted the ignorance of the
Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact, have fallen into the trap of anti-European and antiRomanian occult forces, regardless through whom this ignorance was
inoculated. Those who signed, supported and voted the Treaty with Ukraine,
without mentioning the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact, they thus certified the
removal from history of the crime against humanity, giving certificate of good
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conduct to Hitler, Stalin, Molotov-Ribbentrop, the Nazis and the Bolsheviks,
being in fact the advocates of their defense. But not for that there is
prescription! The USSR, by this Criminal Pact, annexed in part or in full,
Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Finland, Poland and Romania. War machine,
once started, it did not stop until it encompassed the whole world. Pact
Molotov-Ribbentrop was kept active by the USSR until 24 December 1989,
when he declared it null and void. Automatically and Romania is entitled to
take possession of the entire territory annexed by this Pact. Ukraine knew that
the European Union, NATO and the US were working to limit the Russian
Federation's threat to the U. E., making it easier to achieved, by supporting the
independence of Ukraine, and in the future, by Ukraine's integration into the U.
E. Knowing, he tried to blackmail the EU and the US to his accepts the borders
based on this Pact. EU and US, out of any no doubt, they are not advocates of
the defense of the Nazi-Bolshevik Pact. But, totally Unexpectedly, the President
of Romania initialed the Treaty with Ukraine, ignoring this Pact. The EU and the
US had plenty of examples, and so did Ukraine knows very well, changing
boundaries. Even then they continued border changes from the Baltic Sea to
the Black Sea and the south Balkans, changes that will lay the foundation stone
for a prosperous future and peaceful for the whole of Europe. For the whole of
Europe? Not really, because the changes stopped between Ukraine and
Romania. In recent years they have modified the borders between Lithuania,
Latvia, Estonia and the USSR, between the Republic Moldova and the USSR,
between the two Germanys, between the Czech Republic and Slovakia,
between Slovenia and Serbia, between the Republic of Macedonia and Serbia.
With different situations. The United States had never recognized the
incorporation of the Baltic countries into the Union Soviet, but they recognized
and recognize that both Bessarabia, and the north Bucovina were annexed on
the basis of the same Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact. It but one can easily notice
that both recognized boundaries have changed on all sides by the Paris Peace
Treaty of 1947, or the Paris Agreement Helsinki, as well as borders not
recognized by the US - the case of the Baltic countries. May much, the
consequences of the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact, in the case of Romania had
been partially removed, by the separation of the Republic of Moldova from the
USSR. With other In other words, it can be said that for Romania, the
phenomenon was ongoing. The Peace Treaty of Paris of 1947, the USSR
imposed the wording that the border between the USSR and Romania is the
one established in 1940 by the "agreement" between the USSR and Romania.
By the word agreement, the USSR wanted to hide that border it was imposed
by the ultimatum given by the USSR in 1940 on the basis of the Pact MolotovRibbentrop. The USA and in the case of the Republic of Moldova had the same
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opinion, as between Ukraine and Romania. It was in front of the borders of the
USSR established by the Treaty of the Paris Peace Treaty and the Helsinki
Agreement. That's why he did not hurry to recognize the independence of the
Republic of Moldova. A State Department source of The USA claimed that “the
problem is complicated by the fact that Moldova does not include all the
Romanian territories annexed by the Soviet Union ”(Why not I admit - yet? United States independence of the Republic of Moldova – Country no. 39,
September 1991). The others had been incorporated into Ukraine. And yet
these US will recognize these border changes, will recognize R. Moldova. We
emphasize that the Independence of the Republic of Moldova occurred before
1 December 1991, when Ukrainians, in a referendum, vote for independence
(On August 31, 1989, the Romanian language was proclaimed state language in
the Republic of Moldova. On Sept. 3. 1990 the position of president is created
of the republic. On May 23, 1991, the Moldovan SSR became the Republic
Moldova. On June 23, the Parliament proclaims the sovereignty of the Republic
Moldova. On August 27, 1991, Parliament proclaimed Independence Republic
of Moldova. On December 25, 1991, Gorbachev declared that the USSR it
ceases to exist. On March 1, 1992, the Republic of Moldova was received at the
UN). As can be seen, in the face of the firm will of the two governments
from Chisinau and Bucharest, the United States changed its mind, recognizing
the Republic of Moldova, in other words the modification of some borders
recognized. Thus, in this part of Europe, the road to normality. But in 1996, in
the year of signing the Treaty between Romania and Ukraine, what was the US
position? Same. Mr. E. S. Alfred Moses, Ambassador He told the United States
in Bucharest, “What I wanted to say is that it is too much late for border
changes. The borders between Romania and Ukraine are established. They are
recognized by the Helsinki Agreement, signed by Romania. The issue of
changing borders in Europe has closed, without the possibility of reopening.
”Mr. Alfred Moses expressed his hope that Romania, Russia and Ukraine will
reach an agreement on denunciation of the Pact, “odious, detestable, agreed
between two regimes totalitarianism ”. Neither the President of Romania nor
the Romanian diplomats detained pay attention to these statements. It is clear
that Mr. Alfred Moses had to do it this statement, to remain the borders as
they are, so in favor Ukraine to meet the wishes of Ukraine. But Alfred Moses, a
diplomat career, left two legal avenues for pleading the Romanian cause, if
the Romanian officials, as, however, it was supposed, would have engaged
on this road.
1) The borders are recognized by the Helsinki Act also signed by Romania.
Romania. The US Ambassador refers to this agreement. It is known that just
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this agreement offers the possibility to change the boundaries by agreement
between part.
2) The Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact is declared without any restraint, odious
and detestable. Expressing the hope that Romania, Russia and Ukraine will
arrive to an agreement on the denunciation of the Pact, expresses the direction
negotiations. Romania was armored. She needed tact, firmness, and protection
in front of the whole world, the Helsinki Accords and the Molotov Ribbentrop.
Romanian officials did not take into account that this Pact is odious and
detestable. On the contrary, they covered him up. Terrible responsibility and
detestable, in the entire international political life. Once again, Romania's
image was damaged over the long run of history. But here is one country,
Ukraine (In fact the western USSR empire), severely contaminated by the
imperial microbe Soviet, he insisted and wanted to erase from the memory of
the whole world, the Pact Nazi-Bolshevik. Why? To remain the beneficiary of
this Pact. And who supports her? It is incorrect to say Romania, but some
people which through the contest of special historical and political
circumstances, have arrived at the head of Romania, led by Mr. Emil
Constantinescu, the president Romania. He trampled on the two precedents of
even the two Romanian states, Romania and the Republic of Moldova, since
1991. The first, the Declaration of Independence of the Republic of Moldova,
has a clear reference to The Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact, for the entire territory
of Romania annexed by The USSR, and therefore the one that is still included in
Ukraine today, the Republic of Moldova itself being constituted by the USSR on
a part of this territory. Second, The declaration of the Romanian Government,
also from 1991, by which it is recognized Moldova's independence also
unequivocally refers to the Pact Molotov-Ribbentrop, the recognition of the
Independence of the Republic of Moldova being considered as a decisive step
towards the peaceful removal of the adverse consequences of the Covenant.
How come the man at the head of Romania, he trampled on these precedents,
openly acting against interests the Romanian people? Ignoring these two
statements is enough to be excluded from any explanation, now and forever.
Just a few months before by the general elections, in 1996, the Democratic
Convention of Romania, whose the president was Mr. Emil Constantinescu, he
successfully opposed the signing Treaty with the Russian Federation, as it did
not denounce the Molotov Ribbentrop. And something like that mattered a lot,
with the electorate voting for one future president of Romania. Which, just a
few months later in the year 1996, after he became president of Romania, in an
astonishing hurry, he told us put everyone on the accomplished fact, acting
contrary to the CDR attitude of before the elections. Which gives us the right to
wonder if not it is also in the service of foreign interests (Moscow-Kiev). How to
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reject this question, when the head of the Romanian state, defying the
Romanian people, asked deliberately serving the heirs of the Nazi-Bolshevik
Pact? He did services European Union, USA, Romania? No way. Only Moscow
and Kiev. Even if he tried to throw dust in the eyes of Romanians, there would
be some interests of the EU. And that countries with territorial issues between
them will not enter the EU. Ukraine has territory to return! It was and is
impossible for Ukraine access the EU with full rights. But to him, Mr. Emil
Constantinescu he also acted against the healthy, de-escalating part of Ukraine.
Healing the imperial microbe. We have all the deputies in mind Ukraine in the
Congress of People's Deputies of the USSR, which at 24 December 1989, they
voted unanimously to declare the Covenant Molotov-Ribbentrop, null ab initio.
That's how President Emil is Constantinescu supported the Bolshevik-imperial
forces in Ukraine. It will recover the Russian Federation, economically and
militarily? It means he'll pick them up, sir Emil Constantinescu a monument. So
is Kiev, through those citizens you have Ukrainians who have forgotten the fate
of empires and continue to have. Of course, the most exposed of these
situations is Ukraine. Westerners knowto appreciate honesty, respect for truth,
and justice. Ukraine May represents, through its foreign territory, a real danger
to the EU and a tenation for Moscow, to approach, or annex Kiev. If Ukraine
would have given up the two spearheads (through the Romanian territories)
directed against Western Europe, as far as Slovakia, and on the Danube,
to Serbia (and Bulgaria), today the EU would have advanced without any risk to
the true borders of Ukraine and we have no doubt, would have invested
heavily in Ukraine, including large sums. But he advanced, at first stage, only
military, through NATO, in Poland, to increase its rank of defense. The
possibilities and efforts follow, in time, to include the others Eastern countries
in the EU. But the progressive integration of imperial Ukraine raises large
question marks, the Moscow-Kiev risk being removed. Ukraine is not richer and
more secure on its future with the Romanian territories (the north Bukovina,
Herta, northern and southern Bessarabia and Snake Island), on the contrary.
Ukraine has not won the trust of anyone, on the contrary. Through the Nazi
pact Bolshevik, which benefits today, has not fooled the conscience of
European countries and nor the United States, but he fooled himself. It
maintains the signatories of the Pact, victorious in history. Worrying calculation
error. The current boundaries ofUkraine keeps intact the chance of Moscow's
military-strategic return Kiev, in the strategic relationship with the EU, almost
like in the USSR, what it means that the EU and the US have not earned much,
it seems. The risk of such a return, against the background of the
impoverishment of the countries in the area of former Soviet rule, remaining
outside NATO, is not ruled out. Moscow has very great possibilities for
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maneuver inside Ukraine - in the Russian Crimeamake up 67% of the
population, and in the whole of Ukraine the Russians are in proportion of 2025%, compact especially in the southern half of Ukraine. It's clear that Ukraine
was maneuvered in connection with the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact, both from
Moscow as well as from Ukraine. A Kiev-Moscow agreement, voluntarily or by
need, creates again the old road of the USSR to Western Europe, without that
EU and US to oppose. If the road to Slovakia and Serbia had beeexcluded, by
returning to the correct borders, before the Molotov Pact Ribbentrop, Moscow
would no longer have dreamed of imperial restoration. People Ukrainian was
also exposed to extinction by the Russian Federation. Save Ukraine passes,
towards the EU, through Romania. Just giving up the annexations made
through the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact
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SOME DOCUMENTS AND ARTICLES
The Prut of our tears...
The entire Romanian breath, between May 1 and 9, will be in the Prut, through
delegates from the cities and villages of Romania, in a real pilgrimage,
testimony of the decision to erase the wounds of the past and to participate in
shaping a new worlds of justice and peace. The initiative and organization
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committees will appears spontaneously, from now on, in factories, institutions
and the rural environment, so that the representation of the whole country will
be full. Those who will travel a long time, from Maramureş, Oaş, Crişana, Banat,
Oltenia, Muntenia and Ardeal, we will recognizes not only by the tricolor
banners, but also by the flowers in buckets of water. They will meet, in Prut,
with those from Dobrogea, Moldova and Bucovina, in a total bundle of the will
of the entire Romanian people. Such a state of mind existed under Michael the
Brave, when a united the three Romanian countries, in a single state, under
Alexandru Ioan Cuza, in 1859, during the Union of the Principalities and in
1918, when delegates from all over Transylvania headed for Alba Iulia,
expressing and fulfilling the will to the entire Romanian people, to live in a
single, unitary state, according to its multimillennial historical foundations.
Likewise the Romanians from Bessarabia, through Country advice. The priests
who will be on the spot, in the Prut, will bring, through prayers, thanks be to
God, and those who remain in the churches in the parishes will prayalso, God
help us to fulfill our saints aspirations. Christian, who acted from the soul of all
young employees against the darkness of armed atheism. And Ceausescu's
dictatorship broke down. La Prut it is about the anachronistic and defiant
perpetuation of an inherited situation from the time of Stalin's dictatorship.
The whole of Europe will be watching the events on the Prut from 1 to 9 May.
It would be possible that by May 9, free passage over the Prut, without
passports, without visas, without taxes, to become a legalized framework, an
unequivocal sign of employment Moscow on the road to the full resolution of
the white spots between the USSR and Romania. If all domestic and
international conditions are met, we believe that Moscow will pass this test of
truth as well.
Gheorghe Gavrilă Copil
Justice no. 10, of February 15, 1990
The Prut of our tears to cover it with flowers
Human chain along the Prut border
God has always ordained us to be on our earth,
ancestor. We will stay here, forever, with Transylvania inside
Carpathian Mountains, guarded by the whole of Maramureş, Oaş, Crişana,
Banat, Oltenia, Muntenia, Dobrogea and Moldova to Ştefan cel Mare!
This year, May 9 marks the 113th anniversary of the Proclamation
Romania's independence. The Bucharest-Chisinau Cultural Society proposes
the celebration of Romania's Independence, through a national action, what
will take place between 6 and 10 May. Citizens across the country are invited
on Sunday, May 6, at 12:30 p.m. minutes, to cover with flowers the Prut of our
tears, and at 1 p.m. to form a human chain along the Prut border. In all the
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churches in country, at 12 and 30 minutes to start ringing the bells. Priests from
Moldova and those who can come, from any part of the country, are asked to
officiate the Saint Liturgy at the Prut. In Bucovina and Maramureş, on the hills,
to sound the tulnicele, as in the time of Stephen the Great. From Alba Iulia,
Mihai Vodă will start at road, with Transylvania, with Muntenia and Moldova at
once. Horea, the king
6
3

Dacia and Crăişorul Avram Iancu come with their motions, with all the forests
of the Mountains
Apuseni. And the moans are heard from one side of the country to the other.
The girls and
the lads from all over Romania are preparing for the great meeting in the Prut.
His Majesty, Stefan of Moldova, is waiting for us! In our souls we hear
Mihai Eminescu urging us to go to Putna and Prut. And we hear it
all from the White Fortress, from Chisinau, from Soroca, from Hotin, from
Chernivtsi, from
Satu Mare, from Timisoara and Bucharest.
Bucharest - Chisinau Cultural Society, based on Aleea
Novelists no. 6, block E 19, sc. A, et. 10, app 55, sector 6, code 77398,
Bucharest, tel. 745 67 82, not part of any political party, calls all parties, trade
unions, cultural organizations and societies, as well as those without a party, to
announce and organize their participation in this national march with flowers,
since it is a cause common to all Romanians, professors, priests, pupils,
students, workers, peasants, young people from villages and towns on the Prut
are asked to take the initiative organizing the human chain throughout the Prut
area, with people from the side of the place. We understand that in our actions
we must take into account the boundaries behind World War II. It is necessary
to observe, however, that the Prut is it is, in fact, the boundaries imposed in
1940 in the context of the treaty Ribbentrop-Molotov, by which the Romanian
people were divided, in a way abusively, in two, the Romanians from the Tisza
plain to the Prut and the Romanians from the Prut to the Dniester. Moldovan
Soviet Socialist Republic, Northern Bocovina and the counties in southern
Bessarabia are the German Democratic Republic of Romania. Deeply
humanitarian considerations, historically justified, impose freedom movement,
without passports, without visas, without taxes, of Romanian citizens and
R. S. S. Moldovenească. It is a major requirement of the Romanian Revolution.
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Justice, March 31, 1990
Awakening (Chisinau), April, no. 3, 1990
Transcript of the talks given by the President of the Cultural Society
Bucharest-Chisinau, Mr. Gheorghe Gavrilă Copil, at the Ministry
Education of the Russian Federal Republic, at the Committee on Science
and Education of the Supreme Soviet of the Russian RSES, at the First Cabinet
Vice President of the Supreme Soviet of the Russian SFSR (Moscow August 7-9
1990)
Gheorghe Gavrilă-Copil, President of the Cultural Society «Bucharest Chisinau » - As it is well known, since 1940, the Romanian people have been
living in three states, in Romania, the Republic of Moldova and Ukraine, in
other words in Romania, Northern Bukovina and Bessarabia. I arrived in the
Republic of Moldova ina few weeks ago for the free schooling, in Romania, of a
thousands of children from Northern Bukovina and Bessarabia. I asked for
consentEducation officials from Chernivtsi and Odessa. Both of on the part of
the Republic of Moldova, as well as on the part of the Ukrainian officials, we
have answer "yes". In the Republic of Moldova, the selection of children has
come to an end. The process continues in Northern Bukovina and southern
Bessarabia. From the side Romanian, the number of scholarships will increase.
The Republic of Moldova and Ukraine have accepted to bring Romanian
teachers to northern and southern Bucovina Bessarabia. Of course, without any
rubles from Ukraine or the Republic Moldova. He was also accepted as a
Romanian teacher in the RepublicMoldova and Ukraine to go- for recycling or
processing in Romania. So, after 50 years of separation, relationships are
natural, normal and we all see that this is very good. For the first time, I think
we can look at each other truly, sincerely in front, the Russians and the
Romanians, in the problems of education. I arrived in Moscow,in a big and
strong country and I have no doubt that she will know how to be a good girl
by the minority of Romanians (of Moldovans) from the Russian Federation, on
the line of education. We have heard that deeds have already preceded us,
that minoritiesin Moscow are learning their language, so things are already
starting. In the There are about 200,000 Russians in Romania. No one prevents
them from cultivating mother tongue, from kindergarten to high school.
The universities, of course, are in Romanian. But Romanians are between
500 thousand and one million in the area between the Dniester and Eastern
Siberia. They are descendants of deportees from another time, or those who
went to work out of necessity and that if
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these Romanians, where they live compactly, if they learn in their mother
tongue, he would find peace of mind, serenity, and work harder. Ea small
minority compared to the ocean of the Slavic people, in which it is so
VLADIMIR BORISOVICI NOVICIKOV
Deputy Minister of
public education of the R. S. F. S. R. - Good. I would like to study the issue
in a broader context, for a start getting acquainted, perhaps, with our main
position on the issue of minority language present on the territory of Russia. It
follows that the general concept is reduces to a multiple contribution. In any
case, we do not intend to we forbid this or limit someone when the desire
arises to study in their mother tongue, and more than ever, a series of
organizational measures oriented, on the part of the Government, towards the
solution these problems.
G. G. COPIL Perfect.
V. N. NOVICIKOV In our country, in the hierarchy of subordination to the
ministry, there are several institutes of scientific research and the largest of
them, which possesses considerable scientific potential, it is the Institute itself
that deals with the national problems of the school, which investigates the
issue cultivation in their mother tongue would be like a flower in the window of
Russia, in relations Russia with the other peoples. In Romania and other
minorities study in their mother tongue, as is the case with the Hungarian
population. And yet, the Romanian people are not weaker, on the contrary.
And they are a small people. Now, we set off for Siberia, with the idea of
inviting Romania or to Bessarabia and Bukovina, to the Republic of Moldova,
those children Romanian-Moldovans, who want to study in their places of
origin, in the language maternal. With officials in Odessa, the issue has opened
up. Anytime children of Ukrainians in Romania, if invited from Ukraine, are free
to came to study in Ukraine. The principle is valid for any of minorities. The
question is: whether the principle of language study applied in Moscow can
also apply to the minority Romanian from the Russian Federation. Russia can
make this moral reparation very troubled people. It can even overcome the
situation in Europe of the West, in connection with minorities. Romania and
the Soviet Union are countriesneighboring, between them security and K. G. B.
may disappear. They're just some
human problems, easy to solve, so we can look ahead. about
these are the issues for which I had the honor of being received.
Eventually, if teachers could be brought from Romania and for
localities in Siberia or beyond the Urals or anywhere, if they did not exist
frameworks necessary for the beginning, as we bring in the Republic of
Moldova and in Ukraine.
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VLADIMIR BORISOVICI NOVICIKOV
Deputy Minister of
public education of the R. S. F. S. R.- Good. I would like to study the issue
in a broader context, for a start getting acquainted, perhaps, with
our main position on the issue of minority language
present on the territory of Russia. It follows that the general concept is
reduces to a multiple contribution. In any case, we do not intend to
we forbid this or limit someone when the desire arises to
study in their mother tongue, and more than ever, a series of
organizational measures oriented, on the part of the Government, towards the
solution
these problems.
G. G. COPIL Perfect.
V. N. NOVICIKOV In our country, in the hierarchy of subordination to the
ministry, there are several institutes of scientific research and the largest of
them, which possesses considerable scientific potential, it is the Institute itself
deals with the national problems of the school, which investigates the issue
education in the mother tongue, ie the very question raised by Miss. Currently,
in the structure of the ministry, we set up special sections, which they will deal
with national and regional issues. Of course, who will carry out the activity not
only in terms of training in the mother tongue, but who will assume much
broader goals - namely the rebirth of the school of national culture, history and
tradition we believe that during the period of stagnation,the school was
overly state-controlled.
G. G. COPIL I do not agree with the national culture without cultivation
the tongue, in fact, is doomed to extinction and instead of several flowers in
one garden, begins to be only one.
V. B. NOVICIKO Of course. Let's say we didn't investigate to find out those who
would like to study in Romanian on the territory of Russia, or
to find out the number of students who would express their desire to learn
Romanian as a foreign language. I have not done such research.
G. G. COPIL I am convinced that the problem exists. It's the beginning of a
journey for Russia. Knowing that the problem exists, I came up with an extra
good thought, just to be started in a concrete way.
V. B. NOVICIKOV Probably do not deny this fact and I just want to
I emphasize that the law that is recognized today in the country, according to
whose language of instruction is chosen by the family and the child. To learn a
language or other, is the sole and only competence of the family and we have
none a reason to refuse that part of the population of our republic, which is
interested in studying in Romanian and we are ready to support these
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initiatives. No, there were no obstacles.
G. G. COPIL There have been no obstacles in the last 2-3 years. But before, they
weren't than obstacles.
V. B. NOVICIKOV B ut we are talking to you now.
G. G. COPIL In Ukraine, however, we found that even where the villages have
Ukrainian language education, Romanian villages in Bukovina are free
to open education in Romanian.
V. B. NOVICIKOV But let's be more pragmatic. I would like to materialize in
which regions of Siberia have you decided to move to?
G. G. COPIL We would like to go to Irkutsk, Novosibirsk, Kurgan and
Tiumeni. But we know a lot of localities, both in the East and in
west of the Urals, so that if the Ministry of Education will want to cooperate, to
to collaborate in completing the localities where Romanians live, we are
ready, both those from Bucharest, the Cultural Society «Bucharest as well as
the officials from Chisinau to submit a list of localities, a list which,
without a doubt, it is incomplete.
V. B. NOVICIKOV We have already spoken, that we did not care, in particular,
about this problem. I can tell you, though, that you're going to have meetings
with compatriots, you will probably discuss the extent to which they are
interested in what regarding the solution of the problems related to the
training in Romanian, or any other form of language revival. And whatever the
proposed option, we are ready to support it, to put it into practice, of course
with that help from you. But if during your travels you will find localities with a
compact Romanian population, let's say in Reg. Kurgan, we have no chance to
put in the next 1-2 years books and textbooks available in Romanian. Because
we don't have that.We are ready to agree on the issue in question, looking for
the option optimal, cooperating with you without delaying in solving those
discussed.
G. G. COPIL Okay. For a start, I will ask the Embassy of the Republic
Moldova, from here, from Moscow, to contact the Academy of Sciences from
Chisinau, which has already published several atlases of folklore, dialectology,
ethnography. These are the localities, as many as could be researched,
from the Dniester to Siberia, so an official, published record. It
be the first documentary aspect for a record. So there are documents
officials already appeared in the U. R. S. S. It is good to start from those
official, the rest being quite large land, as it is still discovered
the others will be taken into account.
V. B. NOVICIKOV Okay, but let's talk about language learning
Romanian or about teaching in Romanian, I make a difference here.
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G. G. COPIL Whether they are called Romanians or Moldovans, they are also
Romanians.
V. B. NOVICIKOV This is not what I meant. We just have one
special situation with minority languages. It can happen that any language
be learned as an independent object - here is a variant. I'll explain.
G. G. COPIL In the country, national minorities, such as Hungarians, study
all subjects in the mother tongue - Hungarian, - but also learn the language
Romanian because they are citizens of Romania.
V. B. NOVICIKOV This is another step in assessing the problem, with
much more serious. I limit myself to distinguishing the following steps, given
the fact that we start from the beginning everything, on the territory of Russia,
towards unlike Moscow. We have the opportunity to move after the next steps
first, to be introduced in place, or in addition to other languages foreign
Romanian language after the program. The second - learning the language in
preschool institutions. Another option would be more complicated, it would
need didactic literature for all objects in the school, meaning study
full in Romanian. It is more complicated and can only be used for the second
stage. Yes, we agree to collaborate, if the population of Romanians who
live compactly on the territory of Russia will declare that he wants to learn and
to teach children in Romanian. We have nothing against it. Nothing to us
it may prevent us from doing so.
G. G. COPIL It is normal, these are times of great hopes, of great times
joy and I have no doubt, that in the period of restructuring, when man is not
is still afraid to express their desire, many groups, most groups of Romanian
origin from the Russian Federation, will want to exist. Because if they don't
learn their mother tongue at all, they disappear. Or, I wouldn't want Russia in
years to come days, to feel embarrassed that only from its territory
disappeared the Romanian minority, and on the territory of Romania and other
countries from Europe, minorities exist. Russia could gain a great attraction,
precisely by cultivating the spiritual values of minorities, it could have a
great prestige. This small Romanian minority would be that binder of
long-distance friendship, the race of the coming millennium, between the
Romanian people and the Russian people. But so far, let's be exact, they were
against the Romanian people exercised, with violence, a sum of deprivations.
Let's be exact, it's about sons deportees. This means the obligation of moral
reparations. Or not only deportees, but also those who were forced to leave
their places Christmas. I, as a Romanian, have to look the Russian in the face
and the Russian to me look me in the face, so that there is nothing left of that
legacy which made us not be absolutely honest. This can be straightened out
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the simplest formula, through the new generation. How do we raise the new
generation? We teach them to forget the past and enjoy the present. The past
does not have to still active, must he die? It depends only on the warmth of the
heart of our generations today. I am convinced that Russia has a great future.
It is not about conjuncture and diplomacy, at a working meeting, but it is a
personal conviction and, I repeat, concluding, Russia can prove it
now on, by the way
V. B. NOVICIKOV I am pleased to note that today in the talks
our, there is no point where there could be a misunderstanding or any
discordance.
G. G. COPIL Thank you! I came with total sincerity. In things of that way, no lie
is good. Putting honor first, we have no problems in the future. It's clear.
V. B. NOVICIKOV Without hesitation, I can tell you that we have a good one
understanding and not any understanding, any friendly situation, but one that
it must be seen building on facts. Here, after the meetings on which you will
have wherever you go, you will have to carry the desires and aspirations to
learn the native language of those you will meet. We we are preparing a warm
atmosphere for this purpose. Look, I think it's here opens up a prolific field of
community cooperation. For all those who learn, we consider ourselves with
you.
G. G. Copil I can't wait to return to the country to communicate To the Ministry
of Education in Bucharest this good news that has the gift to reassure the souls
of all, Romanians, Russians, so that we can live as we do not havelived so far,
like absolutely true friends.
V. B. NOVICIKOV I consider, and I would like to believe, that meetings with
Soviet citizens on the territory of our country will confirm and lead to
solving the problems I had in mind here. I think so meetings, of course, will
refer to those questions and issues that wewe faced today. I think the next
steps will be the contacts they make known to our friends our position.
G. G. Copil I have no doubt about that. I'll just do it finding that everyone here
regrets that these things were not done, possibly twenty to thirty years earlier.
V. B. NOVICIKOV Yes. But we're glad we started anyway. From now on we are
on the same plane.
G. G. COPIL Mr. Minister Novikovici Vladimir Borisovici, you thanks! Here we
are speaking the same language of humanity, of caring for children.
From this moment on, such a Minister is no different from The Minister of
Education of Romania, or the Minister of Education of Moldova, by the Russian
Minister of Education, because it does not exist delicate problems, there are
only human problems that both solve. We wish you and your family happiness
All the love!
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ŞORIN VLADIMIR PAVLOVICI, Chairman of the Science Committee
and Education of the Supreme Soviet of the R. S. F. S. Ruse
- Take a seat, please!
We apologize, but we are in the installation stage. Only now do I
received the rooms that were allocated to the Committee and therefore,
please excuse us for the condition in which we receive you.
G. G. COPIL I know that here too things are in formation, as at
Bucharest, as in Chisinau. It was very difficult for us to find this office.
Maybe even Mr. Hasbulatov's office doesn't know exactly where it is, but
I know that from what we are discussing now, it will certainly be well known.
V. P. ŞORIN And still very fast!
G. G. COPIL At least in Russia's relationship with the Romanian people.
VORONTOV VALERII ALEXANDROVICI - Vice-Chairman of the Committee We hope that in Bucharest the cabinet will be found more easily.
G. G. COPIL It is a smaller country. I don't want to waste your time, so
I would like to go directly into the subject. I've been in the U.S. for almost a
month and a half. R. S. S. I came from Romania to the Republic of Moldova with
a thousand scholarships for Romanians in Moldova, for children in the Republic
of Moldova, to he came to Romania for four years to study high school.
V. P. ŞORIN If I understood correctly, Romania gave a thousand scholarships,
so that students can study in Romania.
G. G. COPIL Mr. Vice President, I inform you that the Romanian people
since 1940 following the Ribbentrop-Molotov Treaty, he has lived in three
Romania, Moldova and Ukraine, in other words Romania,
in Northern Bukovina and Bessarabia. Starting from this truth, I went in
Ukraine, in Odessa and Chernivtsi, with the same problem in education.
Bukovina and Bessarabia are the territories of Romania annexed in 1940.
Ukrainian officials have understood us. They also agreed to take it
children from Bucovina and the counties from southern Bessarabia, in
Romania, to the book They also agreed to bring teachers from Romania to
Bucovina and counties in southern Bessarabia. The same situation was
approved, of course, in Republic of Moldova. I took a step further. We know
that the Romanian people a suffered terribly, a large number of Romanians
were deported to Siberia. Others were forced to find work in Siberia or other
republics so that today they live outside Bukovina or Bessarabia, between 500
thousand and one million Romanians. They are the most horrified, the most
troubled of us. For them I have come to you, with educational problems,
viewed in two ways 1. Let
we take children from Siberia to come to school in the Republic of Moldova or
Romania. 2. Secondly for those bureaucratic, but never applied.
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V. P. ŞORIN I believe that we must conclude an Agreement between
the governments of R. S. F. S. Ruse and Romania. Our committee will help us in
this sense.
G. G. COPIL I understand that I can, from now on, communicate to the
Government Romanian your position
V. P. ŞORIN We reached an agreement in principle.
G. G. COPIL Of course, in principle.
V. P. ŞORIN An agreement in principle for the elaboration of an agreement
between Our governments.
V. A. VORONŢOV The understanding that involves solving some
technical-material problems.
V. P. ŞORIN And we want that, in the shortest possible time in the conditions of
freedom in Romania, to prepare the project of such an agreement.
G. G. COPIL I think there are internal problems of Russia for such
by law. But I understand that, for such a law, a collaboration is wanted
absolutely open and sincere with the Romanian side.
V. P. ŞORIN And based on this agreement, we will work on the territory
Russia.
G. G. COPIL Perfect. It's a total opening that I'm sure in
the next 2-3 years, Romanians and Russians will be able to look freely in the
face. As it openly means great happiness on both sides.
V. A. VORONTOV We never closed our eyes and always have
were also willing to be kind to the Romanians.
G. G. COPIL It is perfect for the people who make up this Government.
This can be said, indeed, for the last 2-3 years. So no
always, but now, since we trust, otherwise it would not have come.
We believed in the answer you gave us before we started
Bucharest. And we started from the premise that not telling the whole truth,
it means making a big mistake. At the next step, bureaucracy, fake and
the lie would have been seen. Only sincerity lays the foundation that solves,
for the coming millennium, a good and restful world for all.
V. A. VORONŢOV The concrete problem for us is the inhabitants of the country
and the Russian state, we want to know under what conditions they will learn.
G. G. COPIL We took students from Ukraine and the Republic of Moldova for
9th, 10th, 11th, 12th grade, so for high school. Our high school is 12 years old,
providing them with free training and textbooks, meals and dormitories.
bureaucratic, but never applied.
V. P. ŞORIN I believe that we must conclude an Agreement between
the governments of R. S. F. S. Ruse and Romania. Our committee will help us in
this sense.
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G. G. COPIL I understand that I can, from now on, communicate to the
Government Romanian your position
V. P. ŞORIN We reached an agreement in principle.
G. G. COPIL Of course, in principle.
V. P. ŞORIN An agreement in principle for the elaboration of an agreement
between Our governments.
V. A. VORONŢOV The understanding that involves solving some
technical-material problems.
V. P. ŞORIN And we want that, in the shortest possible time in the conditions of
freedom in Romania, to prepare the project of such an agreement.
G. G. COPIL I think there are internal problems of Russia for such
by law. But I understand that, for such a law, a collaboration is wanted
absolutely open and sincere with the Romanian side.
V. P. ŞORIN And based on this agreement, we will work on the territory
Russia.
G. G. COPIL Perfect. It's a total opening that I'm sure in
the next 2-3 years, Romanians and Russians will be able to look freely in the
face. As it openly means great happiness on both sides.
V. A. VORONTOV We never closed our eyes and always have
were also willing to be kind to the Romanians.
G. G. COPIL It is perfect for the people who make up this Government.
This can be said, indeed, for the last 2-3 years. So no
always, but now, since we trust, otherwise it would not have come.
We believed in the answer you gave us before we started
Bucharest. And we started from the premise that not telling the whole truth,
it means making a big mistake. At the next step, bureaucracy, fake and
the lie would have been seen. Only sincerity lays the foundation that solves,
for the coming millennium, a good and restful world for all.
V. A. VORONŢOV The concrete problem for us is the inhabitants of the country
and the Russian state, we want to know under what conditions they will learn.
G. G. COPIL We took students from Ukraine and the Republic of Moldova for
9th, 10th, 11th, 12th grade, so for high school. Our high school is 12 years old,
providing them with free training and textbooks, meals and dormitories.
V. P. ŞORIN I believe that the details of these problems can be solved in
under an Agreement.
G. G. COPIL I think it has become one of principle, the rest will be settled
at the level of Government.
V. P. ŞORIN We, in principle, agreed.
G. G. COPIL At your governmental level, the Romanian part of the Government,
with your side of the Government, they will discuss the concrete aspects. It is
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extraordinary agreement in principle. Details will be established over time
negotiations.
V. A. VORONŢOV When the project will be ready and when it can be
presented?
G. G. COPIL I do the following full information to
The Romanian government, at the latest within a week. At the same time, in
the moment
I am on my way to Siberia, but I will inform you through the Embassy
Romanian from here, and, at the same time, through the Moldovan Legation, I
will inform the Government
from Chisinau. Looks like it's a beautiful day. After 50 years, I found one
language, really normal.
V. A. VORONŢOV It is necessary that this very serious conversation
to have a transcript.
G. G. COPIL O Everything is recorded. We intend to bring to
knowledge of the Romanian public opinion in its entirety, transmitting this to
Television.
V. A. VORONŢOV The whole protocol of these conversations will be drafted and
published so that Romanians can find out its content. Also
must be proposed to our Television to show this film, for
informing the public.
G. G. COPIL Please send with all my heart to the Lord
President Yeltsin and Mr. First Vice President Hasbulatov all
our love and belief that with you and everyone else
members of the Government, will succeed in laying the foundations of a world
in which rights man should no longer be trampled on.
V. A. VORONŢOV We value Boris Nicolaevici Yeltsin very much,
who does his best to establish relationships that lead to a human world.
People highly value Boris Nicolaevich Yeltsin.
G. G. COPIL We are convinced and we hope with all our hearts and we are
with this Government, which is working and really solving the problems
deeply human. There is already a warm heart that begins to throb.
V. A. VORONTOV In conclusion, we would like to express our hope that
Romania, which is heading for a new path, to obtain in the near future
success in its development and, if we have the opportunity, we will be happy to
be witnesses to the realization of the issues that have been discussed now.
G. G. COPIL I am convinced that, starting this year, we are
witnesses of the first concrete beginning.
V. A. VORONŢOV Thank you! All the best!
G. G. CHILD All love!
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V. A. VORONŢOV Goodbye!
G. G. COPIL Goodbye!
V. A. VORONTOV informed Mr HASBULATOV, first vice-president of the
Supreme Soviet of the Russian RSFS, about talks and
about the agreed ones. According to Mr. Vorontsov, the Romanian part of
was satisfied with these results.
During the reception given to Mr SERGHEI BORISOVICI MEDVEDEV,
the Deputy First Vice-President of the Supreme Soviet of the R. S. F. S.
Ruse,
Mr. Vorontsov, addressing Mr. Sergei Borisovich
Medvedev told him. "Today I did a very good job of establishing the goods."
relations between Russia, Romania and the Republic of Moldova. Mr.
Medvedev has
expressed satisfaction and confidence in the implementation.
V. F. ŞORIN The main thing is that the result exists.
G. G. CHILD I feel so good here that sometimes I forget I'm not at
Bucharest.
V. F. ŞORIN Wonderful!
G. G. COPIL We are waiting for you in Romania! Mr. Sergei Borisovich
Medvedev, we hope you respond to the invitation and come with your wife.
I am sure you will have an invitation from the Romanian Government!
Country (Chisinau) no. 39, 1990
Civic Alliance no. 57, 58, 1991
APELUL OF THE CULTURAL SOCIETY „BUCHAREST - CHISINAU“ to the
Romanians from
Siberia
Romanians and Moldovans from Siberia!
The long-awaited times of truth and clear things have arrived
in relations between Russia and Romania. The dialogue on thousands of fellow
citizensours, whose fate was to be mentioned on the territory of Russia, is
worn today at the highest parliamentary levels. We, the members of the
Society Cultural "Bucharest - Chisinau", we brought to Moscow news of the
better an agreement was reached on the education of children in Bessarabia
and northern Bukovina in Romania. I brought them thousands of scholarships training, meals and accommodation will be free for the entire period of the
four years of study from class IX to XII. These children, their parents, brothers
and sisters are right free movement, from Moldova to Romania and vice versa.
I left Chisinau for Moscow, after which I traveled through cities in Russia to
meet Moldovans and Romanians living between Dniester and Far East. During
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talks with the Minister RSFSR Public Education, V. S. Novicikov, with the
President of the Commission
for Science and Education of the Supreme Soviet of the RSFSR, V. P. Şorin, with
the vice-chairman of this committee, V. A. Vorontsov as well as during
hearing of S. B. Medvedev, assisted by the First Vice-President of the Soviet
Union
RSFSR Supreme R. Hasbulatov has developed a common view
on the problems of Romanians and Moldovans settled in the Federation
Russian. The Governments of Moldova and Romania have been informed
the content of these negotiations. I arrived in Siberia bringing long-awaited
news
Romanians and Moldovans have the right to open their entire schools
RSFSR territory, including Siberia, to obtain language training
maternal. Although for a long time the Romanian and Moldovan languages
were considered different, it is essentially a single common language
for Romania and Moldova.
If you want to send children to school in Moldova or Romania,
you must provide us with your home address. Please do this
work at the following address Republic of Moldova, 277014, t. Chisinau, str.
Zhukovsky, 5, "Bucharest - Chisinau" Cultural Society (Chisinau branch). Code
0422, tel. 22.50. 22.27.3024.44.27.
We communicate to all those who wish to write to us, to the address of the
Company Cultural "Bucharest - Chisinau"  Romania, t. Bucharest, Aleea Street
Romancierilor, 6, block E-19, floor 10, ap 55, sector 6. Code 77398. telephone
6745.67. 82. The call appeared in Siberian newspapers - see p. 94
Romanian brothers!
The Bucharest-Chisinau Cultural Society informed the opinion
Romanian public, on October 25 and 28, that if our brothers over
Prut will be brought into the situation to defend the integrity of the Republic
through sacrifices of blood, then over a million Romanians we will cross the
Prut, with medicines, dressings and as blood donors. Since in the Republic
Moldova maintains the tension and forces that threaten its integrity
territorial society continues to be armed, Bucharest Cultural Society Chisinau proposes the establishment of detachments for protection
territorial integrity of the Republic of Moldova. In these detachments they will
have the possibility for all Romanians to register, regardless of whether or not
they are part of any party and which party they belong to.
The eastern part of Romania, annexed in 1940, by applying the Treaty
Ribbentrop-Molotov, signed between Germany and the U. R. S. S. in 1939, was
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crushed in Northern Bukovina, the Republic of Moldova and the southern
counties Bessarabia. Now they are also trying to divide the
RepublicofMoldova! Moscow included Northern Bukovina and the counties of
southern Bessarabia inUkraine. He could not include them in Russia, because
between Russia and Republic of Moldova, a "republic" for the Russians, is
trying to create, far away from Russia, a mini Russian state, a Trojan horse
inside the European continent. To mislead the public European and world,
another mini-state was set up for Gagauz, also on the land of the Republic of
Moldova. I live in the Republic of Moldova about one hundred and fifty
thousand Gagauz. Through the attempts to form states, it is pursued
destabilizing our continent, tearing the territorial integrity of countries
from Europe.The Bucharest-Chisinau Cultural Society does not interfere in
affairs internal of the U. R. S. S. The Soviet Union mixed and mixes in
Romania's internal affairs, since 1940, when it occupied the East
Romania, ie Bessarabia and Northern Bukovina. By the Ribbentrop Treaty Molotov, Moscow continues to violate the holy right of peoples to
freedom and self-determination on their own territory.
The Baltic States, Northern Bukovina, the Republic of Moldova and the counties
ofsouthern Bessarabia are annexed territories, forcibly incorporated into the U.
R. S. S.Until the Ribbentrop - Molotov Treaty is annulled in practice, until
when the consequences of its application do not cease, the U. R. S. S. remains a
state aggressor, who continues to trample on international law, law
peoples to territorial integrity, self-determination and freedom.
Gheorghe Gavrilă Copil
President of the Bucharest-Chisinau Cultural Society
Flame no. 46, of November 14, 1990
Brother
The Romanian people can come down from the cross! Right palm,
bloody, is northern Bukovina, left palm, southern territory
Bessarabia, the bloodied forehead with the crown of thorns, the Republic of
Moldova, and the heart and body are here, from the Prut, to the western part
of Romania. We are one being! In union and solidarity with the brothers across
the Prut, we we managed to put an end to this crucifixion, which lasted for half
a day century, since 1940, when the USSR annexed the East of Romania!
Detachments to protect the territorial integrity of the Republic Moldavia
Detașamente pentru protejarea integrității teritoriale a Republicii Moldova
Romanian brothers!
According to the decision adopted unanimously by the participants in
the solidarity rally with the Republic of Moldova, from Liberty Park, from 4
nov. 1990, all Romanians, regardless of the party they belong to, are invited
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to have the initiative to set up detachments to protect integrity
territorial of the Republic of Moldova. As during the Romanian Revolution in
In December, our brothers across the Prut sent us large amounts of donations
of blood and have organized into detachments to come to our aid now
it is our turn to form these detachments, these very days, to we are ready, in
our turn, to need to help them. Our fish brothers Prut are not alone. The entire
Romanian conscience will jump to their aid. Enrollment in detachments to
protect territorial integrity a The Republic of Moldova is held daily, between
15-16, in front of the town halls. So how, during all the demonstrations in
Bucharest, in solidarity with The Republic of Moldova has not expressed any
other opinion, let's stay united and in solidarity, because the brothers from
across the Prut now need us! Our events and meetings are on the major
coordinate of Romanian consciousness. The fate of a people depends on the
union of its sons. For evidence and coordination, please contact us immediately
by telephone, correspondence or delegates, number of seconded detachments,
the name and telephone number of those responsible, locally, for this activity
of solidarity with our brothers across the Prut. We specify that we will not cross
the Prut, except at the request of the Government from Republic of Moldova,
or of the Popular Front of Moldova. Bucharest - Chisinau Cultural Society Aleea Romancierilor no. 6,bl.E 19, et. 10, ap. 55, sector 6, code 77398,
Bucharest, tel. 745 67 82.
PARTICIPANTS IN THE GREAT ASSEMBLY
OF SOLIDARITY WITH THE REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA
Flame no. 46, of November 14, 1990
STILL VII IN THE ICE EMPIRE
In the summer and autumn of 1990 I was in Siberia on a first contact with
Romanian deputies from 1941-1953, from the Republic of Moldova, and with
non-deportees Romanians in recent times. The Romanian people, bloodied, are
coming down on the cross. Right palm, on the wood of the cross - Northern
Bucovina.The left one counties in southern Bessarabia the crowned forehead the Republic Moldova, heart and body, from the arbitrary border on the Prut to
the western part of Romania. And each deported, just like all of us, is a
crucified one, but with much greater suffering than those left in hearth of
birthplaces. In Siberia, looking for places where deportees and non-deportees
are Romanians, I covered a geographical area, according to some opinions,
larger than the western half of Europe. But let us be silent and give them the
word martyrs of the Romanian nation. God help me not to go crazy And they
took us out of our houses at night. They pushed us with weapons beds. And
they took us in the cattle cars. I was not to blame.I was at home. Under the
furrows of the ancestral glia, the bones rest our grandparents, ancestors, for
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thousands of years. In the time of Herodotus we were also here on the
Dniester, and we were also engaged in agriculture. When they came the
Russians pick us up, I've been married for about two years. My wife just he had
gone to the neighboring village, a short drive of about two or three miles he
was out of place to help his mother. And he never came back. They told me it
was sick. Well, my God, but how could she be sick, a thought pierced me like a
red thread!-It's me, if you give a glass, I tell you, then you give even more. him
it's bad, but good, mm! Signs that God has taken pity on your home and a
adorn with babies. Your mother-in-law asks you to forgive her, she is to blame
your wife stopped you. But in the morning they both come to order in your
household and teach you to be gentle and kind. Good Sara!
-Good Sara, I replied. The last good jump in my life. I don't have one never seen
his wife again. Me, mine. But what do you think, the other men and have they
ever seen their wives and children? Those in my village. They took us to the
train station all, men, women and children. And they separated us. One train
with men and another with mothers and children. They knocked on the
windows, closed the doors, put them on security soldiers. Weeks in a row,
melted by hunger, thirst, the state of animal, in which we were forced to live,
locked in wagons ... But the cross of pain it was not that of hunger, crowding
and lack of any sanitary conditions, but of concern for wives and children. God,
help me not to go crazy, now, when I remember, after decades of bitterness
and alienation, everything through which I have passed, now that I remember,
my country. After about three weeks of travel, at a train station, where, I don't
know, the men's train, shocking incident, meets with wives and children. What
the shouts, what pain! A minute or two, like a century. We, here, I think, are
about ten to fifteen thousand miles from the ancestral land. Not here we have
no cemeteries, no priests, no schools. I was just a laborer. We were at least
men. But women and children, their lives in deportation?
Free citizen of the U. R. S. S.
The men took us to labor camps. The years passed. Us they were crushing with
the work. And I was resurrected. I knew nothing about children and wives. I am
among the few I learned of their fate. But behold, I am again in Siberia and no
one knows anything about us here. We are forgotten by the world, by it's like
we're on another planet. Maybe we are. About ten years have passed since we
were deported. The times had softened. It was his time Khrushchev. And, word
for word, we were told something. I took the floor and I started plowing in
front of the colonel, saying yes, I want to be home again, on the doorstep of my
parents' house. Everyone else was shaking. And in me the soul trembled. "Good. Take him and take him to the station, "said the colonel to some soldiers.
And indeed I was left, and returned to Bessarabia. Those in the camp they did
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not know if I was free, dead, or moved to another camp. I don't know now I
explain, but my wife also came out in front of the camp commander to be let
her write a letter, if I'm right that times have softened. They gave it to him
paper. And he wrote at home. They took his letter. I was in the Irkutsk region in
the Tyumen region, a few thousand kilometers from each other. And me and I
received her letter on the doorstep of my parents' house in Bessarabia. They
were given to me ID card, free citizen of the U. R. S. S. And I started, like a lion,
back to Siberia to see my wife and children. And I found them. The militiaman
has me asked for ID to see them. ”“ Yes. OK. Free citizen of the U. R. S. S. “. He
stopped my documents. I thought for an hour or two, or until the next day. He
never gave them to me again. I became a slave in Siberia again. Without
documents, you can't travelers. He would have shot me. And where to go
without a wife and children ?! Slave for life The deportee in front of me, white,
with a wrinkled face, bark, with fingers clasped in endless work, startled. He
didn't say more than the following words, after which, tangle of tears and pain,
did not no more questions. He was silent and silent again, a silence that shook
me and it turns me on now and how many days I will have. - Romania, Mother,
asks me about my wife and children. Mother. After that meeting, I decided to
visit the place of deportation of his wife and children, the place where he
became, for the second time, a slave on life. We set off for Obi, a huge,
frightening river a few more times 8 1 larger than the Danube. To an island that
no ... tourist goes to. A huge island? Or a peninsula? I do not know. Very few
houses, a simple alley and both. And I ask from house to house and I take the
houses one by one and again and again. I knew what I knew ... And I went from
house to house again. When God wills, He brings you the man you need. And
he brought Obi up and left him on the island. One of the ones I was looking for.
And the houses have loosed their tongues and their fear, stored deep, ocean of
suffering, erupted outside. They have for months climbed Obi up, ship after
ship, with mothers and children from Bucovina North and Bessarabia. And they
did not leave them in one place, but on one bank, and then on another, further,
small groups, to lose track of them, to serve, but not let the nation survive, but
only as arms of labor. Here, they were huddled about twenty souls in one
room. In this group they have there were several girls, still fourteen or fifty-five
years old. And they have them gathered together with others and took them
and took them to the forest to live there for seven to eight months, during the
winter here. Winter with snow up at the waist and up to the shoulders and at
minus fifty degrees Celsius. House live, they had no choice. Either they become
woodcutters, or ... They were just some kids. They clung to life. They have
become, over the years, cutters of forest, eight months a year. In the summer
they returned to the few houses and worked at in the field, at potatoes, or at a
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fish processing plant, on land, where they arrived by boat. No, not with a ship,
with a ferry. And I rummaged through my soul again. They were hiding
something. I had landed in space and I was asking and they knew nothing and
were silent. But God knows them in advance.
Living with boiled grass
-I'm one of the sons you're looking for, but you came too late,
A man still in full force, who had come behind, began to depend on his
memories mine on the island. My mother is no longer alive. I was about nine
years old then. When we were left on the island, my mother and the other
mothers, so as not to die hungry, they boiled grass for us. There were only four
or five houses here. Some Russians lived, deported in the 1930s by Stalin. I
made the other houses together. And now there are few ... How do you know
about the missing? Or more Well, do you know anything about them? What do
you know? I was silent.
-Okay ... The deportee resumed his thoughts. Ours worked at
fish factory. He was very hungry on the island. How hungry, when Obi, at least
then, had as many fish for a country?
-Yes, he had as much for a state, for a slave-owning state.
The state had everything, we had nothing. No fish. And yet, in desperation, in
the heels of the boots, another fish was hiding. One at a time, no more.
With the thought that, for a single little fish, the perpetrator will be discovered,
perhaps he will escape with a bearable punishment. With a little fish you can
save your baby. And I don't know how it happened, but the ferry pulled ashore
again and they went down a few, who came near our miserable houses, just as
babies they were pulling a fish with their teeth. The whole shift, the factory
workers, fifteen people, was taken.
-St ...
-- Not. Never. Nothing was heard of them.
You were a child. I want to talk to witnesses who on at that time they were in
full maturity. There must have been someone else present,Except for you kids.
Must! Heavy silence. All around an ocean of wilderness, which surrounded a
few houses.
-I know that there were Russians among the missing. Of those who lived here
by through the thirties. Know. And I said a name. They remembered the family I
was referring to. I rode for many days in the city of regional residence until I
tracked down the wife of one of the Russians missing. God wanted me to stay
alive, to meet to testify about her husband and about the Romanians. He's
ninety-one two years. And he hugged me and spoke to me from the bottom of
my heart. Me confessed that he had been waiting for someone all his life.
Through me he understood that I am not forget it. In Romania, therefore, more
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is known than in Siberia, about the tragedy happened on the island of
misfortune. But that Russian's wife had sons. And grandchildren, big, barely
married. And the daughter of Mother Russia, that's what I told this Russian
woman deported, he remembered his father and the little fish he had escaped
from the hands, when some people came and took his father for
always. And that silence again. And how not to hit a hard wall
Silence? It is enough to ask two questions to understand everything.
-Who are the people who came from the city of residence
regional, on the island and finding that the babies of the deportees had in their
hands a fish, they picked up the fifteen people, girls, mothers and men and
have they gone forever, somewhere? They know the fate of those arrested.
The second question
-Who threatens the deportees, or their descendants, when
are they trying to find out the truth?
We will return to this island when we do not know either. We wish her well
unhappy wives and mothers, many years and health. Maybe one day
here in Romania, we will send him a magazine, or a book with moments from
her troubled life.
Gheorghe Gavrilă Copil
Flame of Bessarabia, Jan. 1. 1991
ANOTHER VII IN THE ICE EMPIRE (II)
I started Obi up, in the footsteps of the girls and the lads, flowers of
of the Romanian nation, barely enriched. Obi, in winter, cover with a layer of
ice of a meter and a half, up to two meters. Cars pass freely on
he. There are many lakes in the region. Far, far away ... The deportees ended
up in a village full of snowmen, as they were understood ours, a kind of
Eskimos of the place, the natives. But as soon as you get tired, they have
were divided into two groups. Mothers with small children stayed put again
the eastern girls and boys were put on sleighs and taken for six months,
one hundred and two kilometers from the village, leave it there to fish and
live in a round hut, typical housing for those places. They were digging in
thick ice three stitches. They were pulling the fishing net under the thick layer
of ice. The fish reached the surface and suddenly froze, bent, like a moon.
You had to hurry to freeze it to its natural length, otherwise it could not be
stacked. Outside, in the open air, they lived like in a refrigerator. The children
of the Romanians on the Dniester, taken from their parents' hearth and taken
to Obi up ... When the sleighs came for the fish, the stacks were measured. If
the norm it was fulfilled, they received the bread of survival. All the young
people lived in that hut. The boys undressed first and covered themselves, then
the girls. They were of shyness and common sense. They warmed their feet all
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around a sob. Romanian boys, men and women, who arrived in Siberia,
complained about he shouted, telling them that they were innocent, that they
had absolutely no guilt. They begged him to behave with a little gentleness, as
in the presence of honest men. But from one day they did not complain. All
Romanian deportees were sentenced to twenty years of forced labor. Stop
complaining that they are innocent! A the convict has no right but to endure, or
to crack. - - But to escape, haven't you tried? Where to escape? Wherever you
went, hundreds and thousands of miles! seats desolate. You didn't know where
a locality would be. It caught you in the winter. Eight months of Winter. Death,
certain death. The winter did not escape because of the snow. It was high to
the waist, to the shoulders. And if you got to a railroad, how to do you get on
the train You couldn't walk. They shot you without hesitation. In train station...
how to approach Armed soldiers ... And yet ... There are people with souls like
the starry sky. Always on the move, but always on top. On top all attempts.
Camp, like any camp, with armed, guarded militiamen, and Wolf dogs ... Here,
some young people tell us I'm ready to go. They are preparing for escape.
Determined, we decided to help them. They worked outside the camp, in
forest. The young men hid in the snow, like in a hut, and waited. They watched
the patrols of the guards with fear. They had a snow-cleared corridor, which
they crossed on skis. At the time accordingly, the young men in the snow hut
stormed the soldiers. I take they fell to the ground and took their weapons.
Don't kill us, they prayed. - "No, we are not killing you. We take your skis and
weapons and you are free. Of what shall we kill you? ”They rose from the aisle,
above the high layer of it was snowing and gone. They walked and enjoyed the
strong air of freedom. But one of them had his skis broken. In a short time, his
skis broke the second. And the skis of the third. They stopped, captive, in the
white ocean, bury your shoulders in the snow. Eventually they heard the
barking of dogs. The soldiers came slowly, without haste, on skis. Between
them, an officer. The boys were waiting, perished. A gust and done with them.
The Russians surrounded them. The barrels of weapons pointed at them. "- Not
I knew until today that the Red Army is so strong, "he said one of the escaped
lads. The officer began to laugh. Then the soldiers. They put the weapons on his
shoulder. They brought them to the camp. They didn't do anything to them.
Found the young man the magic words that saved them. It was God's will. So
we found out we didn't have to escape on skis. The soldiers in the forest, not
them either they could escape. Their skis did not withstand above, on the
snow, but just down the aisle. That's why the skis broke and with them, the
strong air of freedom has disappeared. Tracking patrols had normal skis,
resistant.
-And yet, no revolt, no escape?
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-Some hundred dead. I can not speak. I can not. Only Romanians one and
one, under the bundle of cartridges, long bursts. Piles of bodies, of living flesh.
He was a Moldavian Romanian from Balti, named Durlea Valentin. Decided
mass escape. So disarm the militia. Then they were going to release and
other camps. Those who plotted the escape began to ask to the right,
on the left, by Romanians. But they had pretended to be Russians. And the lads
held it, one good thing they are Russians. Hearing what Moldovans are talking
about, they are they untied their tongues and declared themselves Romanians
again. Five hundred Romanians ready to escape! The day before, in the
evening, they were sold. Betray. It is not known by whom. At dawn, without
suspecting, the vending machines have them chopped all, a hill of bodies, from
which flowed the blood. There, between those shot, they were also the leaders
of the escape. The camp commanders did not know nothing about the
existence of these leaders. It is clear that they had only learned of Durlea
Valentin. He was not shot. They took him to solitary confinement for a year,
without any means of fire, only with water and some bread. They wanted to
destroy him from the inside, to them it destroys the soul. It didn't freeze, it
didn't die, the ghost arrived. After a year, when they have it brought before us,
it was a kind of scarecrow, as they put it in holde, let the birds not eat the
wheat. His ribs hung from his shoulders, his cheeks sucked, covered only with
skin. A cloth. If no one was holding her, yes he was crouching on the ground.
They left him in our midst. And, unbelievably, life had not died out in him.
It sprouted again. He recovered. He had been a circus fighter. Upon arrival at
the camp, he jumped back and forth, over his head, without touching the
ground. It was a force. Nobody slammed him. He defends the Romanians. The
camp robbers calmed down. Him he was throbbing. And the militiamen were
afraid of them. Now the survivors, him I was feeding like a child. His body was
on the ground, but his soul above, above, like the starry vault. And when his
body was strengthened, he prepared himself for the journey to the house.
Of course, he arrived in his native village and may still be alive today if not, he
rests under the furrow, with our grandparents, and his soul it is above
Romania, on guard. Every time I see the vault full of stars, I know that he,
Valentin Durlea, from Bălţi, born in Răşcani, is at home. And how many times
I see the starry vault, I know that Romania exists somewhere far away, at tenfifteen thousand miles, where I will never get. But here in Siberia, live many
young people, flowers of the Romanian nation. Maybe they will that's enough.
This material, among others, brought by the signatory of these pages,
from Siberia, will be the basis of a political theater show - Romanians in
Gulag - which the director Andrei Vartic, from the "Alexei Mateevici" Theater,
dreams of mounting it in Chisinau.
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Gheorghe Gavrilă Child
Flame of Bessarabia, February 2, 1991
HUNGER STRIKE
Copil Gheorghe Gavrilă, President of the Bucharest Cultural Society Chisinau, is on the fifteenth day of the hunger strike, in solidarity with
Republic of Moldova and the Baltic States. From the medical bulletin issued by
the Hospital Angle glycemia 0.40, presence of ketone bodies and weight loss
of 12.5 kg. The hunger strike was launched as a sign of protest against
The Kremlin, which by refusing to give up all the conquests made by
The Molotov-Ribbentrop Treaty keeps Hitler and Hitler in history today
Stalin. The hunger strike continues.
N. RED. The medical bulletin dates from 28-III-1991
THE TELEGRAM FROM CHISINAU
Mr. Copil Gheorghe Gavrilă
On behalf of the almost 3,000 Bessarabian children who are studying
In Romania, the Ministry of Science and Education of the Republic of Moldova
ask you to stop the hunger strike. We recognize your contribution in both
the schooling process, as well as in the cultural and political life.
Deputy Minister
ANDREI ROTARU
(Flame of Bessarabia no.3-4, 1991)
Who would dare to vote against this
legislative proposals?
ROMANIANS FROM ACROSS THE PRUT MUST PARTICIPATE
IN THE GENERAL ELECTIONS IN ROMANIA
Leonida Lari - Mikhail Gorbachev
A few days after December 22, 1989, after the victory of the Revolution
Romanian, Leonida Lari, Grigore Vieru, Nicolae arrived from Chisinau
Dabija, at PNT-CD, guided by the star of hope. I wanted to meet PNT-CD
and, in particular, the person who, on 23 December, had addressed
To Moscow a message in which he claimed that the Revolution belongs to the
Romanians being able to complete it alone, the military intervention of the
troops Soviet in Romania being, therefore, totally and utterly inopportune, and,
on the on the other hand, free passage over the Prut was required, between
Romania and the RepublicMoldova. In the second message, a memorandum
addressed to the Congress of Deputies the people of the USSR, signed by the
same person, on behalf of the Committee National action Bucharest - Chisinau
free passage, become a committee subsequently the Bucharest-Chisinau
Cultural Society, Mr. Eduard Sevardnadze, replied, in Bucharest, on January 7,
1990, that at the highest level a series of conversations will begin, so that the
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people of Romania and the Republic Moldova, to be able to have contacts
without difficulty. Unfortunately, from the side officials in Bucharest, no one
went to Moscow to visit answer, to perfect the free passage over the Prut. It
was obtained from the beginning, which has not been achieved even today.
Deafness at the diplomatic initiative, in following our work, and the visit of the
USSR Foreign Minister to Bucharest, was motivated by the people I talked to,
absolutely dishonorable Mr. Child, don't you know what it was then? What to
be? The fight to maintain and strengthen the power of some people, do not
fight in the name of the Romanian nation. If it was for the cause of all the
people Romanian, then we would have obtained from the start, the free
passage over the Prut, and people who wanted to consolidate their power
would have it, basically an indescribable national enthusiasm. On 24 December
1989, the day on which the Treaty was annulled Ribbentrop - Molotov, by the
Congress of People's Deputies of the USSR, During a break in the Congress,
Mikhail Gorbachev beckoned to the Romanian deputies to approach. He had in
his hand the message sent from Bucharest. He shows it Leonidei Lari. Only half
of the text, the other half being on the sheet bent over the back of the palm.
He reads the passage from which it appeared that the troops Moscow is not
wanted in Romania and tells him that such will not be sent troops. Leonida
Lari's soul was flooded with boundless joy, and in Tears of joy and sparks of
hope came from his deep wounds of the Romanian nation, which the poet
carries within himself, like the snowdrop it encompasses the roar of the sea.
Mihai Gorbachev against the natural development of history
Only Mikhail Gorbachev had cheated. The word must be understood
ad-literam The half hidden behind the palm was not related to nonintervention Soviet troops, but with free passage over the Prut, between
Romania and Republic of Moldova. Lari, after leaving Congress, saw the whole
thing text, published in the press. A powerful revolt took over his whole being
living being. He eagerly awaited the next opportunity in the plenary of the
parliament of to the Kremlin, to interrogate Mikhail Gorbachev and prove to
him, in a publicly, the grave guilt committed towards the Romanian people.
There is no doubt that Mikhail Gorbachev was aware that he was not honoring
Congress either, which annulling the Ribbentrop - Molotov Treaty, implicitly
recognized the right to freedom, of Bessarabia and Northern Bukovina,
respectively of the Republic of Moldova.
-Romanian territories occupied due to this treaty. A corner of his soul
Gorbachev, a dark place, enslaved by imperial darkness, was and will be
it remains against the natural course of history.
If Leonida Lari had known the content of the whole message ...
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If L.eonida Lari had known the content of the whole message, she would have
hadimmediately the opportunity to speak at Congress and propose for free
Congressmen, canceling the treaty, was expected to approve this proposal as a
consequence practice of annulling the treaty. Mikhail Gorbachev had felt that
way, right for which he hid the part of the message that was directly related to
the proceedings of the Congress. At this congress the discussion of cancellation
began The Ribbentrop-Molotov Treaty, on December 23, the very day it was he
was sending the message from Bucharest. We repeat, the annulment of the
treaty took place on December 24, while Mikhail Gorbachev had this message
in his hands.
Three thieves from the East
Along with the leaders of PNT-CD, he was present at our meeting with Leonida
Lari, Nicolae Dabija, Grigore Vieru and Nicolae Lupan, just arrived from Paris.
It was also too crowded for a small, cramped room.We hugged for the first
time. I was shown the star of hope, which led them to Bucharest, the star in the
sky of Romanian consciousness. And then, in public, I asked them if they
wanted to run in the elections general, on the PNT-CD lists. They were silent,
but their faces lit up so much obviously, those present burst into unparalleled
applause. Three Kings fromIn the east, they had come to the newborn baby,
democracy, returned to the Romanian people through the Revolution. Then I
proposed to the PNT-CD leaders to put them on the lists of candidates. It was
later argued that there was no such law. To tried, if we are not mistaken, to
pass a law, through parliament, for Romanians everywhere, but knowing that it
is actually Romanians Bessarabians and from Northern Bukovina, was rejected.
I asked PNT-CD to proposes, to Parliament, clearly a law for the Bessarabians
and bucovineni. It was alleged that she would be rejected. If it were rejected,
all those who would have rejected it would have had all the responsibility!
The star stopped above Chisinau
But, behold, the new general elections in Romania are near. good
God has been acting for a while, obviously, for the Romanians in
the Romanian territories under Soviet occupation. The Republic of Moldova has
proclaimed independence. Who would dare to speak out against a
proposals to legislate the right to participate in general elections, a
Romanians from the entire Romanian territory? Who would be against Mircea
Snegur, Mircea Druc, Iurie Roşca, Ion Hadârcă, Valeriu Matei, Ion Ungureanu,
Leonida Lari, Grigore Vieru, Nicolae Dabija (I confess, commit a sacrilege
without mentioning many names, all Romanians of across the Prut), to run for
any office and will have more votes many, one of them to be, in Bucharest,
president, to be ministers, senators, deputies, general directors, prefects,
mayors, etc.? Let's understand how it deserves this chance that God gives us. If
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part ofthe deputies from Chisinau are still deputies from Moscow, so deputies
in the parliamentary body of the occupiers, why there would be no deputies in
Chisinau and in Bucharest? The bells of the Union are heard in the hearts of
Romanians - 1859 and 1918. AL's double choice. I. Cuza is a major precedent in
our history and acts with a "genetic" effect on the spiral of Romanian history.
Who would dare say no?
Who would dare say no? Just maybe some adventurers who, aiming power,
they would be afraid of the electoral competition of the Romanians in the
Republic Moldova, from the south of Bessarabia, from Northern Bukovina, from
Maramureş over the Tisza and from the land of Herta!
To all parties, unions and associations in Romania
These lines will be a call to all parties governmental and non-governmental
organizations, to trade unions and associations, to act from within the
Romanian Parliament and from outside, because a such a law, the Triumph
Gate of Reunification, should be approved as soon as possible quickly, so that
the Romanians from across the Prut have the necessary time to prepare the
election campaign. We have been, are and will be forever, one people, here on
the Tisza to the banks of the Dniester, always at home. We have none finger of
earth from others. At home we manage according to the laws of the house,
the laws of a gentle and industrious people.
Gheorghe Gavrilă Copil
the president
Bucharest - Chisinau Cultural Society
Flame of Bessarabia Nr. 8-9 / 1991
PARLIAMENTARIANS FROM CHISINAU, MAJORITIES IN BUCHAREST
Many times I have noticed the presence of the Lord in defense of the nation
Romanian. The new Jerusalem is being built every moment, with all its
opposition furious of opposing forces. Christ suffered through the crucifixion
for all people, and now they suffer and act in solidarity in all people, on the
road Golgotha the deification of the human being. I'm confident that for
getting out of the tragedy in which the Romanian people are struggling, there is
a divine plan. Lawmakers from Chisinau will have a majority in the Romanian
Parliament. It would be kind of reward for those who have been deprived of
the country. The entire Romanian people waiting for the place where they
deserve, now, in the context of the general elections in Romania. Missing from
the country for decades, they love her fervently. Suffering from tens of times
more than the Romanians between the Tisza and the Prut, they are and will be
better Romanians. Being hacked, from father to son, by the Soviet empire, but
surviving, they have the experience of resistance, of open and hidden struggle
with the aggressor. woundsthey are a guarantee for the existence of the
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Romanian state. Only those who have fallen into captivity I value freedom
properly. The parliamentarians from Chisinau are wait in Bucharest to exercise
their duties to the entire people Romanian, not only in some of its counties.
Romanians from the territories occupied are the diamond of resistance of the
Romanian nation. God a prepared the great chances for us Romanians as well.
They will take advantage of any delay the imperialists, to replace the old
handcuffs with new ones.
Gheorghe Gavrilă Copil
The Gals of the Nation [Chisinau], no. April 15, 1992
ATTENTION TO MOSCOW, ROMANIAN POLITICIANS!
Opinions about the armed aggression of Russia v. Moldova. We will not evoke
them. But we will be late one, ignored by Romanian politicians. Exactly them!
Moscow's aggression it is directly related to the general elections in Romania.
By pressure Moscow has managed, at least so far, to block the initiative
parties to pass on the lists of candidates for the Chamber of Deputies and
The Romanian Senate, on the brothers from across the Prut. Appearance in
Parliament from Bucharest of a few dozen Romanians from the Republic of
Moldova would be a real one defeat of Russia, both in the short term and in the
future. Moscow from legally, it cannot oppose. Romania now has this chance
historical, to begin, through parliament, the detachment of the Republic
Moldova in the handcuffs of Russia.
Gheorghe Gavrilă Copil
Country (Chisinau) no. 25 (95), June 16, 1992
ILASCU must be released
Presidents Emil Constantinescu, Petru Lucinschi, Bill Clinton
and Boris Yeltsin
To the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe
To the Romanian Parliament
To all the Parliaments of the world
Ilie Ilaşcu, the Romanian patriot arrested on the morning of June 2, 1992 and
sentenced to death, by a staged trial, is innocent, fact
found since then and to this day, by all international bodies and
all the personalities who dealt with this case. We bring you to
knowledge of Ilie Ilaşcu's activity before his arrest, activity ignored
by those who staged the trial. Ilie Ilascu was arrested from the family.
He had no reason to hide. Exactly seven days before his arrest,
appeared in the "Cotidianul" of May 27, the text entitled Appeal from Tiraspol,
for helping students in war zones, of which we quote “Ilie Ilaşcu,
the president of the branch of the Christian Democratic People's Front in
Tiraspol, having in view of the escalation of the armed conflict, following the
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intervention in battle of the Russian Army (14th Army), calls on the students of
this school (grades II-VII), to be received during the summer ... in Romania, thus
saving their lives and avoiding taking some of them hostages. " Also in this call,
the president of the Bucharest - Chisinau Cultural Society, who had visited the
area of war from Tighina to Cosnita, proposes to bring students to Romania
from the other battle zones. As can be easily seen at a few days after the arrest
of Ilie Ilascu, his humanitarian activity was in full swing deployment. He
participates in this deeply humanitarian activity from the Republic of Moldova,
the Christian Democratic People's Front and the Ministry Education, and from
Romania, the Bucharest-Chisinau Cultural Society, So everything was public,
there was nothing to hide. The children were dying in the field fight, or
inrefugee camps. Ilie Ilaşcu was nominated for the Award Nobel Peace Prize
winner, but did not get this title, which he deserves withabundance. We do not
know whether the authors of the proposal also considered the evoked ones of
us in these ranks. The question arises as to whether humanitarian activity
in which Ilie Ilaşcu had engaged had a completion.The first children taken out
of the area of armed conflict and brought to Chisinau were even children from
Tiraspol. The action was approved by the Government of Chisinau, by Mr.
Nicolae Mătcaş, Minister of Education and made by Bucharest-Chisinau
Cultural Society. This after the children arrived in Chisinau, worked with the
International Association for the Protection of Orphans, based in Deva and with
the League for the Defense of Human Rights, from Timişoara -Deva branch,
with which he brings them in a bus, in Romania, where the two leagues take
them under their care This first humanitarian activity to save children, for
reasons easy to understand, it was done without publicity. In this first
transport, they were and the children of Ilie Ilascu. Next, the whole activity of
rescuing children it took place with all natural publicity. In this sense we quote
from The appeal for Romanians held captive in the city of Tiraspol, signed in
the name of the Board of Directors of the Bucharest - Chisinau Cultural Society,
by Gheorghe Gavrilă Copil, Mihai Avădanei and Mihai Stanca, in Chisinau, on
June 7 and appeared in the "Cotidianul" of June 19 "Considering escalation of
the armed conflict in the eastern part of the Republic of Moldova, launched, on
the initiative of Ilie Ilaşcu, the president of the district section of the Front
Popular Christian Democrat from the city of Tiraspol and Copil Gheorghe
Gavrilă, president of the Bucharest-Chisinau Cultural Society, a humanitarian
appeal to save the lives of children in and around the war zone. The appeal
enjoys broad support from humanitarian associations and private individuals in
Romania ... On June 14 it started with successful this humanitarian action, the
first groups of children being already in Romania ... As it is known, the main
culprits of this war ofâ aggression against the Republic of Moldova, are the
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14th Army and the Russian Cossacks, in other words, Russia's armed forces. Coauthor of this action humanitarian, Mr. Ilie Ilaşcu, is in captivity in the city of
Tiraspol, city controlled by Russian military forces. We're calling ... for Elijah's
release Ilaşcu as well as his other colleagues ... The deed of those who
kidnapped him, a has already been condemned by a vigorous protest by the
International Christian Democrat, based in Brussels. "
The civilian population of the Republic of Moldova was going through tragic
circumstances. Russia was trying to form a state within the state, Transnistria,
on the territory of the Republic Moldova, as a possibility of pressure against
Ukraine, the Republic of Moldova and Romania.Humanitarian work to save
children continues „Among the over 40,000 Romanian refugees, victims
ofintensity persecution and destruction unleashed by the Russians and
Cossacks on the populationcivilians from the Transnistrian localities, the largest
number is represented by children ... Now, over 500 children have already
arrived in Romania. In the desire to help them as much as possible on
Romanian children refugees in the war zone, the Cultural Association
Bucharest - Chisinau addressed the Minister of National Defense, Mr.
„We consider that the Romanian army is possibleLieutenant Nicolae Spiroiu
fly honor not only on the battlefield, as he has done so many or in the history
of our people, but also through humanitarian actions, in this case by rescuing
children, for which please approve the opening during the holidays, the gates
of the military high schools for the boys from the districts affected by the
armed conflict in the Republic of Moldova. Saving lives these children will have
a deep echo in the hearts of Romanians in Romania and The Republic of
Moldova, as well as in the international public opinion “.At the call of the
Bucharest-Chisinau Cultural Society, the Minister of Defenseresponds
positively, through Major General Constantin Anghel, Inspector General
of military education. To the joint action of the Cultural Society Bucharest Chisinau and the Ministry of National Defense, is associated with high
efficiency, the Alpha and Brotherhood trade union confederations, so that
thousands of children will be saved, coming to Romania (the above are taken
from the article The children from Bessarabia need the help of the Romanians
in the country, Irina Negrea, in the "Cotidianul" of July 15, 1992). As can be
seen, the humanitarian activity started by Elijah Ilascu, in the weeks before his
arrest, continued during detention. The famous and disturbing words spoken
during the trial, taken over by all the news agencies, I love you, Romanian
people !, included and his boundless joy, in connection with saving thousands
of children from battlefields and refugee camps. It should be noted that
the Romanian people (following the annexation of Eastern Romania by the
USSR, by application of the Ribbentrop-Molotov pact), today, lives in three
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countries, in Romania, in the Republic of Moldova (constituted on a part of the
annexed territory) and in Ukraine, which, by dismembering the USSR, was left
with the other part of the annexed territory, northern Bukovina, southern
Bessarabia and Snake Island. In the The Paris Peace Treaty of 1947, the USSR
imposed the wording that border between the USSR and Romania stabilized
according to the 1940 agreement such an "agreement" did not exist, in 1940
the USSR annexed, following aultimatum, the eastern part of Romania,
according to the Pact between Germany Nazi and the USSR. That Moscow, in
1947, tried to cover, by word of mouth agreement, the truth that he annexed,
by dictation, the East of Romania, is obvious. Only in this way, in fact, did he
recognize that the 1947 border, between Romania and the USSR, is the one
imposed by the USSR, through the Ribbentrop Pact Molotov, in 1940. In other
words, the consequences of the application of the Pact Ribbentrop-Molotov
are co-signed in the very text of the Treaty of Paris, from 1947. Now, fifty years
later, Russia and Ukraine are the "guarantors" of peace Republic of Moldova, of
the "agreements" between Chisinau and Tiraspol. After all, it is it is about
continuing some diversions against the Romanian people. Russia and
Ukraine is the guarantor of the agreement between the officials of the Republic
of Moldova and"Officials" from Transnistria (Tiraspol), through which
Transnistria, in the case of the Republic of Moldova with Romania, to refuse to
integrate in Romania Only Moscow imposed the inclusion in Transnistria
(overseas territory) Dniester, east of the Dniester) and the town of Tighina,
west of the Dniester, eastern Romania, annexed by the USSR. Through these
"agreements" action is taken against the territorial integrity of the Republic of
Moldova and against the process natural reunification of Romania, peacefully,
by consensus. Through the imprisonment of Ilie Ilascu, a citizen of the Republic
of Moldova, Moscow is putting pressure on the Romanian people, in a cynical
way. Through the arrest of Ilie Ilaşcu was given a warning for all Romanians in
The Republic of Moldova, which is naturally evolving towards reintegration into
Romania. They are the sons of the Romanian people, abusively separated from
their brothers, by Moscow, which drew a border inside Romania. By arresting
and sentencing Ilie Ilascu to death, a political terror against Romanians in the
Republic of Moldova. The 14th Army also find in this republic the same KGB
surveillance structures territorial. But the voice of truth cannot be silenced.
Moscow they must learn a different behavior towards peoples. Now he has
the possibility to bring a small moral reparation to the Romanian people, acting
for the release of Ilie Ilascu. There is accurate information that officials in
Tiraspol in some treatments and methods of terror, typical of communist
prisons, continues to compile files with "statements" of self-blame from
the part of Ilie Ilascu. In this way the destruction of the personality is pursued
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to Ilie Ilaşcu. Its irreparable disease is also possible. defiance of the
international public opinion, has been arrested, convicted and is being held as
during communist trials and prisons. Please, gentlemen, President, act for the
release of Ilascu. His imprisonment is a defiance of human freedom, a defiance
ofhuman rights lIlie aws. You have to prove to those who chose you, as well
international public opinion, that humanity can not tolerate anyone
such injustices.
Deceneu Foundation for Charity and Culture
Bucharest - Chisinau Cultural Society
Gheorghe Gavrilă Copil
Free Romania, March 27, 1999
Ilie Ilaşcu today
Council of Europe
Jossette Durieux, Vice-President of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council
Europe, he visited Ilie Ilascu in prison. He pleaded vigorously for his release in a
speech to the French Parliament.
United States
The US Ambassador to Romania, James Rosapepe, promised in Los Angeles,
that he will personally intervene for the release of the Ilie Ilascu group.
Australia
On behalf of the Deceneu Foundation and the Bucharest Cultural Societies Chisinau, the signatory of these lines traveled to Australia last year, where, in
order to release Ilie Ilaşcu, he addressed in writing to Mr. John Howard, Prime
Minister, Alexander Downer, Foreign Minister, Kim Beazly, Leader of the
Opposition, Hon Halverston, President of Parliament, Mrs. Margaret Reid,
President of the Senate and Cardinal Edward Clancy, Archbishop of Sydney.
Margaret Reid, worried about fate to the deputy Ilie Ilaşcu, forwarded the
documentation in connection with him, Mr. Clyde Holding, Member of the
Australian Parliament and President of Clyde Holding Committee on Human
Rights. The Catholic Church in Australia, through Cardinal Edward Clancy,
noting that Ilie Ilascu is the victim of a great injustices, expressed the hope that
it, through an effort
internationally, it would be possible to return to the family.
Vatican
From Australia I mailed a letter to the Holy Father, accompanied by the
necessary documentation. Given the prayers raised for the release of Ilie Ilaşcu,
in Romania, by the Catholic Church, together with the Romanian Orthodox
Church and the United Church with Rome (Greek Catholic), but also the
reaction of the Catholic Church in Australia, I considered that The Holy Father is
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with all international bodies the people who are acting for the release of Ilie
Ilaşcu. VaticanFrom Australia I mailed a letter to the Holy Father,
accompanied by the necessary documentation. Given the prayers raised
for the release of Ilie Ilaşcu, in Romania, by the Catholic Church,
together with the Romanian Orthodox Church and the United Church with
Rome (Greek Catholic), but also the reaction of the Catholic Church in Australia,
I considered that The Holy Father is with all international bodies the people
who are acting for the release of Ilie Ilaşcu.
Versoix
Also from Australia I submitted to King Michael the same documentation and
request. I found the motivation for this approach in Her Majesty's own words
“You want to keep Transylvania within the country, fight for Bessarabia,
for Bucovina and Herţa ”.
Romania
When I returned to the country, I found, with pain, that for a massive year
the media has been absent from updating and supporting the battle for
the release of Ilie Ilaşcu and his group, which favored passivity Romanian
diplomacy, which has at hand, let us mention, the over one hundred
of embassy. Ilie Ilascu is not forgotten in political circles abroad. After as can be
seen, in this case, Romania benefits from all the support. Our image, on the
outside, is quite blurred, due to the absence a strategy for the re
internationalization of this case. Parliament's appeal for the release of Ilie
Ilaşcu, launched a few years ago, produced a strong impact, but was not fruitful
through diplomatic channels. Lack today's parliamentarians, the coalition
parties, from this sign of respect towards the Romanian people, it will not
remain without consequences Thank you to Free Romania, which, through the
Aldine supplement, offered usa page, on March 27 and a good place, as an
icon, on May 1, to brings back the tearful face of Ilie Ilaşcu. I n the Appeal of
March 27, addressed to the Presidents of Romania, the Republic of Moldova,
United States of America and Russia, as well as the Organization for
Security and Cooperation in Europe and the Parliaments of the World, we
prove, with evidence that Ilie Ilaşcu's "guilt" consisted, in fact, in the act of
generous rescue of children in the war zone.
Gheorghe Gavrilă Copil
(ANCD, Christian Democratic Hope,
Crater Publishing House, page 83)
HIGH COUNTRY BETRAYAL
The talks in Moscow took place on August 7-9, 1990.
The Romanian rulers signed a trade agreement, also in 1990, with the USSR
(http://lege5.ro/Gratuit/gy4dknju/acordul-intre-guvernul-romaniei-si84

the-government-of-the-union-of-soviet-socialist-republics-on-cooperationcomercial-economica-in-1991-din-20121990)
defying, ignoring the rulers of Moscow (Not only in 1990, but also in
the following years), which were waiting for them to sign the agreement for
education in the Romanian language, for all Romanians. They knowingly
ignored their interests people Romanian. The then foreign minister was Mr.
Adrian Nastase. In 1990, Adrian Năstase was one of the emerging leaders of
FSN. He was installed Minister of Foreign Affairs in the Government of Petre
Roman at the end of June 1990, to two after mining.
Source: PresaLiberă.net
The surrogate of the agreement proposed and signed by the Government of
Romania
http://www.cdep.ro/pls/legis/legis_pck.htp_act_text?idt=38038
In accordance with art. 25 of the Agreement between the Government of
Romania and Government of the Russian Federation on cooperation in the
fields of culture, science and signed in Moscow on 27 September 1993 by the
Government Romania and the Government of the Russian Federation,
hereinafter referred to as the Parties, agreed on the following Program of
Cooperation in the Fields of Culture, science and education for the years 20012003:
ARTICLE 21
The parties will in particular develop collaboration in the field of learning
Romanian language and literature in the Russian Federation and language and
literature learning Russians in Romania. Romanian Ministry of Education and
Research and the Ministry Education in the Russian Federation will support
quality improvement teaching the Romanian language and, respectively, the
Russian language as mother tongues in each state. They will collaborate in the
development of textbooks and materials for teaching Romanian and Russian as
mother tongues in schools with teaching in Romanian in the Russian Federation
and, respectively, schools with teaching in the Russian language in Romania.
For the Government of Romania, Cristian Diaconescu, Secretary of State
For the Government of the Russian Federation, Valerii F. Kenealkin,
Ambassador extraordinary and plenipotentiary
http://idrept.ro/EmbedView.aspx?EmbedId=71764a9b-dc37-4cbaac41-ad193f4b7d33
PROGRAM of 4 December 2006 on collaboration in the field of culture,
science and education between the Government of Romania and the
Government of the Russian Federation for the years 2006-2009
The Government of Romania and the Government of the Russian Federation,
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continued parts, in accordance with art. 25 of the Agreement between the
Government of Romania and Government of the Russian Federation on
cooperation in the field of culture, Science and Education, signed in Moscow on
27 September 1993, aiming at the further development of friendly relations
between the Romanian and Russian peoples, have adopted the following
program of collaboration in the field of culture, science and education, for the
years 2006-2009:
24. The Parties shall develop cooperation in the field of language study and
Russian literature in Romania and Romanian language and literature in the
Russian Federation. The Ministry of Education and Research of Romania and
the Ministry of Education and Science in the Russian Federation will compete
for the level teaching the Romanian language, respectively the Russian
language, both as mother tongues and in each of the two states. They will
collaborate in the field preparation of textbooks and teaching materials for
language teaching Romanian and Russian, both as mother tongues and modern
languages, in the institutions of education with teaching in Russian in Romania,
respectively in those with teaching in Romanian from the Russian Federation.
For the Government of Romania,
Mihai Răzvan Ungureanu,
Minister of Foreign Affairs
For the Government of the Russian Federation
Serghei Lavrov,
Minister of Foreign Affairs
Published in the Official Gazette number 632 of the 14th
September 2007
The text of the agreement signed by the two Romanian dignitaries is identical.
Textbooks for teaching the Romanian language in schools with teaching in the
Romanian language from the Russian Federation ... How to teach the Romanian
language in schools that do not exist !? The government of the Russian
Federation agreed, in principle, to the establishment of Romanian education
throughout the Russian Federation, since 1990 (See the film Conversations in
Moscow, Cultural Society Bucharest-Chisinau-Conversation transcript). For the
initialling of the agreement were expected to Moscow Prime Minister Petre
Roman and President Ion Iliescu. They don't went to Moscow to sign such an
agreement with The President of the Russian Federation and the Prime
Minister (Boris Yeltsin, in 1990, President of the Supreme Soviet of the RSFSR,
since 1991, The President Russian Federation). They were expected in 1990,
1991, 1992. In 1993 The Romanian Government has the initiative of the
agreement whose program is signed by to Cristian Diaconescu, Secretary of
State and Mihai Răzvan Ungureanu, Minister of Foreign Affairs. The practice of
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setting up classes, schools, for sons diplomats, along with them learning some
children, of some compatriots, It is large Found on plan international.
Ion Iliescu and Petre Roman could have made the Union, but they did not
To know and not to tell the truth means complicity with those who can be
Accused of tall betrayal of the country. Those who want to do politics, to give
up such activity, if they do not have as a target, in an intelligent and
courageous way, the Reunification of Romania. Those through who acted
against the Reunification of Romania, it would not be better born, and if they
live, let them live only to correct what it is insurmountable, neither in the world
here, nor in the world beyond, a ancestors. So help us God! Petru Roman,
prime minister in 1990, after a few years, declared that he would be could
make the Union of the Republic of Moldova with Romania. Yes, through Petre
Roman and Ion Iliescu The union would have been a fulfilled fact. The evil done
by his government and to President Ion Iliescu, vertically and horizontally, with
everyone factors of action, can not be overlooked. The unification of the
Romanians in a single state was done by themselves, the empires being put on
the accomplished fact. The KGB hats in Romania don't even have one dared
such a thing, towards the imperialists in Moscow, both in their conversations
with the representatives of the USSR Embassy in Romania, as well as in
Chisinau and Moscow. On the contrary. They infiltrated, annexed and hijacked
the Flower Bridge from a new Alba-Iulia, given that Romanians from all parts of
Romania they had been notified and had come willingly and passed with a rush
of unrestrained in Bessarabia. A real Plebiscite. Alba-Iulia 1990. We are
addressing first of all the young generations, who are being lied to
and manipulated by wolf shepherds. Romania's destinies enter into
responsibility of young people. The Petre Roman government and President Ion
Iliescu have blocked The reunification of Romania. The position of the Petre
Roman Government was expressed public, unequivocally, by the Minister of
Foreign Affairs Sergiu Celac: "The Minister of Foreign Affairs Romania, then told
FRACE PRESS that the Bridge of flowers is a particular initiative. I mean, it's
Gheorghe Gavrilă Copil's problem and that's it? Shocking opinion from a
member of the to the government! "(See the title Pure KGB fiddler, from the
book Society Cultural Center Bucharest-Chisinau)
Colonel Victor Crăciun, in agreement with the President of Romania, Ion Iliescu,
through specific professional methods-infiltration, annexation, diversion- a
attached Flower Bridge. Victor Crăciun also set up his home in May
many comrades from the USSR Embassy in Romania (spies, high
officers?), the annulment of the possibilities of the Reunification of Romania.
The result of the meeting
between Ion Iliescu and Victor Crăciun ended with Victor's departure
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Christmas in Chisinau, at the First Secretary of the Communist Party of Moldova
,
Petru Lucinschi, general in the USSR. His, Victor Crăciun was
the protégé of Moscow. The protection enjoyed by comrade Ion Iliescu
is well known. Colonel Victor Crăciun was received by
President Ion Iliescu, in any circumstances, being instructed by him in
connection with the Flower Bridge and, of course, was warned, in case of
failure, to
and take full responsibility. Victor Crăciun was also trained by
comrades at the USSR Embassy. As received by the President
Romania, Ion Iliescu, was the same by his colleagues at the Embassy
USSR. It is confirmed that those from Bucharest were installed at the helm
Romania by Moscow and behaved like Muscovites
before December 1989 in the care of Moscow. We have a few in mind
characters who manifested themselves, in sight, in public life. It requires a
legitimate question, how else are they protected for their activity, seen
by the entire Romanian people, against the Romanian economy and finances,
against the Reunification of Romania? There are still pro-Russian secret forces
today,
hidden in the structures of Romanian institutions, which protect themselves
the leaders? Let's face it, we don't say about anyone that he was or
he would have been an agent of Moscow, but that they acted against
Reunification
We will write a few more words about another senior officer
specialized in infiltration, annexation and diversion, Valentin Manu Iosifescu,
acting in sync with Victor Crăciun, but after we continue with those
before. A million people had prepared to cross the Prut at the call and
organization of the Bucharest-Chisinau Cultural Society. And they passed him!
Radio,
Television in Romania and the Republic of Moldova, in these circumstances,
was
totally under the control of the KGB (NKVD), and Victor Crăciun had the role
as a spokesman for the anti-unionists. He had nowhere to go in these
circumstances also spoke of the Union, that it will take place sometime in the
future.
The waves of Romanians crossing the Prut could not hear the words
to him ... They were crossing the eastern bank of the Prut, at home, in Romania
eternal, as they were at home west of the Prut. The Romanians had succeeded
in the Union
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according to the tradition of their history. If in Alba Iulia they voted for the
Union of Transylvania
with Romania over one hundred thousand delegates from all over Transylvania,
the border
The USSR, imposed by armed force inside Romania, on the Prut River, was
passed by over one million Romanians from all over Romania, in
greeting them coming wave after wave of Romanians from the Republic
Moldova and the Romanian territories included by Moscow, temporarily, in
Soviet Socialist Republic of Ukraine. At this Alba Iulia from 1990 were
decisively involved the anti-union leaders, shaking the unionists in
Chisinau, who saw themselves betrayed. Unfortunately, the political opposition
in Romania has no excuse for being absent from this historical event.
Ribbentrop-Molotov Treaty - annexation of the eastern part of Romania, of the
eastern part of Poland, the annexation of Finland and the Countries Baltic.
Mikhail Gorbachev will recognize the independence of both countries BalticEstonia, Latvia and Lithuania, as well as Ukraine. Mikhail Gorbachev, throu the
recognition of the independence of the Baltic States, in fact, began the
Liquidation the consequences of the Ribentrop-Molotov Treaty. Only comrades
in Romania oppose the liquidation of the consequences of the RibbentropMolotov Treaty seriously! Mihail Eminescu, considering Bessarabia, expressed
the truth that a right it is lost only by the formal consent to lose it. The antiunion activity of the decision makers in Bucharest was below all expectations,
producing a road with blockages for the Union in Chisinau, and in Bucharest
strengthening the guilt towards the tragedy of the political evolution from
Chisinau.
Great National Assembly in Chisinau, August 27, 1989
https://mariusmioc.wordpress.com/2009/09/01/marea-adunarea-nationalade-la-chisinau-video/
The unionist movement in Chisinau continues after the Flower Bridge, with
intensity. The pain of betrayal in Bucharest will be felt in Chisinau, but
the unionist movement is unstoppable. The international conference took
place on June 26-28, 1991 in Chisinau "The Ribbentrop-Molotov Pact and its
Consequences for Bessarabia". From the words of President Mircea Snegur:
"The Soviet occupation of Bessarabia and Northern Bukovina on June 28, 1940
a was a result of the agreement between two totalitarian regimes that had as
consequence of our isolation from the civilized and progressive world. Nine
Europe, democratic, said Mircea Snegur, cannot exist without liquidation of the
consequences of World War II, especially in on south-eastern Europe and the
Baltic States "
(http://www.europalibera.org/content/article/24248708.html )
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In the Republic of Moldova, high-class unionists acted, and in Bucharest
anti-union politicians. In Chisinau, today, there are still large unionists
In passing, I mention that on January 15, 2016, an analyst, at a television
station in Bucharest, in connection with today's obstacles, for the unionists
from Chisinau, invoked the presence of the XIV Army. Which army? Was once,
when he had troops positioned from the Baltic Sea to the Sea
Black in the Baltic States and Ukraine. The anti-unionists in Bucharest, from
1991,1992, are trying to justifies anti-unionism by invoking the Fourteenth
Army, which had its own neighborhood General Tiraspol. Only this army was
falling apart. On June 16 1990, the Parliament of Ukraine adopted the
Declaration of State Sovereignty a Ukraine. In 1991 the Baltic States and
Ukraine became independent.
From 1992 General Alexandru Lebed became the commander of this army.
Who do you think met the general as many times as he wanted, over a coffee,
at a
vodka? Victor Christmas. He talked about these meetings, without details, but
he knew that it had a blocking effect on the unionist leaders in Chisinau. In the
In conclusion, we consider that the years 1990 and 1991 were favorable years
for Union.
Valentin Manu Iosifescu
A blow to the Union for the Territorial Reunification of Romania
- Manu [Iosipescu] Valentin-1991
Union for the Territorial Reunification of Romania
Let's go back to 1991. Then, after the intense public activities in
1990 we had managed to bundle almost all the unionist associations with
headquarters in Bucharest and some parties in the Union for Reunification
Territorial of Romania. The governing bodies were elected. A simple one
followed
formality. The election was attended by the press. He had announced the
establishment of the Union. A
an article appeared in almost half a page of the newspaper (February 1991).
Mr. Manu Valentin, scientific researcher at the Institute of Atomic Physics,
among us for two or three months, he was proposed and voted as a leading
member
(One chairman, one vice-chairman and three members were elected). Mr.
Manu
Valentin only before submitting the minutes of the constitution to the court,
he objected, threatening to protest in the courtroom if he testified
the minutes. Why didn't he say anything before? Question that did not
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never answered. It would have been easy to propose and choose someone
else. Those proposed,
When asked if they wanted to be part of the leadership, some said no the
proposals were not put to the vote. He agreed to be elected. Of
what the? It should be noted that the General Assembly was held in
Revolution Square, being formed by all participants in two rallies, on dates
different, close, so everything went well and
information, the second rally ending with the voting of those proposed. That's
right
there came to be no political force capable of opposing Mr. Emil
Constantinescu and company, so as not to issue the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact
from the history of Romania. Union for the Territorial Reunification of Romania
a
was well received in the political world, signing with the National Party
Christian Democrat, National Liberal Party, Social Democratic Party,
Declaration of Romanian parties, organizations, associations and
the signatories of this declaration in connection with the intention of the USSR
to organize a referendum in the Republic of Moldova on March 17, 1991.
The initiative and the working text belong to the Bucharest-Chisinau Cultural
Society.
On behalf of PNTCD, he was delegated to this working meeting (At the Museum
municipal history), the deputy Ion Lup, who also signed the declaration.
The meeting ended with the signing of the Declaration by the twenty-two
five representatives of parties, associations and trade unions (See Justice in
13-03-1991). Excerpt from the Cultural Society - Bucharest-Chisinau, p. 4243.
N.n. A heavy blow was inflicted on both the unionist movement and the forces
opposition politicians, who, as can be seen, were associated in a
fundamental problem for the Romanian people. Manu Valentin had infiltrated
in the unionist movement and thus in the opposition.
URTR MINUTES - see All Scans, p.128
Unionist associations forum-Victor Crăciun, Manu Valentin
In the following years, control of all organizations is planned unionists, who are
invited to be part of a Forum, to have in headed, as president, by Mr. Victor
Crăciun. The assembly of constitution… But, the Forum had no life,
disappeared… Who was the man number one, who coordinated and fought
hard to gather unionist organizations under the control of Colonel Victor
Crăciun? No one other than another loyal of the rulers installed at the head of
Romania by coup d'etat, Colonel Valentin Iosifescu Manu (now what degree
will it be having?), with training at Dubna-nuclear research center of URSS.
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Which nuclear researcher Manu Valentin? Qualification his basic, infiltration,
information, diversion, with this preparation of acted against the unionist
movement and the opposition in Romania, like Victor
Crăciun. Anti-Romanianism.
A blow to the Bucharest-Chisinau Cultural Society
Manu [Iosipescu] Valentin- 2004
In 2004, the general assembly for elections was held in Bucharest-Chisinau
Cultural Society. In recent years Manu Valentin has he had struggled to be at
the forefront of the unionist movement, to participate in the activities
of course, thus finding out as much of the association 's connections as possible
from Romania, northern Bukovina and Bessarabia, no secret, everything was in
within public activities. Neither did Victor Crăciun when he wanted to join
the activities of the Bucharest-Chisinau Cultural Society and neither Manu
Valentin when he expressed his desire to work with us in the Cultural Society
Bucharest-Chisinau, were neither refused nor hindered in any way. May
much, Victor Crăciun was received to associate with the Cultural League at a
activity of national and international resonance, and Mr. Manu Valentin did not
was prevented, on the contrary, from being Vice - President of the Union for
Territorial Reunification of Romania and no vice-president of the Society
Cultural Bucharest-Chisinau, following the 2004 elections. Only as The Union
for the Territorial Reunification of Romania, after it would have been officially
registered in court, would have become the unionist political force, but a
received the blow just before registration in court, the same thing happened
happened with the Bucharest-Chisinau Cultural Society, after these
elections. University professors were elected in the leadership-Ilie Bădescu, Ion
Coja and other prominent personalities of public life, that the Society
Bucharest-Chisinau Cultural Center had the chance to become the unionist
force again as can be seen, the only truly unionist force to sustain the problem
of the Reunification of Romania is active. Manu Valentin also vice president.
From Victor Crăciun and Manu Valentin about what it can be words? AntiRomanianism. Manu Valentin insisted, insisted not to put to vote the statute
specifying the Reunification of Romania, as the purpose of Bucharest-Chisinau
Cultural Society. To break the deadlock, Gheorghe Gavrilă Copil proposed
another formulation: the Cultural Society Bucharest-Chisinau carries out its
activity according to the integrative spirit of country of all actions that
culminated in the Union of December 1, 1918 and immediately proposed to be
voted on. It was voted unanimously. In the debates in this election assembly
Mr. Manu V Manu Valentin asks the general assembly to appoint him with the
legalization of the decisionsit needed legalization considering that some simple
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changes to the statute. So official registration. He took the minutes of the
meeting general, the stamp, but without realizing the copies of the documents
from these elections-we all thought that out of carelessness and gone was ...
We all he lied that he was bringing them, that in court ... Why in court, only the
Society is it legally constituted, with the necessary act from the court ?! Now it
is it is a simple additional act to the notary that is obtained on the same day.
E about the registration of new changes at the notary. That's better, at
court insists he ... A month passes, two passes, three passes, five passes,
others pass, the same questions, the same answer ... It was clear. The game
to him under cover, in the unionist movement it had ended ... After the blow
applied to the Bucharest-Chisinau Cultural Society, Mr. Manu Valentin becomes
the president of the Cultural Association Pro Bessarabia and Bucovina ... Others
had to to be at the head of the unionist movement. We, the unionists, had to
be destabilized. How unionists and what results they had, it is possible
notes that, although the Cultural League for the Unity of Romanians
Everywhere - President Victor Crăciun - has benefited from billions of lei for
congresses, in which high state dignitaries also participated. Neither Pro
Bessarabia and Bucovinait was not without funding, either from the state or
from other sources. Of course not we deny some specific activities to
Bessarabia and Bukovina. The problem is the question is another, what was
chosen by the unionist movement ?! Five months pass, more months pass. A
new announcement in the press, new elections at the Bucharest-Chisinau
Cultural Society, in 2005, with new elected officials, the young generation, with
a new stamp. But people of national resonance they were scattered, they did
not have the legal framework, the acts of the general assembly and the act
additionally from the notary, to carry out its activity. Manu Valentin infiltrates
the Pro Bessarabia and Bucovina Association Glad that the Society BucharestChisinau cultural center has ceased activity, turns its attention to the Cultural
Association Pro Bessarabia and Bucovina and soon becomes its president
assemblies, manages to remove from the statute of this association the
purpose of the Union, the purpose The reunification of Romania. He resigns.
Even today this association, through status, does not have the purpose of
Union of the Republic of Moldova with Romania, which does not it means that
it has no exceptional activities. Valentin Manu Iosifescu: I stated that the main
objective of Pro Bessarabia is the European integration of the Republic of
Moldova in the EU. Victor Crăciun, trying to apologize, wraps himself, without
escaping, in a spider web.
a) -2007.
Sindard Association. On March 27, 2007, at the Mogosoaia Palace, a
the event dedicated to the 89th anniversary of the Union took place
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Bessarabia with the Motherland, organized by prof. Eng. Drd. Simion
Constantin together with the General Council of Bucharest. Victor Căciun takes
the word stating that he has the paternity of the Flower Bridge. Argument
brought:The Russian general and Victor Crăciun cut the ribbon of the Flower
Bridge. And he said in continued Victor Crăciun that there is someone who
does not understand that the Union in1990 was not possible because of The
great red army! The mouth of the sinner the truth speaks! He had thus
confirmed that he opposed the Reunification of Romania. That someone, being
in the hall, Gheorghe Gavrilă Copil, believed and believes that
Reunification was possible in 1990. And not only him…
b) March 26, 2008
Excerpts from the website of the Cultural League for Unity Romanians
Everywhere since March 26, 2008 Victor Crăciun: “At the initiative of the
Romanian side, together with Ion Ungureanu, the Minister of Culture from
Chisinau, I proposed to the new secretary General of the Communist Party of
Moldova, Petru Lucinschi, achievement The Prut Flower Bridge to mark a
moment of farewell to brothers of national sensitivity and spiritual union ”.
Gheorghe Gavrilă Copil expresses his opinion, in short, on the quotes
reproduced: Victor Crăciun infiltrated a few days before the crossing Prut and
acted for the annexation and diversion of the Flower Bridge, at Bucharest
cooperating with officials (KGB officers) of the USSR Embassy, as well with
senior KGB officers from Chisinau. That Mr. Victor Crăciun and Minister Ion
Ungureanu, went to President Petru Lucinschi-R.S.S.Moldovenească was then
part of USSR, and President Petru Lucinschi… The party leaders were
subordinate The KGB, as those in Romania were the commanders of security…
What functions had he had and did he have Petru Lucinschi? Deputy Head of
Section-Central Committee of Communist Party of the Soviet Union, Second
Secretary of the CC of the CP fromTajikistan, President of the CP of the
Moldovan SSR, Press Secretary of the CC, member of the Political Bureau of the
CC of the CPSU, President of the SSR Moldova… the inhabitants of the two
banks of the Prut… The secret services of Bucharest, -those of which Colonel
Victor Crăciun was part (today what degree has?), together with those of the
USSR, had moved against the unionist movement. Victor Crăciun takes the first
step by inviting him home employees of the Soviet Embassy in Bucharest.
V.C: “History must be recorded exactly: Petru Lucinschi gave him a phone call
to Mikhail Gorbachev (he might not find it!) and the creator of the new one
Moscow politicians found out about our proposal and replied:This is a matter
for you what you do with the Romanians in the Prut (s.n). was supposed to be
interpreted as an adherence to the idea, which is why I was going to convince
myself during my visit to Moscow when, together with Emil Loteanu, I had
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discussions with high dignitaries at Kremlin ”. G.G.C: The documentation leaves
no doubt. Our activity in the connection with the future Flower Bridge was
from December 1989, from the time
Romanian Revolution (coup d'etat!).
Mikhail Gorbachev asked for information
about Copil Gavrilă by Petru Lucinschi…
The appearance of Colonel Victor Crăciun was to annex the Flower Bridge
and divert it from its unifying country. "This is your job with the Romanians
from the Prut." Michael Gorbachev knew that we were on the path to
unification, as it was the unification of Germany. Involvement of the obedient
Victor Crăciun et. Company they hijacked the golden dream of the Romanian
people. V.C: “In this way, on May 6 1990 saw the first Flower Bridge, about
which many today can afford everything the kind of opinions and judgments,
considering him either ephemeral and useless, or arrogant paternity rights over
this manifestation. We understand their smallness, petty interests or sickly
pride, but we must say one more since that river of people who wanted to
erase the most painful The border, covering it, symbolically, with flowers, was a
historical act of an overwhelming importance in Romanian-Romanian relations
and we do not want to mimic a fake modesty, we assume that success, no
matter how hard we try minimize. But let's go back to what history has to say
and forget about reluctant and sold out ”.
G.G.C: Yes, “that river of people wanted to erase the most painful
border".
What Victor Crăciun, the "organizer" said
Mr. Victor Crăciun and the representatives of the government from Chisinau
have had access to television. Naturally, you will say. But, the Flower Bridge
had fallen on other hands ... And the television in Bucharest and Chisinau was
under control Muscovites.
1) Victor Crăciun on TV channels (Then and after): - The union will take place
over a number of years. Notice the difference between the Reunifying Spirit of
so far, the move, by Victor Crăciun, of the ideal of the activity in the future.
Moscow, she breathed a sigh of relief.
2) Victor Crăciun to the attention of the TASS Agency, referring to the action
The flower bridge: “Victor Crăciun ... showed that she is not pursuing any goal
political. Now that renewal processes are taking place in Romania and the
USSR, many of the obstacles to communication between the inhabitants
disappear border areas in the two countries. ”That's what a KGB officer would
have said. Soviet. The reunification of the Country is a political act! And, for his
name's sake God, the Romanian Revolution did not act to remove the obstacles
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of at the border between Romania and the USSR! Not to mention that a small
barter, a small trade is also practiced across the borders of other countries. This
is about a border inside Romania. In this news, of the TASS Agency, it is possible
he noticed, however, a certain caution, writing about Victor Crăciun, as if
one of the organizers ”(op.cit. p.22). Anyone who wants to know the truth and
estimate what happened is invited to read this documentary book, another will
remain prey to manipulation, which was unfortunately practiced on a large
scale in Romania. But until this reading to be mindful of the following.
At that time, the government of Petre Roman was at the head of the country,
and as president at Romania, Ion Iliescu, installed at the head of Romania
through the competition of forces of the USSR, in collaboration with the
"Romanian" KGB members. When we say IonWe also call Iliescu the interior
minister, because of the presidential authority. The Petre Roman government
was anti-union. Statement by the Minister of Foreign Affairs from Bucharest
since the days of the Flower Bridge leaves no doubt. But and Petru Roman's
statement, after a few years, which shows the regret that he did not commit
himself to the reunification of Romania, that he could have made the Union.
Victor Crăciun acted according to the obedience of the Bucharest government.
Withoutsay things by name, we would be partakers of the darkest government
anti-Romanian. Let us consider only the possibility of Reunification Romania
and that would be enough! As for Victor Crăciun's words, "let's forget about
the reluctant and sold ”, is not right this time either. It's about high treason
country, anti-Romanianism, another labeling of an opposing government
The reunification of the country over which he governs did not exist, both for
the rulers, as well as for all those who played the game of this government,
annexing and hijacking the Flower Bridge. They did not act in the interest of the
Romanian Nation! Petre Roman did not have the attitude of prime minister of
Romania either for schooling of students from Bessarabia to Romania, limiting
the number of children who they were to be educated in Romania, although
the requests for this schooling there were many, too, in that context,
unrestricted. And Petre Roman and Ion Iliescu evaded the protection of the
Romanian minority in the USSR. The Moscow government had agreed to
establish language education Romanian for the Romanian minority in the USSR.
President Ion Iliescu and Prime Minister Petre Roman did not take this
opportunity. Anti-Romanianism. The pages of this book leave no doubt in these
either domain.
V.C: “Before the symbolic ribbon was cut by the signatory of these
ranks with General Stutz, commander of the Soviet army at
Baltic to Odessa ”.
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G.G.C: The Romanian army had noticed the great historical chance of
Reunification Romania I must admit that the Romanian army officers reacted
with dignity, without hesitation, to the Prut march of our tears to him
cover with flowers. There is no doubt that at the top, the FSN is not controlled
in the entire Romanian army. The battle to remove the KGB general from
the head of the army, led by the democratic forces within the army (CADA),
he had achieved his goal. It has been removed. Together with your border
officers of the Romanian army, we established all the points for crossing the
border, where, the Romanian border guards took all the necessary measures! If
from the height of Romania's political leadership, it was shaking and shaking
they watched with horror the preparations and the inevitable crossing of this
frontier, drawn by the Soviets inside Romania, the Romanian border army was
placed immediately, with brotherhood and professionalism, at the disposal of
the national will. And the border army is part of a unitary whole, the Romanian
Army. I had meetings with senior officers of the Romanian Army, in border
towns, meetings at military units, then in public, for the good organization of
action along the entire border, where the USSR army was also deployed.
To the public meeting in Iasi, on behalf of the Popular Front of Moldova, have
Mr. Iurie Roşca and Mr. Sergiu Burcă participated ”. (op. cit. p.14-15)
At Ungheni-crossing point in Bessarabia, under his coordination
Gheorghe Gavrilă Child - the generals and colonies of the USSR who were
waiting for us in balcony as in the grandstand on the Red Square in Moscow
during the big parades and Bolshevik holidays, disappeared suddenly, at the
appearance of the Romanians who they were crossing the Prut. Gheorghe
Gavrilă Copil had mobilized Romanians from all sides Romania for a new Alba
Iulia this time in Bessarabia. But where the KAG members had gathered in
Albita, what happened? Instead of Alba Iulia it is cut
the ribbon of the Flower Bridge, for visiting the Romanians from Bessarabia. All
the audio-visual means in Romania had come under the rigorous control of
To the government and were made available only to the KGB members from
Albita - that's how it was
postpone the idea of union-documentation leaves no doubt. In the way
this Flower Bridge enters its final stage under the control of the KGB
But there is something else - the secret services of the USSR accounted for
posterity the collaboration-complicity of Victor Crăciun against
The reunification of Romania, so that when the archives are opened,
the researchers will have at their disposal the informative notes of the
respective ones services…
Motherland, Romania, is expecting her children
from Bessarabia and northern Bukovina
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A clarification is required. In the Appeal of the Bucharest-Chisinau Cultural
Society, a mistake was made, Northern Bucovina. There are no two
Bukovina, but only one, northern Bukovina being the captive part, in Ukraine.
It's my fault, I wrote Northern Bukovina, instead of Northern Bukovina.
Gheorghe-Gavrilă Copil
After the Romanian solidarity on a national scale, for Reunification
Romania-May 6, 1990, the following month, June 1990, again, solidarity
on a national scale, also on the path of the Reunification of Romania, the
Romanians
providing free tuition to students in Bessarabia and northern Bukovina.
With all the warmth of her heart, Motherland, Romania, is expecting her
children from
Bessarabia and northern Bukovina, at industrial high schools in Romania.
Why industrial ones? Because they all had a boarding school and a canteen.
Letter A-no.1 / Letter B-no. 2- 17 / Letter C-no. 18-34 / Letter D-no. 35-36
/ Letter F-no. 37 / Letter G-no. 37 / Letter H-no.38 / Letter I-no. 39 / Letter
Jnr.40 / Letter L-nr. 41 / Letter M-no-42-43 / Letter O-no. 44-48 /
Letter P-no. 49-55 / Letter R-no. 56-58 / Letter S-no. 59-63 / Letter Ș-no.64 /
Letter T-no.65-71 / Letter U-no. 72 / Letter V-73-74 / Letter Z-no.75-76
1) Industrial High School no. 1, Alexandria Municipality, Teleorman County,
we send 2 students from Bessarabia or Northern Bukovina. We prepare the
students for the following trades: electronic troubleshooting technician
calculation, machining by cutting.Through the Vocational School: lathe or
milling machine.
2) Industrial High School no. 8, Bucharest, preparing students for the profession
of car electromechanical, with the possibility of obtaining a permit
leading the B.C.E. Provides everything needed for 12 students
from Bessarabia and Northern Bukovina.
3) Sanitary High School, Bucharest, we provide free schooling for five
students from Soviet Moldova, for the specialty of medical sisters.
4) School Group of Food Industry, Bucharest, we receive 12 children from
Bessarabia. Two girls will be assigned to each of the four classes
of food industries, two boys in the class of electricians, two boys in the class
of mechanics.
5) Vasile Lucaciu High School, Baia Mare, Maramureș County, educates 2
students from Bessarabia and Northern Bukovina.
6) Industrial High School no. 2, Baia Mare, educates 5 Bessarabian students
has the following specialties: automation electronics, electrician
fitter, in containment-repairs ,, industrial electrical installations and equipment
automation, electromechanics, car construction locksmiths, a class
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sports (football).
7) Industrial High School no. 4, Bacău, can ensure the schooling of 5 students
from Bessarabia or Bukovina. Profiles: mechanical industrial chemistry,
electrical engineering, theoretical high school (physics-chemistry), as well as
vocational school (AMA electro-mechanics and electricians).
8) Ministry of Education. Industrial High School no. 5, Buzau, school 4
students from Bessarabia or Bukovina.
9) Industrial High School no. 2, Bistrița educates 4 students from
Moldovan R.S.S. and the Chernivtsi region. The trades in which our high school
provides training are: computer science, electronics, electrician, locksmith
mechanic, manufacturer of accumulator plates.
10) “Progresul” Industrial High School “Brăila educates 4 students for the
school professional.
11) Pedagogical High School, Brașov, we educate two students from the
Pedagogical High School from Chisinau.
12) Brașov Economic High School, we educate 2 students in the following
profiles: High school economic-trade, finance-accounting, catering, tourism.
Vocational school-food seller, product seller non-food, chef-confectioner,
waiter.
13) Theoretical High School with pedagogical profile, Bârlad, teachers and
the union materially supports four students from R.S. Moldova, profile of
teachers andeducators.
14) Mihai Eminescu Industrial High School, Botoșani educates 5 students for
free and 5 more students with meals for a fee.
15) Electrocontact Industrial High School, Botoșani, educates 6 students
basarabeni. The high school would have an industrial profile (electrotechnicalelectronic) or Mathematics Physics.
16) Ministry of Internal Trade
Directorate of Labor Organization and Commercial Network, payroll, education
Following your request - for free schooling of young people from
R.S.S. Moldovan, we inform you that in our groups
200 young people can be enrolled in school, distributed as follows:
Economic-administrative and service school group:
Arad 5 / Pitești 10 / Bacău 20 / Brașov20 / Brăila 5 / Buzău 10 / Reșița 5 / Cluj
15 / Constanța 10 / Petroșani 15 / Iași 20 / Baia Mare 5 / Tg. Mureș 10 / Craiova
10 / Ploiești 10 / Suciava 10, Timișoara 5, Bucharest 15.
17) Center for Scientific Research and Technological Engineering for
Telecommunications Equipment / At the initiative of the ROMTEL Trade Union
from our institute, subscription lists have been drawn up for collection
a monthly fund required for a number of children. The amount of
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2175 lei, necessary for three children, which he will transfer monthly to the
High School of Mathematics Physics nfr. 4 on the Magurele Platform. Extra,
ma'am Eng. Elena Stătescu, who will soon retire, undertook to insure
the amount of 725 lei for another child. She, originally from Bessarabia, has
preference for a little girl, to be taken at the weekend, at home,
she is fluent in Russian. Another 4 children will benefit from free schooling,
financed by the Union Free from the Magurele Platform. The ROMTEL union
asks us to communicates how a child from Bessarabia or Northern Bukovina
could attend a high school, hosted by an employee of ours, who has this
possibility, in which case he could take classes at any school, no longer
necessary the condition of the boarding school, which implies a capacity of
accommodation, which is, however, limited.
18) Industrial High School no. 1, Curtea de Argeș, can ensure schooling
free admission of two young people from Bessarabia or Bukovina, through
vocational school.
19) Vlaicu Vodă High School, Curtea de Argeș, educates 5 students from
Bessarabia and Bucovina.
20) ElectroArgeș Industrial High School, Curtea de Argeș, educates 4 students.
Have the possibility to prepare in one of the fields of activity:
computer science, electronics-electrical engineering and machine building.
21) High school with real profile (mathematics-physics and industrial profile
(exploitation and wood industrialization) from Cehu-Silvaniei, Sălaj county,
ensures schooling for two students from Bessarabia.
22) “Barza„ Criscior Industrial High School, Hunedoara County, attends 2
high school or vocational school students.
23) Dragoș Vodă High School of Mathematics-Physics, Câmpulung
Moldovenesc, receives 10 students from Bessarabia.
24) “Traian Doda” Theoretical High School, Caransebeș, Caraș-Severin County,
educates 6 children from Bessarabia, two each, in computer science,
mathematics- physics and philology-history.
25) The school inspectorate of Caraş-Severin county. Two high schools in Resita
offers scholarships to children from the U.S. Moldova, if we are informed in
advance that the presumed students come safely to Resita.
26) “M.Eminescu” High School from Călărași, educates 4 students from
Bessarabia and Northern Bukovina.
27) Industrial High School no. 1, Car Constructions, Câmpulung Argeș,
enrolls 4 students. Profiles and trades: mathematics-physics, physics-chemistry,
mechanical installer, maintenance and repair in the construction industry
machines, tool-die, cutting machine, motor mechanic thermal, electrician
installer, maintenance and repair of electrical installations
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industrial and automation equipment.
28) “Electroputere” Industrial High School, Craiova, we ensure the schooling of
a number of 10 students.
29) Industrial High School no. 5, Craiova, with profile, chemistry, ensures
schooling for 10 students from Bessarabia and Northern Bukovina. Classes of
operators organic and inorganic chemistry, mechanical and electrotechnical.
30) Textila Industrial High School, Cisnădie, Sibiu County, allows 4 students,
educates weavers and spinners. Duration of studies, 5 years for high school and
3 years at vocational school.
31) Călimănești Economic High School, Vâlcea County, educates 2 students, at
choice, in the economic profiles for trade, public alimentation.In
within them the training in the trades is ensured: receptionist, agent of
tourism, guide, currency exchange, chef, waiter, pastry chef, confectioner,
bartender.
32) Industrial High School no. 3, Câmpina, with energy profile, ensures
schooling of two boys from Bessarabia or Northern Bukovina.
33) Caransebeș Theological Seminary offers scholarships for 4 students from
R.S.S. Modovenească.
34) Curtea de Argeș Agroindustrial High School educates 3 students
35) Industrial High School no. 1 Deva, Hunedoara County, attend school for free
two students from Bessarabia and northern Bukovina.
36) Theoretical High School no. 1, Deva. We educate two students from
Bessarabia and Bucovina. Real profile-mathematics-physics, physics-Chemistry.
Profil uman filologie, French-English-German.
37) Fundulea Agroindustrial High School, Călărași County, receives four
students from the R.S.S. Moldova, for the specialties agronomist and protection
agent plant.
38) Pedagogical High School "Costache Negri" Galati, analyzing the possibilities
existing, decided to propose the establishment of a ninth grade, with a
actually 30 students from R.S.Moldova.We have boarding school and canteen.
In th in case of non-existence of the necessary funds for financing, the teachers
are willing to perform unpaid work.
39) Industrial High School no. 2, Hunedoara, invites three students. High school,
industry light, has the following sections: footwear, clothing, knitwear.
40) The School Inspectorate of Ialomiţa County educates 4 children from
Bessarabia at high schools in Slobozia: pedagogical, real, humanistic, economic,
industrial, etc ...
41) Jumbolia Industrial High School, Timiș County, provides free schooling
for 5 children from Bessarabia and Bukovina, for the following profilesreal,
mathematics-physics, human, philology.
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42) Luduș Industrial High School, Mureș County, will receive 4 students.
43) Mozănceni Commune City Hall, Argeș County. City Hall, along with
Mozănceni High School ensures the schooling of 5 students.
44) The real-humanist high school Octavian Goga from Miercurea-Ciuc,
Harghita ( It will work from this school year in the building of the General
School no. 11), as a high school of Romanian language, will educate 10
students. We can provide meals for children at the boarding school of the high
school, but having our own canteen, the table will be provided by families in
the city, of which 4 are teachers, people serious, warm-hearted, generous.
These families even have relatives in Bessarabia and Bucovina, so students will
feel at home. High school, human-philology-languages foreign, real-computer
science, mathematics-physics, chemistry-biology.
45) “N. High School Basarab ”, Oltenița, Călărași County, educates 6 students
from Bessarabia and Northern Bukovina. Our high school is theoretical, with
classes mathematics-physics, physics-chemistry, chemistry-biology, real
section, and classes philology, foreign languages, in the human department.
46) Pedagogical High School "Iosif Vulcan" Oradea, educates 4 students for
for the specialties of teachers and educators, during 5 years of
study.
47) Real-Humanist High School "Emanuil Gojdu" Oradea, maintains 4 students,
3 supported by the School Parents Committee and one by the Orthodox Parish
Romanian Oșorhei. Study profiles: informatics, mathematics-physics, physicschemistry, chemistry-biology, philology history.
48) “Sinteza” Industrial High School, Oradea, Bihor County, educates 2 students
from northern Bukovina or Bessarabia. “Octavian Goga” Real-Humanist High
School (it will operate from 1990 and the building of the General School no.
11), high school in Romanian language, can educate 7 students. We provide
accommodation at the boarding school our. We do not have our own canteen,
the meal will be provided by 7 families from the city, of which 4 are teachers,
serious people, with a warm, generous soul. These families even have relatives
in Bessarabia and Bukovina, so the students will you feel at home. Human
profile-philology, foreign languages. Real-IT profile,mathematics-physics,
chemistry-biology.
49) The School Inspectorate of Prahova County-action he attended
involved also the National Union Vatra Românească, Prahova branch, no
informs that at the high schools in the county will be received 14 students from
RSSMoldova.
50) Ministry of Chemical and Petrochemical Industry
Industrial High School no. 4 Pitesti, chemistry, electrical and mechanical profile.
The three places are for Șipoteni village, Călărași district, R.S.S. Moldovan.
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51) “Constantin Brâncuși” Industrial High School, Peștișani commune, Gorj
county, educates 2 students. High school profile, career electromechanics and
locksmiths machines and equipment.
52) Industrial High School no.7 Pitești, construction profile, mechanic or
electrotechnical. All necessary for 3 students from Bessarabia and
Northern Bukovina.
53) “Zinca Golescu” High School, Pitești, Argeș County, educates 4 students
from Bessarabia and northern Bukovina. The profiles of the high school are,
mathematics-physics, physics-chemistry, chemistry-biology / Humanities,
philology, foreign languages, history- Social Sciences.
54) Industrial High School "Textile" Pitesti-school management decided to
attending school 3 students. High school profile, light industry and real-physicschemistry.
55) School no. 16, Pitești, provides with everything necessary for a
student, who wants to study Aze at a high school in Pitești.
56) The editorial staff of the newspaper „Evenimentul„ Râmnicu-Vâlcea ensures
every year, as long as it will be needed, 4 (four) scholarships for free tuition a
students from Bessarabia and northern Bukovina, at the High School with a
humanities profile „Mircea cel Bătrân„ from Râmnicu Vâlcea.
57) Industrial School Group no. 5, Râmnicu Vâlcea, Vâlcea county,
educates 12 students from Bessarabia and Northern Bukovina, for classes of
wood exploitation and processing, we being a forestry high school.
58) The Department of Education, Cults and Press Culture within the C.P.U.N.
Romanian asked all high schools with boarding schools in Roman to bring
rather than modest congruence, the result of this approach materialized
in the addresses we attach [It is in an Archive in Chisinau].
59) Sibiu Pedagogical High School, we educate 2 students from Chisinau.
60) "Simion Bărnuțiu" Philology-History High School, Șimleul Silvaniei, county
61) The Industrial High School “November 7”, Sibiu, ensures the free schooling
of 5 children from Bessarabia and Bukovina. The high school has an industry
profile Vocational school, prepares workers for garments,
knitwear, leather goods.
62) Sinaia Industrial High School provides scholarships for 5 students from R.S.
Moldova. The high school has the following profiles: real (mathematics-physics
and chemistry-biology), humanist (foreign languages), economics-for tourism
and processing by cutting. These scholarships
or established following an analysis and agreements received from the City Hall
the city and the boards of directors of some enterprises.
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63) Strehaia Industrial High School, Mehedinți County, ensures the schooling of
5 students from northern Bukovina and Moldova. The high school has in its
structure classes of industrial high school, real and history philology.
64) The theoretical high school Sebeș, Alba county, educates 2 students. lice
it works with a real and humanistic profile.
65) The Pedagogical High School from Timişoara. Ungroup of officers and noncommissioned officers educates a student. We mention that the maintenance
is entirely our responsibility nine.
66) TG-Jiu High School of Economics and Administrative Law, financeaccounting, trade, catering and tourism, administration and services, are
waiting two students from Bessarabia or Northern Bukovina.
67) Mureș Construction General Construction Enterprise Trust, Tg. Mureș,
provides scholarships for 15 students from Bessarabia. High school, profile
construction, mechanical profile, woodworking profile, trade
structure builders, machinery mechanics trade. Vocational school,
trades: masons – mosaicists-faience makers / masons-chamomers-terracotters
/ carpenters carpenters-prosecutors / sanitary installers / maintenance
electricians.
68) Industrial High School no. 2, Târgu-Mureș can educate 4-6 students in
profile from the operator to the manufacture of finished wood products.
69) Central Building Materials-Materials Company
Târgu-Jiu Constructions ensures the schooling of 4 students from R.S.S.
Moldovan, at the “Tudor Vladimirescu” High School of Mathematics and
Physics from Tg. Jiu, Gorj county. Accommodation and meals will be provided
by I.M. C. at the boarding school high school during the 4 years of study.
Payment will be made from our account transfer no. 301800401 opened at the
National Bank Tg. Jiu.
70) Industrial High School no. 10, Auto, Timișoara educates 6 students. High
school 8 8th grade graduates, electrical profile, duration of schooling 4 years,
plus a year of production. They are promoted as car electromechanics and
drivers professionals. Vocational School, graduates of 8 classes-mechanical
profile, duration of schooling 4 years, promotes as mechanical drivers drivers /
graduates of 10 classes, mechanical profile, duration of schooling 2 years, upon
graduation mechanical drivers.
71) Lceul Industrial no. 5, Târgoviște, educates 6 students. lice
prepares for jobs: construction electrician, mechanical locksmith,
structure builder, finisher builder.
72) Industrial High School no. 2 Urziceni, Ialomița county, tuition for free 2
students from Bessarabia and Bukovina. High school profiles: Computer
Science, Real, Human.
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73) Vişeu de Sus Theoretical High School together with the Vişeul de Sus City
Hospital Upstairs, three students from Bessarabia go to school. High school
profiles, Real: Mathematics-Physics, Biology-Chemistry. Humanist profile:
Romanian-Languages modern, Romanian-History.
Vişeu de Sus City Hospital, together with senior medical staff and health
officials decided to support a number of three students. For she contacted the
management of the high school in Vişeu de Sus, its management agreeing with
our proposal
74) Victoria Industrial High School, Brașov County, educates 3 students. Profile
high school chemistry and mechanics, we also have vocational school.
75) Industrial High School no. 4, Zalău, ensures the schooling of 4 students, in
profiles, car mechanic, electrical engineer, wood processing (sculpture
in wood), real and human (physical education), construction.
76) The High School of Mathematics-Physics, Zalău educates 4 students from
Bessarabia (of which, a student, requested by a family from Zalău Municipality).
A package of documents for free tuition is in the Archive Ministry of Education
of Chisinau.
Bucharest-Chisinau Cultural Society
Gheorghe-Gavrilă Copil, president
Scans of documents from the title Motherland, Romania, are waiting
children from Bessarabia and northern Bukovina
Grouped by localities
Letter A-no.1 / Letter B-no. 2- 17 / Letter C-no. 18-34 / Letter D-no. 35-36
/ Letter F-no. 37 / Letter G-no. 37 / Letter H-no.38 / Letter I-no. 39 / Letter
J�nr.40 / Letter L-nr. 41 / Letter M-no-42-43 / Letter O-no. 44-48 /
Letter P-no. 49-55 / Letter R-no. 56-58 / Letter S-no. 59-63 / Letter Ș-no.64 /
Letter T-no.65-71 / Letter U-no. 72 / Letter V-73-74 / Letter Z-no.75-76
SCANĂRILE-Patria-Mamă, Romania VEZI P.
GOOD GOD GAVE US ANOTHER POSSIBILITY
God has given us another opportunity to continue in the spirit
country unifier of action Prut of our tears to cover it with
flowers (Flower Bridge). I was in the Cabinet of Prime Minister Mircea Druc,
The Prime Minister, the undersigned and my good friend, Prof. Mihai Avădanei.
On the shoulders of Prime Minister Mircea Druc were pressing big problems,
which he had to start solving them, but we accept that the economic one was
urgent and special importance. It is also recognizable that Romanians
patriots who came to the leadership of R. Modovei in 1990, did not have any
exercise governmental, others were used by the USSR. Mr. Mircea Druc, in
Our conversations testified to their intention to form a police force after
the model of the Italian carabinieri. Personally, I don't like this idea, but I have
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silent, thinking that the model of the Romanian police would have been to be
followed, having aunifying meaning. He also expressed his desire to make the
Republic of Moldova a Dacia Felix. Again I was silent, Dacia Felix being a name
for the occupied area of Dacia, occupied by the Romans. She was really happy,
but for the Romans. For Getodaci it was a period of terrible suffering. Not me
anymore I remember who brought up the economic issues, the trade
outside the Republic of Moldova, in all probability also Mr. Mircea Druc.
Suddenly, we all lived in solidarity to solve this problem. I proposed economic
ties with Japan. There was silence apart. Mr. Gheorghe Gavrilă Copil, said the
Prime Minister, how to achieve such a possibility ?! That would be great, he
continued. We have people for that. You opened this discussion. You can do
something in this meaning? Yes, Prime Minister. I have an acquaintance in
Bucharest, he lived, studied in Japan, has good connections with some
personalities there. He loves the Romanian Nation with all his heart. Would he
come to Chisinau to help us? Certainly, Mr. Prime Minister! There was silence
again. Mircea Druc: Mr. Gheorghe Gavrilă Child, I make him a minister in the
government in Chisinau, with economic problems, with Japan. And silence. The
prime minister has risen from the office, he took a few steps, then, barely
speaking, said: You can't, you can't may be. What's the matter, said the
undersigned. I have to ask for approval Moscow, personally of Mr. Mikhail
Gorbachev. Simple, get your hands on the phone. Simple?! ... No, I'm calling in
vain, an adviser answers me ... Mr. Prime Minister, get on the phone and call,
ask to be contacted with Mr. Mikhail Gorbachev! He put his hand on the
phone. I heard him say, amazed: Housewife Mikhail Gorbachev ?! Mikhail
Gorbachev was on the phone. The response was favorable, encouraging, clear.
To come, to make connections economic relations with Japan and others, but
only deal with problems economic. The Prime Minister's face shone. Mr.
Gheorghe Gavrilă Copil,let's not waste any more time. Keep your word. I'm
going to Bucharest. Not, stay here. Mr. Mihai Avădanei, courier from me. I was
in front Our Prime Minister was sending a courier from him. Mihai Avădanei, in
Bucharest, on the phone, from a PNT-CD office. Howdy Gavrilă, the person
answered the requests, tomorrow we are in Chisinau. Second One day, on the
phone, he announces that they will arrive tomorrow. Mihai Avădanei was three
days old in his extremely important mission. Let us know again, let's wait. A the
fourth day announces that he is coming alone, but the guest will arrive, by the
way sure. I will explain to you after I arrive in Chisinau. That's how it went
week. I waited another week. It was clear he wouldn't come ... The train with
the chance of history doesn't stay long in the station ... Autumn, when I have it
met our Bucharestian, he answered me in an astonishing way: Autumn is
a season favorable to cultural activities. We would be a man of character
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answer that he does not come to Chisinau, that he cannot. We would have
found another man, Romania and we would have joined the Chisinau
Government in time. How many other wounds and Prime Minister Mircea Druc,
from Bucharest, would not have received the pain, but led them in silence,
hoping that Bucharest, the capital of all Romanians, he knows what he is doing
and the Romanians from the east of the Prut will find solace in the Motherland.
Gheorghe Gavrilă Copil
Can anyone deny it ?!
One can also deny that MI and SRI were not involved in the activities
anti-Romanian (against the Reunification of the Country)? Deciding and
operative factors and their descendants remained in the system? We don't
know any documents public for removal from the Ministry of Interior, from
the Romanian Service of information, from the Foreign Ministry of
Information, of some groups anti-Romanian. We do not know the Documents
in the Archives, starting with President Ion Iliescu and Prime Minister Petre
Roman, in connection with anti-Romanian-anti-union activities. Not even in
Parliament. Betrayal of country is not protected by any function.
I can be told that there were organisms that had to self-notice. The answer is
the same, why didn't they notify each other? In the USSR, with Mikhail
Gorbachev, he would have held senior political positions liability. They acted,
therefore, through all the structures of state power, against the
Reunification of Romania! But Mikhail Gorbachev has disappeared politically
and the USSR ceased to exist, defending the Russian Federation in the place
of the communist system, democracy, led by President Yeltsin. Bolshevik
comrades in Romania, raised, fed, with rubles available, protected by the
Communist Party (Bolshevik!) of the USSR, they were left without their
Country, The USSR. What did they say? Where we are well, there is our
country. oneour chance to have a country to support us is the USA, with the
NATO Alliance. The USA is full of Bolsheviks, as they will be called, neoMarxists, or so otherwise. In the USSR, with Romania, we would have been
leaders together wit the Bolsheviks, with the neo-Marxists in the USA, would
have turned the USA into a new one USSR. And great miracle, no opponent,
they all hugged and caressed them the Americans.
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On May 6, 1990, the Flower Bridge - for the Reunification of Romania - was
subjected to blows by the Bolshevik state institutions of Romania. In the
moon
next The Soul of the Romanian Nation continued to act, offering
students from Bessarabia and northern Bukovina free schooling in Romania.
Once again, the Bolshevik officials were in opposition to the Romanian
Nation.
The good God still granted a possibility of activity
country unifiers ...
Nursery education, kindergartens, primary schools, gymnasiums, high
schools,
the faculties were free. It was given to the native intelligence of the
Romanian Nation
the chance to make Romania a high-performing, highly industrialized country.
Full success. After the December 1989 coup and after the assassination of
Nicolae Ceaușescu and Elena Ceaușescu, Dihania Bolshevik unleashed
against Romania, against the Romanian people. Comrades
Bolsheviks, the country is ours!
Bucharest-Chisinau Cultural Society
New Party, Getodacians!
The commanders left the Battlefield, leaving the Unifier Army
of the Country, within the reach of the Bolsheviks. They went against it
economy and drove young people out of Romania A jewel of the country
crushed with a hurried and satanic violence. The calamity of the Bolshevik
Jews. Lavavolcanic will burn them from within and fear, horror, will be
imprinted on their faces.
They have no escape!
The suffering of the country, to which Mihail Eminescu referred, in Doina, is
also the suffering
Romanians today.
http://www.justitiarul.ro/8601nzurată-2 /
Doina lui Eminescu, the authentic and uncensored version
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DOINA
by Mihai Eminescu
From the Dniester to the Tisza
All the Romanians cried for me,
That he can no longer cross
So much foreignness
From Hotin to the Sea
The Muscals come on horseback,
From the Sea to Hotin
They hold our way
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And the Muscals and the Kalmyks
Nor does the Dniester drown them
Poor country, poor!
From Boian to Cornu Luncii
Jidoveşte-teaches babies
And under the hand of a Jew
They are Stefan's Romanians.
That behind it still looks like crayfich
His table is restless
And he's a foreigner in his country.
From Brasov to Abrud
Alas, what I see and hear
Mastering the cruel Hungarian
And from Olt to Cris
It is no longer clear
The weight of the sighs
In the shadow of strangers,
If you didn't know what to do
Poor Romanian, poor!
From Turnu to Dorohoi
Enemies are flowing
And he sits down with us;
And how I come by rail
All the songs are gone
All the birds are flying
Black abroad
Only the shadow of the thorn
At the Christian's door
Codrul moans and leaves
And its springs are drying up
Poor country, poor!
Who brought us Jews?
He hasn't seen a day in years
And take out the raven's eyes
Stay on the road like the blind
Who brought us Greeks
It wouldn't rot forever
Who brought us Muscalii
It would wipe out the fire of mourning
To burn it, to burn it
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Let the nation destroy him,
And who was my mess
And who was my mess
It would dry his heart in him,
How my enemies are drying you
Poor country, poor!
Stefan, Your Majesty,
Leave Putna, don't stay,
Leave it to the archimandrite
All the care of the hermitage,
Take care of the pits
Report it to the priests
Let the methanes keep beating,
All day, all night,
God bless you
To save your people
You rise from the grave
To hear you sing from the horn
And Moldova gathering
Gathering your flags
Let the nations marvel;
If he blew his horn once
You would gather all of Moldova
If he called her twice
They come and help the woods;
If he called her a third time
All enemies will perish
Pay attention to the crows
He's a hangman.
Stefan, Your Majesty,
Leave Putna, don't stay
That the beds are waiting for you
Let their tigers fly
Call them molitvele
As many as you look, as many as you were
Captains of the Greeks
Greeks and foreigners
Dogs would eat their hearts
If he blew his horn once
You would gather all of Moldova
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If he called her twice
They come and help the woods;
If he called her a third time
All enemies will perish
Pay attention to the crows
He's a hangman.
Stefan, Your Majesty,
Leave Putna, don't stay
That the beds are waiting for you
Let their tigers fly
Call them molitvele
As many as you look, as many as you were
Captains of the Greeks
Greeks and foreigners
Dogs would eat their hearts
The desert country would eat them
And the bastard people
How you prey, how you dry
Poor country, poor!
This variant of Doina, extremely little known today, is
taken from the book Mihai Eminescu - poems printed during life, vol. III,
notes and variants, critical edition edited by Perpessicius, with reproductions
after manuscripts, Royal Foundation Publishing House, Bucharest, 1944.
Vasile Zărnescu
Nicu
Posted June 16, 2016 at 4:08 PM
It is extraordinary, it awakens deep hidden feelings, understandings of which
you are afraid that only many have them. Eminescu is still contemporary with
us. God rest his soul.oina lui Eminescu the authentic and uncensored version
Jan Valjean
Posted iunie 16, 2016 at 6:50 PM
Cata durere este in aceasta Doina eminesciana .
o traian
Posted iunie 14, 2017 at 10:16 AM
Da. Tineri care simtiti toate astea, voi aveti energia necesara de a
incerca ceva. Dumnezeu sa va ajute. Numai ca fara bani , nici un protest
nu poti face azi.
neamtu anuta
Posted iunie 15, 2017 at 11:30 AM
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… Care tineri ? …
Niki
Posted June 15, 2017 at 1:10 PM
If you want you can.
Alexandroae
Posted May 22, 2019 at 5:40 PM
Exceptional! Eminescu's unparalleled genius brought him many enemies
final death at a young age…
Vasile Zărnescu
Posted iunie 17, 2016 at 1:52 PM
Varianta aceasta și încă una similară sunt publicate în cartea lui Alexander
E. Ronnett, ROMÂNIA CA O PRADĂ, Mari trădări și trădători, Editura
„Credința strămoșească”, Iași, 2013, pag. 653-654, ediție îngrijită de
Ieromonahul Teognost.
a misanthrope
Posted June 18, 2016 at 9:33 PM
The desperate curse of a Roman who sees the country being destroyed before
his eyes sai. The curse on traitors is more than the curse on strangers
pradalnici. I have only one problem: the hope that it could be fulfilled
Eminescu's "desires" lie in the power of Stefan's forests and resurrection,
now holy and I don't know where we get the woods from. Or maybe because
that the forests were wildly destroyed by both Romanians and foreigners?
iorga
Posted June 21, 2016 at 6:20 PM
How true in * Doina * the great poet, no wonder they * murdered * him,
using * Romanian ax tails *. And today it is * the same
truth *, Stefan still doesn't come *, and no one else and we, accomplices with
* the same nations of robbers * we allow them to rob us and the country.
Vasile Tanase
Posted January 24, 2017 at 9:34 PM
Anyone would be impatient that, through these curses from his Doina,
Eminescu he would be xenophobic if he put himself in his situation and tore
his soul apart despair at the sight of so many atrocities committed by all
Venetian, on Romanian land, then he would understand it!
To love your country and your compatriots (even if among them there are
other ethnic groups that coexist in harmony with the natives) and take a
stand against foreigners in bad faith, this does not mean xenophobia, but
true patriotism!
ProEuropa
Posted June 15, 2017 at 1:16 PM
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It is very current today.
We are in the same state of despair as in Eminescu's time.
The most tragic thing is that the Venetians are not to blame for their
existence. "Our" thieves and traitors are to blame.
One curse is too little to bring them on the right path
Ionel.
Posted februarie 20, 2020 at 10:59 AM
De vina nu sunt hotii si tradatorii, de vina suntem noi ca nu facem nimic.
Pana nu ne schimbam mentalitatea tot mai rau va fi.
Nick
Posted June 17, 2017 at 11:28 AM
We need to stop protesting. It's a waste of time. We have it
they have two powerful methods of influencing social life
boycott and sabotage. Advantages over others: they are not seen but they
feel. Have immediate effectiveness. They are peaceful. No special training
required. Not requires group application, so they are used individually. Does
not require a schedule or schedule. They are universally valid in any field or
plan social. They give 100% results.
Luciana. put off
Posted July 25, 2017 at 5:31 PM
It is the poetry for which Patapievici, although in the leadership of ICR…,
makes it “dust”. powder ”, dear our national poet, unmatched! neither
ACADEMY. ROMANA and no other institution, unfortunately, did not penalize
him in no way on the “bow tie bearer! Like us, nobody! We let ourselves be
trampled. on the bomb ”… and we don't crack! so much great "patriots" are
the "Zales"!
Catalina
Posted August 6, 2017 at 2:21 PM
The basic idea of Doina is that it should be banned because:
1. Eminovici dangerous legionnaire was sought by the Romanian security a
50s
2. The party is outlawed after and after 90, while
communists - build something with a human face and say goodbye to people Their good and the plunder of the country
3. The torturers of the communists receive pensions of 6000 lei
4. The history of Romania is written by Brussels
5 . The Romanian industry is refurbished by the Vacaroiu Government in
BANKRUPTCY
6. The Romanian banking system becomes secure by eliminating any capital
native with the help of the GREAT, THE ONLY UNREPLACABLE
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GOVERNOR
7. The Romanian economy MUST consist only of foreign investments on
which we applauded as idiots
8. Military alliance with NATO, but without army
9. State-of-the-art weapons produced abroad, which in case of
conflict leads the country to bankruptcy
10. Once the Poles have sold the country to the pseudo-Westerners, they
want itsell in turn… .guess my riddle to whom ???? (TRUMP- PUTIN /
RIBENTROP -MOLOTOV)
Big Brother
Posted February 20, 2019 at 5:25 PIn Romania, democracy does not exist, you
are pursued, you are listened to, the freedom of
expression is punched in the mouth after 30 years of the blow
state, we live in a cruel Judeo-Masonic dictatorship with iz
neo-communist, PNL, PSD, USR, PRO ROMANIA and others a water and a
land,the same neo-Marxist orientation, we need a genuine RIGHT party
to fight for the interests of Romania, the dictatorship of the EU and the
Minorities ofany kind is the curse of this country!
donate
Posted October 3, 2020 at 1:28 AM
the chazare jegs and the traitorous pupincurists of the country utter
blasphemy asEminescu was anti-Semitic. Burning would belly at them like
bastards!
LEAVE AN ANSWER
Your email address will not be published.
http://www.justitiarul.ro
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ACASĂ, ÎN BEZDEAD
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Gheorghe-Gavrilă și Maria Copil
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AVIZIER-ACTIVITĂȚI

Bucharest-Chisinau Cultural Society
Decade Foundation for Charity and Culture
Christians in Bezdead and other localities donated to the Church
Orthodox from Costișata (Bezdead), under construction, 500,000 lei old All
received as a gift, from the author, the three books, worth
about 500,000 lei. I'm winning twice. THEY ALSO GAVE THE CHURCH
THEY RECEIVED THE FOUR BOOKS.
God help!
Bucharest-Chisinau Cultural Society
Decade Foundation for Charity and Culture
Gheorghe-Gavrilă Child: BUCHAREST-CHISINAU CULTURAL SOCIETY
(Reunification of Romania-confessions, documents), ETERNAL DACIA,
BUCHAREST, 1999, TINCUȚA, ROMÂNIA LIBERĂ PUBLISHING HOUSE Bucharest
Bizdidel, 2000-2001, OGLINDA CERULUI, ROMÂNIA LIBERĂ PUBLISHING HOUSE,
Bizdidel 2002-2003 / A TROUT AT THE EDGE OF THE VILLAGE, Bizdidel, 20012002, FREE ROMANIA PUBLISHING HOUSE
On the notice board, receipts, books.
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Donation:Bănescu C. Cănstantin Cătălin (50 lei), Bănescu N. Elena (50
lei), Chiș Mircea Cristian (50 lei), Chiș Simion (50 lei), Copil Livia (50 lei),
Copil Maria (50 lei), Calițoiu Constantin (50 lei), Cârlea Valeria și
ManuelaDora (50 lei), Dumitru Bălan (50), Dumitrescu Dan și Lucia (200 lei),
Grigore
Valeria (50 lei), Nemeș Andrei (50 lei), Oprea Constantin (100 lei), Puiu
Mihai (50 lei), Preot Teofil Bradea (50 lei), Preot Mihai Colibă (50 lei), Preot
Colibă Mihai (50 lei), Familia Preot Tobă Ioan, Ioana-Alina, Eugenia (150
lei), Stănciuloiu Angelica (50 lei).

Documents, articles and books published from 22/23 December 1989
to date (1999). Author Gheorghe-Gavrilă Copil
1) God, our children do not know who you are, in the Renaissance-Journal
Of the National Organizing Committee of the National-Peasant Christian Party,
no. 1, of December 22/23, 1989.
2) Message addressed to the Congress of People's Deputies of the USSR, on
of December 23, received by Moscow on December 24, appeared in
Literature and art, from January 1, 1990, Awakening no. 6, 1990, Justice
no. 5, of February 9, 1990.
3) To the National Salvation Front - open letter from 26
December appeared in Awakening no. 6, 1990.
4) Mr. Mikhail Gorbachev, Congress of People's Deputies of
USSR -open letter of December 30 - Awakening no. 6, 1990,
Justice, February 13, 1990.
5) Father Pahomie, fragment of the novel, Renaissance no. 2, of 12
January 1990.
6) Mr. Petru Lucinschi, first secretary of the CC of the PC from RSS
Moldovan -open letter of 14 January, published in Justice
no. 8, of February 13, 1990.
7) The dust of our tears ... Justice no. 10, of February 15, 1990.
8) Concern about the situation in northern Bukovina, RSS
Moldovan and Southern Bessarabia - broadcast on February 10, appeared in
Justice no. 15, of February 22, 1990.
9) Nightmare or reality - about the deportation of an entire village from
Bessarabia, Justice no. 18, of February 24, 1990.
10) Lightning of suffering - also about deportees to Siberia, Justice no.
20, of February 27, 1990.
11) I defend my poverty and my needs and my people - consecrated page
of today's Bessarabian poets, written together with Ion Pogorilovschi,
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Justice no. 36, of March 17, 1990.
12) Anniversary of the Union of Bessarabia with Romania, Justice no. 29, of 9
March 1990.
13) A culprit is being sought for the ultimate annexation of Bessarabia by
to the Russians? - Justice no. 44, 45, of March 15, 1990. It's an answer to
article published in Moscow in Izvestia on February 24, 1990 (See about and
in Libertatea no. 61, of March 5, 1990).
14) The call of the Prut of our tears to cover it with flowers Awakening, [Chisinau] April, no. 3, 1990, appeal taken from the Justice of
March 31, 1990.
15) Mr. Petru Lucinschi, First Secretary of the CC of the PC from RSS
Moldovenească - open letter from April 14, 1990, published in Flacăra
Moldova.
23) Call for the schooling of students from Bessarabia - To all high schools
with boarding school in Romania, in Viitorul from June 12, Gazeta de Botoşani,
from 14 June, Free Romania from June 20 and in other publications.
24) Eminescu's effigy, the coat of arms of the Romanian tricolor, Justice no.
107, of 14 June 1990.
25) Today, at 11 o'clock, Alba-Iulia-Bucharest-Chisinau, in the Justice of June 24
1990.
26) Students from the Republic of Moldova, you want to spend your summer
vacation in Romania? Country no. 1, 1990.
27) Greetings of the Bucharest-Chisinau Cultural Society at the Second
Congress of the Popular Front of Moldova - Country no. 1, 1990.
28) Transcript of the talks given by the President of the Company Cultural
Bucharest - Chisinau, Mr. Gheorghe Gavrilă Copil, at the Ministry Education in
the Russian Federal Republic, at the Committee on Science and Education of
the Supreme Soviet of the Russian SSR, at the Cabinet of the First Deputy
President of the Supreme Soviet of the Russian SSR (Moscow 1990) - Country
(Chisinau), no. 39, 1990. Civic Alliance no. 57, 59, 1991.
29) The appeal of the Cultural Society Bucharest - Chisinau. Romanians and
Moldovans from Siberia. She was covered on TV, radio and appeared in
newspapers of Siberia Tyumenenskaia Pravda, 8 September 1990, Surgutskaia
Tribuna, September 12, 1990, Vostocino-Sibirskaya Pravda, August 21, 1990
andK rasnoe Znamea, August 24, 1990.
30) Repatriation of Romanians from Siberia and other areas of the USSR to the
Future, 5 October 1990, Justice October 10, 1990.
31) Views on the Ribbentrop - Molotov Treaty, in
The Future, October 5, 1990.
32) Declaration of the Bucharest-Chisinau Cultural Society, Free Romania
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October 28/29, 1990.
33) In defense of the territorial integrity of the Republic of Moldova, Free
Romania, 25 October 1990. - for the territorial integrity of the Republic of
Moldova.
34) Romanian brothers! Detachments to protect territorial integrity
of the Republic of Moldova, Flacăra, no. 46, of November 14, 1990.
35) Open letter to the American, German, Russian peoples in the Universe,
November 1990 Flame no. 47, of November 21, 1990.Bucharest-Chisinau
Cultural Society, in the years 1990-1993, under the motto, became a real
prayer "Bucharest-Chisinau, God help us!", he organized thirty-seven rallies in
support of the brethren across the Prut.He also organized and participated in
round tables, symposia, public meetings and other meetings, etc.
36) You still live in the ice empire. Notes on the spot, from
Siberia, about the life of the deportees, in Flacăra Basarabiei no. January 1, 2,
February 1991.
37) University Square of Siberia, Flame no. 6, of February 13, 1991.
38) The Union for the Territorial Reunification of Romania. Flame
Bessarabia no. 2, February 1991.
39) The statement of the political parties in Romania, of the organizations,
associations and unions signatories to this declaration in connection with
the USSR intends to hold a referendum in the Republic of Moldova on 17
March 1991, in Justice, March 13, 1991.
40) Romanians across the Prut must participate in the general elections in
Romania, in Flacăra Basarbiei no. 8-9, 1991.
41) An urgent initiative House of Bessarabia, in the Flame of Bessarabia no. 8-9,
1991.
42) Memorandum addressed to the United States of America, the United
Kingdom and France, through their embassies in Bucharest, in free Romania no.
472 and 473, of August 27 and 28, 1991.
43) The time for the repatriation of Romanians from Siberia, the Civic Alliance,
is approaching 75, of October 12, 1991.
44) Bessarabians cannot bring their children to school in Motherland,
Alliance Civic no. 78, of October 17, 1991 and Still Love no. 58, from 10-17
October 1991.
45) Message addressed to Messrs. Mikhail Gorbachev and Boris Yeltsin, in
Country no.
45 (63), November 1991.
46) Europe is not an asylum for the Red Empire, in the Daily, 26
February 1992.
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47) Diversion against the National Council (Glasul Țării)of the Union and the
FrontPopular Christian Democrat, in Express, April 21-27, 1992.
48) Moscow gave up the thought of being the master of the world ?, Country
Council, no. 59, of April 10, 1992.
49) Parliamentarians from Chisinau, majority in Bucharest, Voice of the Nation
no. 15, from April 1992.
50) To the President of Russia, Mr Boris Yeltsin, to Parliament
Russia, Free Romania no. April 4, 1992.
51) The voice of conscience(Glasul Conștiinței), Daily no. 74, of April 16, 1992.
52) Appeal from Tiraspol, Daily of May 27, 1992.
53) Appeal to the Romanians held captive in the city of Tiraspol - signed
and by Mihai Avădanei and Mihai Stanca, the presidents of the Iaşi and Bihor
branches, ale Bucharest-Chisinau Cultural Society.
54) Attention to Moscow, Romanian politicians !
Country no. 25 (95), of 16 June 1992.
Of the 40,000 refugees from the war on the Dniester, the war through which
threatened the territorial integrity of the Republic of Moldova, the number one
the children represented him. The Bucharest-Chisinau Cultural Society to
addressed to the Minister of National Defense, Lieutenant General Nicolae
Spiroiu, demanding the opening of military high schools during the summer
holidays for refugee children. It was answered in the affirmative, by Major
General Constantin Anghel, that, due to the cooperation between the Minister
of National Defense, a Alfa and Frăţia Trade Unions and the Bucharest-Chisinau
Cultural Society, high schools Romanian military received at the protective
breast of the Romanian army, a significant number of children. See the Daily of
July 15, Children of Bessarabia needs the help of Romanians in the country,
signed by Irina Negrea.
55) The Aldea Teodorovici spouses moved into our souls, Cotidianul, 2
November 1992.
56) Bessarabians begging, Ialomiţa no. 442, of August 21, 1992.
57) The attempt to destabilize the eastern part of Europe. Call
to the Parliament, the Government and the Presidency of Romania, to the
whole breath Romanian, Cotidianul no. 102, of May 4, 1993.
58) A new Bosnia-Herzegovina in northern Bukovina ?, Free Romania, 6
October 1993.
59) Ukraine's independence is seriously threatened on November 30
1995.
60) Deceneu, Nestor Publishing House, Bucharest, 1995.
61) Decebal, Majadahonda Publishing House, Bucharest, 1996.
62) The arrival of the Moscow troops is completely inopportune, Day, 16
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December 1996.
63) Ilie Ilascu can be released !. Presidents Emil
Constantinescu, Petru Lucinschi, Bill Clinton and Boris Yeltsin To the
Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe To theRomanian
Parliament, in Pro Bessarabia and Bucovina, no. 18, 1997.
64) Ilascu must be released. Appeal to President Emil
Constantinescu, Petru Lucinschi, Bill Clinton, Boris Yeltsin, to the OSCE to
all the Parliaments of the world, in free Romania - Aldine from March 27, 1999.
65) Ilie Ilaşcu at present - in vol. ANCD, Christian Democratic Hope,
Crater Publishing House, page 83.
66) Holy Father Jonah Paul II. Call for the release of Ilie Ilascu,
Free Romania, May 1, 1999.
67) The Romanians did not forget Ilie Ilascu - Free Romania, June 8, 1999.
68) A dishonorable article appeared in the daily "Evenimentul Zilei" Article in defense of Ilie Ilaşcu's daughter, in România liberă - Aldine - June 12
1999.
69) At sunset - novel - Dacia Eternă Publishing House, 1999.
70) Bucharest-Chisinau Cultural Society, Dacia Eternă Publishing House,
1999.
It will appear at Dacia Eternă
71) Valea Hăşdăţii (a novel of the Union from December 1, 1918).
72) How is God on the cross? (a novel of the Romanian deportees from
Siberia).
73) Decebalus or Eternal Dacia.
Fourth cover, printed edition.
General Ştefan Guşe opposed the Soviet military intervention in Romania.
Moscow did not react publicly in any way. He objected
someone to whom Mikhail Gorbachev replied that the USSR would not send
troops to Romania!
The flower bridge, a sure way to the Reunification of Romania, was also
annexed hijacked. Of whom? Read on and you will find out.
USSR Ambassador and Corneliu Coposu. Those who want to do politics, to give
up such activity, if they do not aim, in an intelligent and courageous way, at the
Reunification of Romania. The it is insurmountable, neither in the world here,
nor in the world beyond, aancestors. So help us God!
Author
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The documents from no. 32 to no. 76 (for technical
reasons ...) can be read in the Romanian edition. See
SOCIETATEA CULTURALĂ BUCUREȘTICHIȘINĂU www.noidacii.ro , no.155.
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